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This thesis is set within the context of the development of corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) internationally and in India, and the corporate governance reform agenda in India. Post 
1991 liberalization of the Indian economy and the explicit encouragement of foreign 
investment, the Indian government have taken actions on companies’ mandated CSR 
commitments and reporting, that are of interest internationally. A key concern is how CSR 
might be used to address inequalities and disparities in growth, especially for the bottom 50 
percent of the Indian population. Barriers to more equitable redistribution of growth include 
lip service to voluntary global standards by the Indian corporate sector, crony capitalism and 
the use of power, and the way influence and social connections are used to capture politics ad 
public policy in the interests of the rich. The thesis tracks the reform milestones in India 
which began in 2009 with the Government of India’s Ministry of Corporate Affairs’ release 
of voluntary guidelines on CSR, which in 2011 became the National Voluntary Guidelines 
(NVG), and in 2012 the Securities Exchange Board of India’s decision to mandate the top 
100 Companies by market capitalisation on the Stock Exchanges, to publish Business 
Responsibility Reports (BRR). In 2013 guidelines were issued for central public sector 
undertakings and the Companies Act of 2013 replaced the Companies Act of 1956. Section 
135 of the Act on CSR, sought to mainstream sustainability with a mandatory ‘apply or 
explain’ principle as a minimum requirement.  
An exhaustive search of CSR and the growth of sustainability reporting of companies since 
2010 shows that only about 50 percent of India’s top 100 companies have been reporting 
consistently on GRI guidelines and the GRI reporting of 14 of these is analysed and an index 
proposed. The thesis traces 12 of those top companies that report on both GRI and BRR/CSR, 
comparing their reporting from 2010/11 up to 2014/15.  
The central theme of the thesis is to analyse the impact of CSR and reporting guidelines in 
India through an analysis of the selected companies, whose journey is tracked through 
publicly available sources. The aim is to find out whether increased reporting and the 2013 
CSR Guidelines have led to better transparency and whether this reporting gives a full picture 
of the impact the company makes on society and environment. Analysis shows that mere 
increased CSR spend does not necessarily lead to increased responsibility or transparency. 





or measurable and whilst the reports may be mandatory, companies can cherry-pick what 
they choose to report on.  
This points to the need for further regulation, alongside facilitation of civil society, 
community and public scrutiny of corporate reporting and CSR effectiveness. A new 
regulatory framework is needed to ensure that companies comply with expectations of 
transparent, independently verified due diligence, against meaningful indicators of 
performance and impact, with systematic reportage in the public domain. This thesis will 
promote critical analysis in India which links business responsibility reporting to CSR, giving 
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Sustainability, according to the Brundtland Commission, includes not only economic and 
social development, but also a commitment to the needs of the poor and recognition of the 
physical limitations of the earth (Drexhage and Murphy 2010). This has resulted in a number 
of developments on sustainability, in practice as well as in theory. The report highlighted 
three fundamental components to sustainable development: environmental protection, 
economic growth, and social equity (Brundtland 1987). The environment should be 
conserved and our resource base enhanced, by gradually changing the ways in which we 
develop and use technologies. Developing nations must be able to meet their basic needs of 
employment, food, energy, water and sanitation. If this is to be done in a sustainable manner, 
then there is a need for strategies by all, including business. Economic growth should be 
revived and developing nations should achieve a level of equal quality to the developed 
nations, while eliminating inequalities. Using a financial analogy, sustainable development 
has come to mean living off the interest from our economic, environmental and social 
resources, while leaving the principal for future generations so that their lives can be as good, 
if not better, than our own (Blackburn, 2017, n. p). 
India has grown rapidly in the last decade, with GDP growth reaching 7.9 percent in March 
2016 (PTI 2016). Many companies, especially the Information Technology (IT) companies 
have listed on the NASDAQ and are on the London Stock exchange. Much of this is 
attributed to growth since India’s liberalisation in 1991, following its internal economic 
crisis. The principle, on which the tri-partite constitutionality of liberalisation, privatisation 
and globalisation (LPG) is based, is in the 1991 New Economic Policy (NEP) of the 
Government of India. Unveiled by the then Finance Minister of the country, Dr. Manmohan 
Singh, the policy sought to premise its purpose on factors that include driving the Indian 
economy through an era of globalisation with a renewed impetus towards foreign investment 
and open markets. Bringing down the rate of inflation and addressing gaps in the balance of 
payments were pressing matters internally, the latter commanding a very high degree of 
concern. This, again, was a planned and sequential exercise of policy reforms, owing to the 





India’s reforms and its progressive structurality, Deputy Chairman of the Planning 
Commission Montek Singh Ahluwalia (1993) commented that: 
[a]n important feature of India's reform programme, when compared with reforms 
underway in many other countries, is that it has emphasized gradualism and 
evolutionary transition rather than rapid restructuring or ‘shock therapy’. This 
gradualism has often been the subject of unfavorable comment by the advocates of 
reform both inside and outside the country. Before considering the contents and 
design of the Indian reform programme, it is useful to review some of the main 
reasons why India’s reforms have followed a gradualist path (Ahluwalia, 1993, p. 1). 
Comments in the public domain through newspapers highlighted ‘pro-poor’ nuances inherent 
in the reforms which were considered to be a multiple-pathway mechanism comprising 
economic and social factors to alleviate poor living conditions of the vast majority of India’s 
populace.  
Decades later, research studies such as those conducted by the Arjun Sengupta Committee, 
highlighted that over “77 percent of the population had a per capita daily consumption of up 
to rupees 20 (in 2004-05) whom they call the poor and the vulnerable. The number of persons 
belonging to this group increased from 811 million in 1999-2000 to 836 million in 2004- 05” 
(National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector 2007, p. ii). This form of 
economic dualism continues to prevail, with contours of change that have been consistently 
raised by stakeholders, such as those by civil society activists. Further, others have argued 
that LPG has only exacerbated the monetary and resultant socio-cultural divide in the country 
(Ahluwalia 1993). Menon (2006) in her empirical study on farmers’ suicide, states that the 
economic reforms calls for an assessment of the role of the state, liberalization of trade, 
structural adjustment, transparency and full convertibility of rupee. The restructuring of 
economy envisaged by the IMF involves the replacement of an import-substitution growth 
strategy by an export-oriented growth strategy. This was entirely against the spirit of the 
basic ideology of Indian constitution: that is, to attain an egalitarian social order without wide 
disparities in access to income. After independence, notwithstanding the political and 
economic difficulties, the national leaders were committed to the Preamble pledge of Indian 
constitution to alleviate destitution and work for a democratic order based on human dignity 






Other empirical studies have also pointed to the impact that LPG reforms have had on India’s 
poor, wherein pre-reform progress on alleviating poverty has been seen to be higher than that 
of the post-reform scenario. The period of 1969-70 up to 1990-91 showed a considerable 
decline in levels of poverty, whereas there was proved to be a reversal and negative trends on 
several poverty indicators such as Poverty Gap Index (PGI) and Squared Poverty Gap Index 
(SPGI) in the decades after liberalisation in 1991. 
 
Thus, it is imperative to consider the other end of India’s neo-liberal reform spectrum on 
matters of policy-making; while, at the same time, it was felt that some credit is owed to the 
private sector for its risk-centric investment portfolios and job-creation potential to address 
challenges faced by the country’s demographic dividend. Perhaps it would be in this milieu, 
that it was envisaged that the Company’s Act, 2013 and its Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) provisions, would facilitate a collective-stakeholder based approach to address poverty 
in all its forms, this being among the United Nations’ global priorities of sustainable 
development. “to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all” (United 
Nations 2015, n. p.). 
 
Rapid growth thus resulted in uneven growth. Inequality is visible in every aspect of life in 
India today. In 2013, 767 million people lived on less than 1.90 dollar a day (The World 
Bank 2016). The Forbes list of Billionaires 2017 says there are more than 100 (out of 2,043) 
billionaires in India, although majority of them are at the bottom of the billionaire pyramid 
(PTI 2017). There were increasing numbers of exposures of scams in the corporate financial 
and in the political spheres, which showed an increasing nexus between politicians and crony 
capitalists. India had grown into a two-trillion dollar economy, but there is a need for 
standards and transparency in its corporate sector, as much as in other sectors that came under 
the Right to Information Act. Some institutions led by industry, as well as regulators such as 
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), took initiatives to bring in self-regulation 
as well as accountability. SEBI, following the Confederation of Indian Industry, appointed 
the Committee on Corporate Governance on May 7, 1999 under the Chairmanship of a 
member of the SEBI Board, to raise the standards of corporate governance. The Committee’s 





with companies, and any other measures to improve the standards of corporate governance in 
the listed companies, in areas such as continuous disclosure of material information (both 
financial and non-financial), manner and frequency of such disclosures, and the 
responsibilities of independent and outside directors (Dasaraju  Murthy 2011). It also aimed 
to draft a code of corporate best practice and to suggest safeguards to be instituted within 
companies to deal with insider information and insider trading. 
The primary objective of the Committee was to view corporate governance from the 
perspective of the investors and shareholders and to prepare a code to suit the Indian 
corporate environment, as corporate governance frameworks are not exportable. The 
committee has identified the three key constituents of corporate governance as the 
Shareholders, the Board of Directors and the Management, and has attempted to identify, in 
respect of each of these, their roles and responsibilities and also their rights, in the context of 
good corporate governance. Fundamental to this examination and permeating throughout this 
exercise is the recognition of the three key aspects of corporate governance: accountability, 
transparency and equality of treatment for all stakeholders. 
Global Reporting Initiative and Indian companies 
When the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) issued its draft Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines for Organizations in June 2000, it assumed sustainability entailed all three triple 
bottom line elements. There was a need to show the triple bottom line rather than just the 
single bottom line of profit and loss. The cost of externalities, although not fully captured, 
had begun to enter the financial debate. Initially, some companies in Europe and America 
began reporting on the triple bottom line of profits, planet and people (Elkington 1997). This 
translated into the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). It later began indicating a framework 
for reporting for companies on their sustainability. Later it was also called ‘Sustainability 
Reporting’. The GRI standards group then registered as an organisation to promote GRI 
reporting, which is constantly evolving and has now reached its fourth iteration. With the 
introduction of GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) in 2000, the era of sustainability reports 
was introduced in India, although the take-off was slow and remained so. 
 
The G3, valid at the time of the GRI research conducted for this thesis, is also called the 





generation’ because the GRI seeks to continually improve upon the Guidelines which were 
first released in 2000 and updated with the G2 (released in 2002) and then the G3. The G3 
Guidelines provide universal guidance for reporting on sustainability performance. This 
means it is applicable to small companies, large multinationals, public sector, NGOs and 
other types of organisations from all around the world. The G3 consists of principles and 
disclosure items (the latter includes performance indicators). The principles help reporters 
define the report content, the quality of the report, and give guidance on how to set the report 
boundary. Principles include those such as stakeholder inclusiveness, comparability and 
timeliness. Disclosure items include disclosures on management of issues, as well as 
performance indicators themselves. The G3 was the base of the Reporting Framework. GRI 
has thus set certain guidelines to social, environmental and financial reporting of many 
companies which gives more information than just financial.   
Indian companies were slowly increasingly adopting the GRI framework of reporting 
standard. There were eight Indian companies which followed GRI guidelines in 2008/9. 
Rather than focusing on impact on the society, professional companies are more inclined 
towards self-reporting their efforts. In India, the family-owned business has been the 
prevalent organisational ownership and the corporate social responsibility of most of the 
firms depends on the family’s core emotional values. Therefore, to look at the impact of these 
firms, proper reporting standards and disclosure with proper quantitative measures is needed. 
As a part of a company’s accountability towards all its stakeholders, there was an urgent need 
for standardised reporting.  By 2008 there were nine to ten companies reporting on GRI and 
by 2011/12, around 51 of the top companies were reporting on the GRI framework (Global 
Reporting Initiative et. al. 2012, p. 51). Thus GRI and later the SEBI reforms and the 
Companies Act 2013 have been pivotal in the development of CSR and sustainability 
reporting in India. 
Research outline 
This thesis, which is a study of the impact of CSR guidelines in India, comprises eight 
chapters.  
Chapter one introduces the subject of Corporate Social responsibility (CSR) in international 
and national Indian debates using secondary literature. Chapter two provides a review of the 





the significance of board and management involvement. Chapter two focuses on defining 
corporate governance, outlining international developments on corporate governance 
including the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 2004, 2015 and application of a 
principles-based approach; the evolution of corporate governance in India; the role of key 
India corporate governance reform committees and SEBI reforms up to the Companies Act 
2013); and the interrelationships between corporate governance, CSR and sustainable 
development. Chapter three provides an overview of the new Companies Act of 2013 which 
became operational from April 2014 and its CSR details, implications, relevant rules and the 
required documentation, allocation, policy and other connected legal requirements needed in 
order to adhere to the law. Chapter four provides an analysis of why the Indian Government 
found it imperative to bring in a new law mandating CSR, given the large number of scams 
that had led to a trust deficit, with the corporate sector examining well known misdeeds that 
have been public in the media, particularly those of MNCs functioning in India. Chapter five 
gives an overview of the importance of CSR ratings and the limited CSR ratings, surveys and 
the influence of  UN Global Compact guidelines in India, much of which remained in the 
voluntary realm and beyond the purview of regulation and had limited impact on companies. 
Chapter six reviews the adoption of Global Reporting Standards in the Indian context and the 
analysis of Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) reports of a sample of Indian companies and the 
methodology followed is described in detail in the section that follows. This study examines 
whether annual reports and GRI reporting give sufficient insight into the sustainability 
practices of 14 companies that meet criteria of selection.  Chapter seven traces Indian 
reporting requirements under the National Voluntary Guidelines (NVGs) for the Economic, 
Social and Environmental Responsibilities of Business (Ministry of Corporate Affairs, 2011) 
for the top 100 companies listed by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). SEBI 
prescribed a format for Business Responsibility Reports (BRRs) as a mandatory compliance 
to be submitted as an integral part of the reports of such companies along with the Annual 
report under Clause 55 of the Equity Listing Agreement (SEBI 2012). 
 
The Companies Act of 2013 adopted further provisions on accountability of directors, boards 
and auditors, introduced whistle-blower protection, class-action suits and provisions relating 
to fraud and worker welfare. The Act mandated that companies with an annual gross income 
over a specified level spend 2 percent on Corporate social responsibility (CSR) in designated 





examines the effectiveness of CSR guidelines and whether CSR will promote accountability 
and responsible business practices by comparing 12 companies that meet criteria of selection 
under the GRI and Companies Act 2013 BRR reporting. A primary focus is what these GRI 
and BRR reports tell us about company performance and its impact on corporate 
responsibility. The design for research discussed in chapters six and seven is outlined below. 
Chapter eight summarises the main findings of this research and draws conclusions and 
recommendations. 
 
Research design of the thesis  
The methodology of this thesis was designed prior to the enactment of the Companies Act, 
when GRI constituted the first real source of company sustainability reporting. It is based on 
analysis of company data available in the public domain. The literature review suggests that 
previously, there was no benchmarking of sustainability or ecological footprint in the public 
domain in India and that the GRI provides a first opportunity to review data from company 
reports because it encourages public disclosures on a range of sustainability measures. Prior 
to the enactment of the Companies Act 2013, GRI was the main recent source of systematic 
company sustainability reporting. 
 
In 2010/11 the largest 500 companies as listed by the newspaper Economic Times reported 
total sales revenue of rupees 3700 billion. The mandate from the Government of India was to 
spend 2 percent of the profits on Corporate social responsibility (CSR) (later incorporated 
into the 2013 Companies Act).  The profit before tax of these companies in 2010 was rupees 
400 billion (the US dollar equivalent is about US$0.7 trillion); and 2 percent of this was 1.4 
billion US dollars on CSR (Economic Times 2012).  The President of India announced the 
National Voluntary Guidelines on reporting for the top 100 companies in 2011 and this was 
mandated by SEBI (Securities and Exchange Board of India). It later came to be known as 
Business Responsible Reporting (BRR), which became mandatory from 2012/13 onwards. 
The New Companies Bill 2012 was passed in the Parliament in December 2013 and became 
the new Companies Act 2013 and the mandated 2 percent CSR under Section 135 came into 





Chapter six elaborates the approaches to analysing company reports through the lens of 
sustainability. The research design has adopted a quantitative approach of analysing both the 
GRI reports and the Business Responsibility Reports of companies that are available in the 
public domain (Chapters 6 and 7). The reports are collected for the financial year and an 
analysis of rating the data has been used. The following research questions are used to guide 
analysis of the impact and effectiveness of CSR guidelines on Indian companies: 
a. What is the relationship between GRI reporting and CSR spend? 
b. What is revealed by comparison of GRI and CSR 2 percent contribution as a 
percentage of profits?  
c. What has been the compliance of these companies in the Business Responsibility 
Reports (BRR) published from 2013 onwards to their reports in 2015   of their CSR 
obligations under the Companies Act 2013? 
d. Has CSR spending led to responsible business practices overall?  
e. What is the effectiveness of CSR guidelines?  
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As shown in figure A.1, this research aims to find an instrument to measure CSR and 
sustainability measuring business responsibility from the different reports the companies 
place in the public domain.  For a more complete understanding of the process, the following 
steps in the methodology for analysing the impact of CSR guidelines are listed below: 
 
1. There is a literature review for identifying the research questions on sustainability and 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). 
2. Indian companies reporting on the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and in the public 
domain on their website are identified. There are 51 Indian companies reporting on 
GRI sustainability reports that have been listed in the public domain.  
3. In the initial pilot study the data on top companies in India are analysed for companies 
which had begun in 2010/11 uploading the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) reports 
into the public domain. (The Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) had also 
begun listing companies’ annual reports from 2012 and also on the Bombay Stock 
exchange (BSE)). 
4. The annual reports and GRI reports are analysed for 14 of the top companies with the 
highest G3 A+ rating and which were also externally reviewed. The grade of A + is 
only given where based on verification by an external assurance agency (these are the 
selection criteria adopted for the sample of 14 companies included in the GRI 
analysis). Companies which were not A+ are not considered in the analysis. The data 
of 14 top companies which represented about 50 percent of the market capitalization 
is compiled with their consolidated GRI scores.  
5. The sustainability reports are graded according to the rating scale from zero to 150. 
This forms the ranking scale. 
6. In 2012-13 the Government of India made it mandatory for the top 100 companies to 
report as per National Voluntary Guidelines (NVGs). In the same year the 
Government of India passed the Companies Act, 2013 and as per Section 135 of the 





companies were mandated to publish, along with their annual report, their BRR 
(Business Responsibility Reports). 
7. The GRI sample companies are analysed as per their BRR reports in the year 2014-15 
and their compliance to the National Voluntary Guidelines, the first year of reporting. 
(Two companies fell from the top 100 companies in the intervening period and the 
remaining 12 companies, which remained in the top 100, are analysed and compared 
on GRI and BRR reporting). 
8. The GRI results for 2011 are validated with the BRR reports of the financial years 
2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15 and Annual Reports of the same 12 Companies in 2015/16 
to check their compliance with the CSR laws, environmental and social guidelines. 
9. The impact of the effectiveness of the CSR guidelines are analysed for insights into 
the relationship between sustainability and CSR. 
The methods used to investigate these research questions, describing the methods used for 
data collection and also development of a CSR index in future, are dealt with in more detail 
in chapters six and seven. The analysis uses a rating approach based on examining the data 
provided by companies in India.  Of relevance to interpreting and validating the findings of 
this research are the Karmayog findings and research by Hegde and Hegde (2011). The study 
begins qualitatively as this approach to sustainability is a three-sector analysis of profit, 
planet and people. Using the data of the companies from GRI in 2011/12, an index is 
constructed using GRI scores. The index uses weighting as an option. 
 
Weighting 
Creswell and Clark (2007) explain that two possible weighting options can be applied to the 
mixed method research: one is equal weight and the other unequal. Equal weight means 
addressing the research problem using quantitative and qualitative data available in the GRI 
reports equally, and unequal weights means that one of the methods (qualitative or 
quantitative ) will be used more than other. The researcher has given equal weighting to both 
qualitative and quantitative in analysing the GRI reports. This is due to a particular world 
view which is that economic, social and environmental factors are equally important, rather 






In implementing the research, all data is analysed for the same year 2010/11 when the GRI 
Reports were available and Annual Reports are analysed. The data is collected from 
published reports and the data available on GRI website and from the Bombay Stock 
Exchange and company websites where all listed companies have to post their annual reports 
and audited accounts. In order to validate the data from the findings, the annual reports and 
Business Responsibility Reports for the year 2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/2015 were analysed. 
The analysis is in chapter seven. 
  
Limitations of existing data 
1 As CSR is a multidimensional construct, it is not easy to measure its variables, 
especially on all the indicators, and hence we have used the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
to construct a multi parameter model which includes company reporting on economic, 
environmental, social, product integrity and safety and labour practices. This multi-
dimensional model of GRI reporting also has its limitations.  
 
2 GRI reporting is based on processes of data collection, standardisation of parameters 
and cause and effect impact reporting and multi parameter reporting. The environmental 
section of GRI has 30 data sets on the impact of the company in its immediate environment. 
Take the case of emissions of carbon and greenhouse gases (GHGs). Many companies do 
have emissions, however, the reporting is based on certain standards and processes. For 
example, company x emits 30 tons of carbon dioxide in a year and the same company plants 
15,000 trees on its campus. There is no reliable estimate on off-set compensations and it is 
likely that the damage is more than the positive impacts of tree planting. The framework of 
GRI is not an absolute but a comparative standard of measurement. Hence the dynamic 
effects of a company’s impact on social and environmental performance will have to be 
studied with a fair amount of variance in the absence of more precise measures. 
 
3 When grading the GRI reports we have used all the parameters and given a uniform 





with uniform weight. But a company using child labour practices or exploitation of women’s 
labour may be destroying a full generation of workers. Thus uniform weighting is likely to 
underestimate high impact practices. More precise measures need to be developed to enable 
assessment of the longer term impacts on vulnerable people.  
 
4 The study sample was based on the top companies in the Bombay Stock Exchange 
(BSE) based on market capitalization and the 100 top companies listed on the SEBI. Hence, 
this study is based on the top percentile of companies and not on industrial sectors. For 
example, mining and extraction companies may be the top violators but only a few of them 
will fall into this study’s framework. 
 
Limitations of existing literature 
1 Much of the existing CSR literature in India is based on the developments of CSR in 
the UK, Europe and the US and relies on theory and practice of the companies there which 
may be relevant to Indian Companies that are global but does not necessarily apply to those 
that are family run or even public sector enterprises, many of which are in the list of India’s 
top 100 companies. 
 
2 There have been very few studies in the Indian context. Since the New Companies 
Act, 2013 which made it mandatory to spend 2 percent of the gross profits on CSR, there has 
been heightened interest in research in this area, but very few authoritative texts besides those 
of Fogla (2014), Kapoor & Dhamija,(2016) and  Kakkar (2016). 
 
3 The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) had mandated National 
Voluntary Guidelines (NVG) for the top 100 companies and also given detailed reporting 
procedures which bring in a new set of company data into the public domain. However, the 
BRR reporting framework does not elicit full disclosure at this stage even three years its 







4 It is early days for the corporate sector in India in terms of reporting transparently and 
being accountable for disclosures. However, public analysis, scrutiny and pressure would go 
a long way towards ensuring more responsibility. This thesis shows a way forward in 
analyzing data in the public domain and examining the impact of CSR guidelines especially 
for stakeholders who are often adversely affected by the activities of companies. These 
include local communities, non-profit organisations and activist groups, which in the future, 
can examine company disclosures and make informed decisions about what changes are 
























Evolution of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter locates the modern idea of CSR within a history of its evolution and identifies 
the directions the idea has taken internationally and in India as it has evolved. It defines the 
meaning and scope of CSR, describes the process of growth of the idea and explains the 
concept while identifying the issues which arise with CSR globally and in India. 
Historically, the concept of CSR has been viewed as corporate philanthropy or charity the 
world over. Wealthy entrepreneurs and businesses recognised the need to engage with 
society, earning goodwill and often contributed to initiatives such as setting up schools, 
hospitals and welfare programmes. This is a view of corporations as a ‘social institution’ of 
which Peter Drucker was a significant proponent. Drucker (1955) elaborated on the role of 
the corporation serving a social function by saying that: 
the fact is that in modern society there is no other leadership group but managers. If 
the managers of our major institutions, and especially of business, do not take 
responsibility for the common good, no one else can or will (Drucker 2011, p. 297). 
1.2 Definition of CSR 
In the 1960s Eells and Walton (1961) examined the broad spectrum of CSR, stating:  
CSR represents a concern with the needs and goals of society which goes beyond the 
merely economic. Insofar as the business system as it exists today can only survive in 
an efficiently functioning free society, the corporate social responsibility movement 
represents a broad concern with business’s role in supporting and improving that 
social order (Eells and Walton, p. 111). 
Carroll (1979) put forward a comprehensive definition of CSR, incorporated into a model of 
corporate social performance (CSP). He argued that for managers and corporations to involve 





businesses engaged in, an understanding of the issues underlying the need for social 
responsibility; and specification of the philosophy (or strategy). Carroll holds that “the social 
responsibility of business encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary 
expectations that society has of organizations at a given point in time” (Carroll 1979, p. 500). 
The economic component of a business is generally assumed to be a self-serving act while 
the legal, ethical, discretionary, and philanthropic components are assumed to be for the 
benefit of others. Carroll attempts to eliminate this distinction by stating that, by maintaining 
its economic viability, the corporation in fact serves the purposes of others as well, 
perpetuating the economy and the business system. In 1991, Carroll depicted this definition 
as a ‘pyramid of CSR’, with the economic responsibility forming the foundation of the 
pyramid.
 
Figure 1.1: Carroll’s CSR Pyramid: A Three-Dimensional Conceptual Model of 
Corporate Social Performance (Carroll 1991, pp. 42). 
 
The new understanding of CSR, which extends the engagement of a firm with stakeholders 





developed in the United States in the mid-1980s and based on the work of R. Edward 
Freeman (1984), incorporating stakeholder engagement into strategic management. D’Amato 
et. al.(2009, p. 7) state that “CSR is business decision making linked to ethical values, 
compliance with legal requirements, respect for people, communities and the environment 
around the world”. Mallen Baker, a UK-based writer and strategic advisor on CSR, talks 
about how “CSR is about how companies manage the business processes to produce an 
overall positive impact on society” (Hutchisson 2013, n.p). The World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development (n. d.) states that: 
[c]orporate Social Responsibility is the commitment by business to behave ethically 
and contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of the 
workforce and their families as well as of the local community and society–at–large 
(n. p.). 
In 2011 the European Commission announced a package of measures on responsible business 
(European Commission, 2011). The European Commission (2016) defines corporate social 
responsibility as “the responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on society”. To fully meet 
their social responsibility, companies should have a process to integrate social, 
environmental, ethical human rights and consumer concerns into their business operations 
and core strategy in close collaboration with their stakeholders. The aim is: 
• to maximise the creation of shared value, which means to create returns on investment 
for the company's shareholders at the same time as ensuring benefits for the company's 
other stakeholders; 
• to identify, prevent and mitigate possible adverse impacts which enterprises may have 
on society (European Commission 2011, p. 1). 
In a nutshell, the conventional form of corporate social responsibility is identified with 
profitability (providing wealth, jobs and innovations), legal compliance and philanthropy but 
more recently has come to include: “(e)xplicit recognition of Human rights and ethical 
considerations in addition to social, environmental and consumer considerations” (European 
Commission 2011, p. 1). 
The current meaning of corporate responsibility is associated with the realisation that the day 





community, and that it is in those impacts where responsibility lies, not merely in efforts to 
do good. 
1.3 Historical Evolution and Overview of CSR 
Footprints of the concept could be seen even in the early twentieth century. In the 1919 case 
of Dodge v Ford Motor Company, the Michigan Supreme Court issued a landmark judgement 
defining the powers of directors of business corporations to be employed for the purpose of 
increasing the profit of its stockholders, a step toward broadening corporate responsibility. 
Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means examined this historical concept in their book The Modern 
Corporation and Private Property (2009), arguing that the interests of society must play a 
role in managerial decision making. The 1950s marked the modern era of CSR. Harold 
Bowen defined social responsibilities as: 
the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, make those decisions, or to 
follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values 
of our society (Karake 1999, p.132). 
There was a lot of push-back from notions of obligations or benefits of the firm beyond 
profit. 
Theodore Levitt (1958) stated the “only two responsibilities” of business are “to obey the 
elementary cannons of everyday face-to-face civility (honesty, good faith, and so on)” and to 
seek economic profit (Levitt, 1958, p. 49). During 1960s and 70s the definitions of CSR 
expanded and proliferated. Scholars also criticised the concept, with Milton Friedman stating, 
few trends could so thoroughly undermine the very foundations of our free society as 
the acceptance by corporate officials of a social responsibility other than to make as 
much money for their stockholders as possible while conforming to the basic rules of 
society, both those embodied in law and those embodies in ethical custom (Schwartz 
2011  p.162). 
However, the overall trend was in favour of expanding the traditional definition of corporate 





 the idea of social responsibilities supposes that the corporation has not only economic 
and legal obligations but also certain responsibilities to society which extend beyond 
these obligations” (Sims 2003 p. 43).  
Davis and Blomstrom argued:  
Social responsibility … refers to a person’s obligation to consider the effects of his 
decisions and actions on the whole social system. Businessmen apply social 
responsibility when they consider needs and interests of others who may be affected 
by business actions. In so doing, they look beyond their firm’s narrow economic and 
technical interests (Schwartz 2011, p.163). 
Clarence Walton identified the emerging concept of CSR and recognized the “intimacy of the 
relationships between corporations and society, and that these relationships had to be an 
important factor in managerial decision-making” (Schwartz 2011 p.164). 
The 1970s saw the surge of interest in a ‘managerial approach’ to CSR reflecting the fact that 
much of the discussion of CSR emanated from management schools. This approach involved 
the application of traditional management perspectives such as leadership, to deal with CSR 
issues. Thus corporations would forecast and organise resources for CSR, assess social 
performance, and institutionalize corporate social policy and strategy. Simultaneously, there 
was an increasing emphasis during the 1970s on corporate social responsiveness, social 
obligation, and corporate social performance, as compared to corporate social responsibility. 
This distinction was elaborated upon by S. Prakash Sethi in a classic article in 1975. He 
introduced the concept of corporate social responsiveness, defining social obligation as the 
actions of corporations that are in response to market forces or legal constraints, and 
concerned purely with economic and legal issues (Sethi 1975). 
Social responsibility was expressed as a level beyond obligation. Sethi (1975 p. 62) stated 
that it “implies bringing corporate behaviour up to a level where it is congruent with the 
prevailing social norms, values, and expectations of performance”. He also made the 
distinction between social obligation as proscriptive, and social responsibility as prescriptive; 
with social responsiveness described as the third stage, beyond social responsibility. Sethi 
defines this as the adaptation of corporate actions and policies to societal conflicts and needs, 





Preston & Post (1975) attempted to focus attention on a sense of public responsibility and 
away from corporate responsibility. They were influenced by the much earlier seminal work 
of Dow Votaw (1937) as outlined by Crane: 
in the face of the large number of different, and not always consistent, usages, we 
restrict our own use of the term social responsibility to refer only to a vague and 
highly generalized sense of social concern that appears to underlie a wide variety of 
ad hoc managerial policies and practices. Most of these attitudes and activities are 
well-intentioned and even beneficent; few are patently harmful. They lack, however, 
any coherent relationship to the managerial unit’s internal activities or to its 
fundamental linkage with its host environment (Crane 2008, p. 32) 
In the 1980s, instead of new definitions, more research on different and alternative themes 
began to get currency. Theories like corporate social performance (CSP) models, stakeholder 
theory (Freman 1982), and business ethics theory emerged. Wartick & Cochran (1985 p. 759) 
proposed an “evolution of the corporate social performance model”. The three-dimensional 
integration of responsibility, responsiveness and social issue management that had been 
proposed by Archie B. Carroll in 1979 was extended. These three aspects were recast into a 
structure of principles, processes, and policies, where Carroll’s CSR definition embraced the 
“ethical principle of social responsibility, social responsiveness was seen as ‘processes’, and 
social issues management was  seen as ‘policies’” (Wartick & Cohran 1985 p. 761). 
Peter Drucker (1984) argued that,  
the proper ‘social responsibility’ of business is to tame the dragon that is to turn a 
social problem into economic opportunity and economic benefit, into productive 
capacity, into human competence, into well-paid jobs, and into wealth (Drucker 1984 
p. 62). 
Thomas Jones presented an alternative perspective to CSR. He defined it as “the notion that 
corporations have an obligation to constituent groups in society other than stockholders and 
beyond that prescribed by law and union contract” (Jones, 1980, p. 59). The aspects critical to 
this definition that CSR obligation is required to be voluntarily adopted and to extend beyond 





communities. Jones emphasises that CSR should be seen as a process, not as a series of 
outcomes. 
Tuzzolino and Armandi (1981) developed a mechanism to assess CSR, modeled after 
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Their proposal was to look at it as a tool to analyse the 
operationalization of CSR.  
 
Figure 1.2: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. (Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs n. d., p. 5) 
 
Two more important alternative perspectives that emerged during the 1980s were business 
ethics and stakeholder theory. Stakeholder theory was proposed by R. Edward Freeman in his 
classic 1984 book Strategic Management and Stakeholder Approaches. It impacted the fields 
of business ethics, business and society and CSR. “The crux of argument [was] that we must 
reconceptualise the firm around the following question: for whose benefit and at whose 
expense should the firm be managed” (Freeman 1984, p. 4). This thinking emerged from a 
decade which saw wide reporting of scandals that focused public attention on the adverse 
effects of corporate decision-making. Examples include the horrific 1984 tragedy at the 





formula controversy that began in the late 1970s and went until the 1980s; the conflict over 
corporate mining activities, particularly in South Africa where, on the face of it, seemed to 
support Apartheid; followed later, by insider trading and corrupt business practices scandals 
on Wall Street. While few landmark contributions were made to the CSR movement in the 
1990s, themes such as business ethics, stakeholder theory, sustainability, and corporate 
citizenship emerged and became predominant in the discourse, perhaps to regain the social 
legitimacy undermined by what was seen as corporate greed (Crane & Spence, 2008; Visor, 
2011). 
In the 21st century emphasis shifted from theoretical contributions to research on the effects 
and spread of CSR practices. One of the significant contributions from this era has been 
Huste’s (2000) proposal of a contingency theory of corporate social performance (CSP). CSP 
led to the inclusion of stakeholder management, corporate social responsiveness and issues 
management into CSR; with debates still quite firmly located within management and 
business schools such as University of Nottingham’s tagged CSR master’s degree and the rise 
of CSR among the big four consulting firms and newer organizations such as the UK’s 
Accountability (www.accountability21.net). Gradually, CSR became a voluntary step 
expected to be taken by companies. 
The evolution of perspectives on CSR has led to the development of several theories. As 
outlined by Garriga and Mele, these theories can be broadly classified into four groups, 
• Instrumental theories pitch CSR as a means to the organisational goals of 
wealth creation, thereby leveraging the utilitarian motive of businesses. Cause-
related marketing, CSR as strategy for competitive advantage are versions of 
this thought 
• Political theories bring attention to the use of the power of businesses in 
society: the social contract theory and corporate citizenship theory form a part. 
• Integrative theories advocate harmonising multiple interests and goals: 
Stakeholder management and the concept of CSP fall in this group. 
• Ethical theories are based on ethics and morality. Approaching CSR from a 
universal rights perspective and sustainable development are examples of such 






1.4 Does Corporate Social Responsibility Create Shared Value? 
Porter & Kramer (2002a) proposed the concept of Creating Shared Value (CSV) and 
suggested it as a better option than CSR. Coming from professors at Harvard University, it 
had acceptability. CSV was touted as innovative and good for business. Creating Shared 
Value was understood as policies and operating practices of a company that have the 
potential to enhance its competiveness while advancing the socio-economic conditions in 
host communities of the company’s operations. Shared value creation aims to identify and 
expand the connections between societal and economic progress. CSR programs have limited 
connection to the business, as they focus mostly on reputation, while CSV plays a major role 
in the company’s profitability and competitiveness. It is assumed that harm reduction 
corporate activities and compliance to laws and ethical standards will be followed. By 
creating societal value companies can create economic value.  According to Porter and 
Kramer, there are three distinct ways to do this: by preconceiving products and markets, 
redefining productivity in the value chain, building supportive industry clusters at the 
company’s locations; alongside compliance with laws and ethical standards and reducing 
harm from corporate activities (Porter and Kramer, 2001a). 
Table 1.1 How Shared Value Differs from Corporate Social Responsibility  
 CSR CSV 
 Value: doing good Value: economic and societal benefits relative 
to cost 
Citizenship, philanthropy, sustainability  Joint company and community value creation 
Discretionary or in response to external 
pressure 
Integral to competing 
Separate from profit maximization Integral to profit maximization 
Agenda is determined by external reporting and 
personal preferences 
Agenda is company specific and internally 
generated 
Impact limited by corporate footprint and CSR 
budget 





e.g. Fair Trade purchasing e.g. Transforming procurement to increase 
quality and yield 
Source: (Porter & Kramer 2011, p. 16) 
As shown in Table 1.1 Porter & Kramer (2011) distinguished between the idea of corporate 
social responsibility and shared value.  
The concept of shared Value can be defined as policies and operating practices that 
enhance the competitiveness of a company while simultaneously advancing the 
economic and social conditions in the communities in which it operates. Shared value 
creation focuses on identifying and expanding the connections between societal and 
economic progress. It rests on the premise that both economic and social progress 
must be addressed using value principles. Value is defined as benefits relative to 
costs, not just benefits alone. However business has rarely approached societal issues 
from a value perspective but treated as a peripheral matters .This has obscured the 
connections between economic and social concerns (Porter & Kramer 2011, p.16). 
CSR is a product of each county’s history and of the association between business, society 
and government. In India, Porter and Kramer undertook a study of the Nestle factory in the 
Moga District of the Punjab, and argued that, in sourcing milk locally for its plant, Nestle was 
creating shared value. This case study was presented at an annual Nestle conference in Delhi 
and the criticism it evoked, was that business practice could not be passed off as social 
responsibility because the district and the Punjabi state had social issues that needed to be 
tackled. The lack of health services in the local area, the impact of pesticides all across 
Punjab, the drug condition that affected youth, and the prevalence of cancer, were 
unaddressed. There also seemed to be little CSR directed at the local community level, 
although there are examples. In India, with Operation Flood, Milk produced by the co-
operatives in Gujarat spread across the country (Menon 1990); this was the true yardstick for 
comparison, rather than local sourcing as a social responsibility.  
A critique of Porter and Kramer’s ‘Creating Shared Value’ draws attention to its deficiencies. 
These include: lack of originality with re-branding of time-worn practices as ‘strategic CSR’, 
‘social innovation’ or ‘stakeholder management’; overlooking the tensions between social 
and economic goals and ignoring trade-offs and the raft of social problems caused by 





CSV businesses will comply with legal and ethical standards and mitigate harms caused by 
business (e.g. to the environment or with tax havens, payment of fair tax); and adopting a 
shallow conception of the role of business in society, where CSV is unlikely to ‘reshape 
capitalism’ (Crane, Palazzo, Spence & Matten, 2014). 
Having originated in US business in the 1980s, Corporate Citizenship gradually entered the 
language of the business community and spawned international journals like the Journal of 
Corporate Citizenship. Corporate citizenship rejected the idea of social obligation as the 
foundation for the role of business in society, but instead espoused the rights, as well as the 
responsibilities of business (Crane et. al. 2008). The focus on sustainability is very prominent 
in new frameworks like the ISO 26000 Guidance Standards on Social Responsibility and the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) framework for sustainability reporting. The GRI was 
initiated in 1997 and has had four iterations. The shift from CSR to corporate citizenship may 
help explain the trend away from terms like corporate social responsibility towards the 
simpler idea of accountability and “corporate responsibility”; although we continue to use the 
term CSR to encapsulate these ideas and as argued below, Indian legislation has adopted the 
term. At the nub of these developments is the focus on companies reporting on their CSR or 
social responsibility which is discussed in later chapters. 
 1.5 CSR as a Partnership for Development 
Much of the work conducted on CSR in developing countries has drawn on Western models 
of CSR (Tilt 2016), with the key focus on the roles for business in development. Corporations 
hand in glove with governments are increasingly arguing that CSR is a way in which business 
and society can become ‘partners’ for development. Public-private partnerships are widely 
endorsed in developing economies such as India as strategies for development. Critics 
however warn against any simplistic assessment of such partnerships. 
Reed and Reed (2009) of York University, Canada look at four models of partnership 
between business and society for development and help contextualise CSR in the larger 
picture of development: 






2 CSR Partnerships are a second model of partnerships with society that are 
voluntary, business initiated and driven by business incentives. Although its 
proponents claim that it holds greater potential for development than conventional 
partnerships, the fact that they are driven primarily by business interests tilts the 
benefits in favour of the businesses. As many critics suggest, its voluntary nature 
also allows for the ‘abuse’ of CSR for corporate image building and is often 
controlled by the business founders. 
3 A third model of partnership, Corporate Accountability Partnerships seeks to hold 
companies up to standards initiated by the society and/or the state. These 
partnerships eschew the voluntary model of CSR and focus on enforceability and 
universality – resulting in third party audits, verifications and monitoring by social 
actors. 
4 The fourth model is the Social Economy Partnership between alternative business 
and relevant social actors. Alternative enterprises are centred on ethical and 
governance structures and are built around as social purpose, such as fair trade co-
operatives, credit unions, producer-owned companies and social enterprises (Reed 
& Reed 2009, p. 28).  
CSR is thus a central pillar of voluntary company activities promoted as ‘doing good’ which 
may take any of these four forms and be claimed as CSR. CSR policies are also attracting the 
attention of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) that scrutinise company reports 
assessed against corporate behaviour on the ground in many countries. Examples include 
supply chains, environment degradation, wages, work conditions and so on.  Of particular 
significance is the work of the garment sector that supplies large international brands with its 
plethora of codes, audits and auditors. Examples include tragedies such as Rana Plaza in 
Bangladesh (that saw the loss of over one thousand lives), and the perpetuation of child 
labour in Indian supply chains. Concerns focus on human rights, labour conditions including 
fair wages and conditions, the use of toxic or harmful products, animal rights, environmental 
impact and conflict minerals (Amnesty International AFRE Watch, 2016; Thai 2006), in the 
garment industry (Kaufman et al. 2004; Motlagh, 2012), food retailing, controversies over 
country-of-origin labeling on food products, and supply chains involving human trafficking, 






NGO reports are used to encourage, influence and often expose companies violating their 
own codes of conduct. However, this work can be challenging, mainly because it is not in the 
interest of companies to provide complete transparency in their day to day operations. This 
makes accurate and detailed monitoring and follow-up of their claims both time and resource 
consuming, especially for advocacy groups that survive on frugal funds, while taking on giant 
enterprises that have the power of financial resources which can access legal loopholes in 
developing economies. 
Sometimes state and publicly funded development organisations play an important role. 
Official development organizations have taken steps to ensure CSR in developing nations. 
The UK’s Department for International Development (DFID) states, “[b]y following socially 
responsible practices, the growth generated by the private sector will be more inclusive, 
equitable and poverty reducing” (Jenkins 2005, p. 524). Antonio Vivos of the Inter-American 
Development Bank (IDB) writes that: 
CSR, by its very nature, is development done by the private sector, and it perfectly 
complements the development efforts of governments and multilateral development 
institutions (Jenkins 2005, p. 527).  
The World Bank claims it promotes CSR through its Practices and its training arm the World 
Bank Institute, while the United Nations contributed through the creation of the Global 
Compact in 2000. The United Nations Development Programme’s ‘Growing Inclusive 
Markets’ programme, the corporate sector’s ‘Base of the Pyramid’ based on a landmark book 
by C.K. Prahalad (2010), business developments and stakeholders such as the World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development (2005), claim to be working towards an 
‘Inclusive Markets’ movement. This approach tries to persuade companies to innovate new 
business models, services and products within which poor people, rather than being cheap 
labour, are entrepreneurs, customers, suppliers and partners (Kandachar et. al. 2008). This has 
informed the idea that “the market of 4 billion people living on less than US$3, 260 per year 
is largely untapped” (Prahlad & Hart 2002, n. p.)  
A new approach for CSR is to encourage companies to look at ‘CSR Innovation’ (Kandachar 
& Halme 2008). It proposes the idea of taking a social problem like scarcity of water, food, 





entrepreneurship abilities of economically weaker groups rather than providing direct aid is 
another approach. 
A focus of more recent CSR activity has concerned reporting against values, principles or 
frameworks. The Global Compact (GC) was initiated by the UN, on July, 26 2000, as a 
“voluntary guideline for businesses that are committed to aligning their operations and 
strategies with universally accepted principles in the areas of human rights, labour, 
environment and anti-corruption” (OECD 2005, p. 2). Inclusive and sustainable global 
economy which is beneficial to communities, people and markets was the vision of GC. 
Companies which join the UN GC are asked  
to embrace, support and enact, within their sphere of influence, a set of core values in 
the areas of human rights, labour standards, environment, and anti-corruption (UN 
Global Compact 2015, n. p.). 
More than a decade later, there is wide criticism of the GC, its vague principles, capture by 
big business and its voluntary nature that did not require company reports to be independently  
audited or verified (Rasche 2009). Companies signed up, paying lip service and getting back 
to “business as usual” with impunity, having the public tag that they are GC members, which 
gives companies entry and respectability in UN and other global Forums (Rasche 2009; 
Thérien and Pouliot 2006). 
During the 1970s many social issues were categorised as public policy matters, and driven by 
conditions imposed by institutional lenders or countries signing on to international rights 
treaties. Legislation was passed to address the issues of environmental protection, health and 
safety at work and the protection of the rights of the consumer. This policy provided 
legitimacy and facilitated socially responsible actions by management, as it became fully 
apparent that governments had legitimate rights to provide guidelines for managers and 
expect corporate behaviour to correspond with societal expectations. The public policy 
approach clearly indicated that social responsibility of business goes beyond delivering value 
to shareholders by meeting economic objectives. It encouraged business to follow directives 
of the society that it is a part of, as expressed in and through the public policy process. The 
policy process and marketplace were both to be drawn upon, for directions to guide 
management actions. Governments across developing economies have sought to engage with 





movements and initiatives across countries such as China, India, South Africa, the 
Philippines and Brazil, among others. But to date, many of them are using CSR frameworks 
and approaches developed in Western countries and lacking in specific country 
contextualization; including the role of political ideology, the influence of cultural 
understandings that shape business environments and understandings of charity and 
philanthropy, and the impact of historical economic context (Tilt 2016).  
1.6 CSR in India 
The idea of CSR was not new to India. It was born when corporations came into existence 
and societies co-existed with them, sometimes peacefully, sometimes in confrontation. The 
culture of CSR in India can be studied in four phases corresponding to evolution of the 
political and economic history. 
In the first phase, CSR was driven by philanthropy. This phase spans the pre-industrial period 
till the 1850s and the period of emerging mercantile capitalism in the late 19th century 
(Sundar 2013). The term ‘CSR’ was not in use in this phase, as the social contributions of a 
corporation were seen as voluntary and not a responsibility. Cultural practices, religious 
affiliations, familial traditions in family-owned companies, and communal traditions 
determined the social work of companies. Business communities such as the Chettiars, Parsis, 
Gujaratis, Marwari were guided by their religious backgrounds to pioneer charitable 
activities. Merchants in the pre-industrial period contributed to society by building temples or 
mosques and making donations to these institutions. In times of crisis, such as droughts or 
epidemics, they also provided generous amounts of funds and food. With the arrival of the 
Western-style industrialization introduced by the colonial rulers, the nature of giving changed 
drastically (Sundar 2013). 
1.6.1 CSR in India – Milestones 
As the west was being industrialised, India was also going through changes in the way it 
looked at philanthropy and corporate social responsibility (CSR). Some milestones (drawing 
on Sundar 2013) are: 
• Pre-1947 - Merchant charity, first corporate responsibility texts appear 





• 1960 -  Nationalization continued in India, state enterprises 
• 1960–1970- Business and society debate returned 
• 1970–1980- Responsibility of leaders shifted to responsibility of companies 
• 1975–1985- Nature of responsibilities were debated 
• 1990s - Liberalisation and the drivers of the market economy. Government 
expenditure began to exceed its revenue in an unsustainable way, prices of goods rose 
as well as imports although the growth of exports did not match the imports. Foreign 
exchange reserves dipped to such an extent that it was hardly sufficient to finance 
imports nor was there adequate foreign exchange to pay interest rates to global 
lenders. At this point India approached the World Bank and IMF and received seven 
billion dollars as a crisis management loan. In return, these agencies wanted India to 
open up the economy, remove trade restrictions and reduce the role of government, 
thereby opening the economy to the private sector. India agreed to these terms and 
adopted a new economic policy, which came with wide economic reforms. These 
policies included stabilization measures and structural reform measures, which were 
both short term and long term. As a result of these the government initiated three sets 
of policies and strategies, of liberalization, privatization and globalization, known 
popularly as LPG (Sundar 2013). 
• 2007/10- Guidelines for the Indian public sector /global reporting by a few 
Companies/the poverty debates. In December 2007 the Reserve Bank of India issued 
a circular to all scheduled banks regarding the role of banks in CSR, sustainable 
development and non-financial reporting. In 2009 a voluntary guideline was 
published for corporate governance by the government of India for corporate affairs. 
DPE issued guidelines on CSR for CPSEs (Central Public Sector Enterprises) in 
April, 2010. In May, 2010, the DPE issued guidelines on Corporate Governance. 
• 2011 to 2012 - framing of the National Voluntary Guidelines (NVG) guidelines/ 
Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) mandates the Business Responsibility 
Reports (BRR), Companies Bill drafts. SEBI issued a mandate for the top 100 
companies on the basis of their market capitalization to submit Business 
Responsibility Reports (BRR) annually. 
• 2013 to 2015- The Companies Act 2013 passed by the Indian Parliament, was enacted 
on August 29, 2013. This had section 135 specifically addressing CSR related 





Companies Act 2013 and the revision of schedule 7 which pertains to allowed CSR 
activities were released.  
 
Historically, before market liberalisation, private sector companies were largely family-
owned and run, with families such as the Tatas, Birlas, Bajajs, Godrej, Shri Ram, Lalbhai, 
Sarabhai, Singhania and Annamalai Chettair, among others pioneering Indian corporatism. 
These early industrialists engendered many philanthropic organizations. Arora (2004 p. 25) 
states “the early pioneers of industry in India were leaders in the economic, as also in the 
social fields”. 
The founder of the Tata business house, Jamsetji Tata, also known as the ‘father of modern 
Indian philanthropy’, espoused this notion, saying:  
… what advances a nation or the community is not so much to prop up its weakest 
and most helpless members, but to lift up the best and the most gifted, so as to make 
them of the greatest service to the country. I prefer this constructive philanthropy 
which seeks to educate and develop the faculties of the best of our young men (Tata 
Steel Report 2008-09, p. 6). 
This activity was motivated not only by altruism and religious ties, but also a need for the 
acceptance of society. The uplifting of caste groups, political objectives and considerations of 
business expansion supported their efforts towards development of India. The nature of this 
activity, as it was based on charity and philanthropy, was thus scattered and unstructured. 
Entrepreneurs donated money to schools and hospitals at varying frequencies, spurred on by 
external stimuli such as disasters or dire economic situations. However, there was a lack of 
both understanding as well as permanent involvement and long-term commitment. 
CSR was also driven by the country’s need for social development. This spanned the era of 
the Indian struggle for independence and nation-building. It was thus set in the context of a 
growing vision of a free, developed and modern India which was deeply influenced by 
Gandhi’s theory of trusteeship introduced by Prof Dantwala, which aimed to consolidate and 
intensify social and rural development (Sundar 2013). The economic activities of Indian 
companies were set against the backdrop of the struggle and began to symbolise not just 
economic growth but a protest against colonial rule.  Some business families began to 





country during India’s freedom struggle (Sundar 2013). The Gandhian notion of trusteeship 
aimed to make businesses the ‘temples of modern India’ (Kulkarni 2015). 
Well-established family-owned companies such as those mentioned earlier set up trusts for 
educational institutions and hospitals, as opposed to the more infrequent, detached donation-
oriented activity in the previous phase. They also introduced training programmes and 
institutes for scientific research, which developed Indian society and supported the 
independence struggle by reducing the reliance on British education and research structures. 
Some prominent examples of these institutions, according to Indian author Pushpa Sundar 
(2013) who has documented business contributions to society, were the Tata business house’s 
Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore, founded in 1909, and the Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research, which aimed to create opportunities for scientific research within the 
country. The Dorabji Tata Graduate School of Social Work (renamed the Tata Institute of 
Social Sciences) was set up in the 1920s, focused on creating community development 
solutions. Some of these reform programmes included activities in particular aimed at the 
abolition of untouchability, women’s empowerment and rural development, which were 
India’s needs as a fledgling independent nation (Sundar 2013). 
Thereafter practices evolved under the paradigm of the ‘mixed economy’ which spanned the 
period from 1960 to 1980. The emergence of Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs) and 
legislation regarding labour laws and environmental standards formed the backdrop. There 
was also a shift from self-regulation to stringent law and public regulations of corporate 
activities. During the Cold War, as a bipolar geopolitical situation emerged, India chose – 
along with other developing nations – to take an alternate third route, treading both capitalism 
and socialism. 
The public sector was seen as the prime mover of development. “India has been described as 
an ‘era of command and control’, or ‘license raj’ since 1960” (Sundar 2013, p. 166). Rigid 
legal rules and regulations determined and checked the activities of the private sector. High 
taxes were levied on private corporations, and a quota and license system imposed tight 
restrictions on the private sector and indirectly triggered corporate malpractices. Sundar 
(2013 p. 171) writes, “despite all these measures, the misuse had continued”. For example:  
the Wanchoo Committee (The Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee) quoted a study of 75 





Study showed that the business houses creating the trusts had mostly appropriated the 
trust funds for their own businesses (Sundar 2013, p. 171). 
As a result, corporate governance, labour and environmental issues rose on the political 
agenda and became the subject of legislation. With the intention of guaranteeing the 
distribution of wealth to the needy, public sector entities were started to address development 
issues. The private sector grew and the need for its involvement in socio-economic 
development became indispensable. Sundar (2013) terms this period as the “winter of 
discontent” (p. 163).  
The intersection of philanthropic and business approaches spans from the 1980s to the 
present. It is marked by the gradual abandonment of conventional philanthropic engagement, 
and the integration of CSR into business lexicon. It recognizes the need to involve societal 
elements to a greater extent than was previously considered necessary and emphasized the 
multi-stakeholder approach in the 1990. During that decade the Indian government initiated 
reforms to liberalize and de-regulate the economy, attempting to tackle the shortcomings of 
the mixed economy model, and integrate the Indian economy into the global inter-connected 
market. This was accomplished by partly abolishing the strict controls and license systems of 
the previous stage, resulting in a pronounced boost to the Indian economy (Sundar 2013). 
The process of globalization and India’s new position as a significant economic and political 
actor in the new world order has led to the need for change in the Indian societal agenda. 
India became an important manufacturing site for global sourcing. Arora and Puranik (2004) 
state that Indian CSR continues to be undefined and ‘confused’ (p. 95). Religion, philosophy 
and history have an influence over how CSR gets articulated within a cultural context and 
how its definition, understanding and practice evolve over a period of time (Tilt, 2016). 
In this sense it is interesting to understand the philosophical background in India, how the 
pre- and post-independence forces shaped it and the kind of models formed. At the same 
time, it is important to understand how India evolved. The Institute of Rural Research and 
Development and the Times Foundation (2008) carried out a survey called CSR Practices in 
India. The online survey covered 11 Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs), 39 private national 
agencies and 32 private multinationals (Jethwaney 2016). The findings highlighted the gap 
between urban and rural India, and where urban India gets attention. The survey shows that 





Philanthropy still heavily drives CSR, but reputation, employee morale building and 
competitiveness are found to be increasingly strong driving forces (Jethwaney, 2016). All 
respondents saw CSR initiatives as a catalyst in bringing about positive change. The study 
notes that 25 percent of companies rate the CSR practice of their own organisations as high 
and 46 percent as medium. Even so, few companies had a policy on Corporate Responsibility 
but relied on the altruism of its founders to do good in society, particularly because a majority 
of citizens lived in poverty (Jethwaney, 2016).  
1.6.2 Philosophical Background of Indian philanthropy and charity 
Religion and charity which professes ‘giving’ is good have always been linked in India with 
business. The term ‘Loksamagrah’ is mentioned in chapter III (20) of Bhagavad Gita, the 
sacred text of the Hindu population. ‘Loksamagraha’ means binding men together and 
regulating them such that they acquire strength from mutual cooperation. This is so among 
the serving elements, including corporates. The Muslims called charity ‘zakath’, the Sikhs 
‘dashaant” and Christians also believed in giving as per Christian tenements. The ancient 
Indian scriptures like the Vedas, Upanishads, Smiritis and Dharmas preach the virtues of 
sacrifice and coexistence. In Vedic mythology, business was seen as a legitimate and 
important part of the society. The major function of business in Vedic society was understood 
to be to create wealth for society through manufacturing, domestic distribution, foreign trade, 
financing and other such related activities.  
It emphasises work for an economic structure based on ‘Sarvalokahitam’ which means the 
well-being of all stakeholders. References are also available in other ancient texts such as one 
from Arthashastra in Sanskrit, “Prajasukhesukham, Shrestha, prajanam cha hitehitam; 
Natmapriyamhitamshreshtha, prajanamtupriyamhitam”. This is the concept of the 
shreshthadharma – “that the better off one is in society, the higher should be one’s sense of 
responsibility” (Business Community Foundation Primer 2012, p.5). 
 
Trusteeship proposed by Mahatma Gandhi believed that a private person holding property 
should consider himself as the protector of it, not the owner. In an ideal state this theory 
envisages economic equality. Gandhi had advocated that any superfluous wealth should be 
held in trust. This is derived from the ideal of non-possession (aparigraha) given in the 





influenced by Gandhi’s idea of trusteeship, saw their business empires as a ‘trust’ held in the 
interest of community at large.  
 
The Dalai Lama, residing in India since 1959 with a large following, speaks about 
‘interconnectedness’ as a type of logic for universal responsibility. In the traditional sense 
CSR is understood as corporates striving for the societal good. This is could be rightly sensed 
in the words of JRD Tata, “that no success or achievement in material terms is worthwhile, 
unless it serves the needs or interests of the country and its people” (Business Community 
Foundation 2012, p.5). 





















































1.6.3 Models of Modern Day CSR in India 
Altered Images: The 2001 State of Corporate Responsibility in India Poll, a survey by 
Tata Energy Research Institute (TERI), suggests that in Indian CSR there are four models 
- ethical, statist, liberal and stakeholder models.  
• Ethical model: The origin lies in nineteenth century understanding of corporate 
philanthropy. During the independence movement the Indian industrialists were under 
pressure to demonstrate their social commitment. Indian corporate philanthropic 
activities included donations, services like hospitals and schools. Many such 
initiatives by some firms, especially family-run businesses, still continue to support 
such philanthropic initiatives (TERI 2001). 
• Statist model: State sponsored corporate initiatives emerged in India soon after 
independence in 1947. This marked the beginning of a new model. Post independence 
saw the adoption of the socialist and mixed economy framework. Community and 
worker relationships which formed part the understanding of corporate responsibility 
were focused on the labour laws of the time. This philosophy is still followed in 
numerous public sector companies in India (TERI 2001). 
• Liberal Model: The idea that companies are solely responsible to their ownership 
emerged with privatisation. This led to the formation of the liberal model in India. 
Most of the actors in the corporate sector agreed business should be bound to follow 
law and generate wealth and that taxation and individual charity by the companies are 
sufficient as a social end (TERI 2001). 
• Stakeholder Model: With globalisation there arose a consensus that business has 
social obligations. The stakeholder model of corporate responsibility is a result of 
citizen/community struggles and campaigns against irresponsible corporate behaviour, 
which gained media attention, along with growing consumer rights awareness and 
shareholder pressure. This view is often associated with Edward Freeman, who 
brought stakeholders into the focus of management literature. Freeman argued that, 
“[a] stakeholder is any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the 





The Political Economy of Corporate Responsibility in India, a programme paper released in 
2006 by the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, presented a 
comprehensive overview of the history and context of CSR in India. It includes an overview 
of contemporary CSR initiatives in India as well as additional background on the drivers of 
CSR. Corporate Responsibility involves a commitment which includes a set of principles 
over and above the law to ensure a positive impact on society and areas of operation. 
Strategies related to marketing goods and services and production are expected to be 
undertaken, respecting environmental laws as well as Human Rights of not only the labour 
force but also the local community.  
1.6.4 The Case for CSR 
The responsibility to find remedies for many environmental and social problems is a shared 
responsibility with business taking responsibility. Companies now operate in an increasingly 
global setting. Business needs the cooperation of society and the government for the social 
license to operate. 
At the global level there are frameworks that expect adherence to standards and regulations 
for labour, accountability, transparency and reporting to deal with many ethical issues. The 
expectations of the stakeholders rise as they are becoming more sensitive to social and 
environmental issues. Big corporations have access to human resources and large capital 
which places them in a position to effect positive change and this can perhaps increase their 
goodwill and reputation within society.  
Research and experience have concluded that companies have earned benefits from 
engaging in CSR activities when it was found to be effective. These include stronger 
brand positioning, corporate image, market share and sales, ability to attract and retain 
employees, and appeal to investors and financial analysts. Academic research that has 
historically shown contradictory correlations between’s and financial performance of 
companies has recently been leaning towards confirming a positive correlation 









Corporate social responsibility, as with all other ideas, has its detractors. CSR is criticised 
because it is believed that the first and foremost responsibility of an organisation is its 
financial responsibility to its shareholders. Supporters of this stance believe that an 
organisation should do all it can (within the law) to maximise profit, and that CSR conflicts 
with this goal. Since CSR investments have uncertain outcomes, there is also the opinion that 
organisations that undertake CSR activities are placed at a disadvantage since addressing 
social issues comes at a cost to the company (which again depends on market forces). 
There are concerns that organisations are not equipped to deal with social issues, and in fact, 
corporate involvement in complex societal issues may make the situation worse. CSR is seen 
as a marketing tool for organisations to gain publicity. Corporations are often viewed with 
mistrust and suspicion. The mistrust is high when the organisation’s core business and 
products seem contradictory to the CSR intent, as in the case of tobacco, alcohol and arms 
trades. 
There are activists who believe that CSR that is voluntary is often used to keep state 
regulation at bay, particularly to protect core business and profit strategies. The popular 
discourse however is invariably about CSR funding and activities, rather than being socially 
and legally responsible in day-to-day business practices. There continues to exist a gap 
between society’s expectations and business’ fulfillment of its societal role, despite 
awareness in business that being socially responsible is in its own enlightened self interest. In 
developing economies such as in India, where poverty and inequality are increasing due to an 
inefficient regulatory environment, as well as rampant corruption, it is pertinent to ask 
whether, beyond these approaches, business can become a positive force for development. 
CSR activities are not without reproach, even in India. There has been criticism of corporate 
activity regarding community development, because giving back to society implies that they 
have taken something from society, as products are not made from thin air but take resources 
from the planet in terms of water, minerals, labour, etc in addition to clean air, land, etc. 
When the balance is in favour of the company and at the cost of the community or other 
stakeholders, there should be a reassessment of the extent to which companies have used their 
‘licence to operate’. The example of the House of Tata, one of India’s biggest companies and 





is a stark reminder, given the fact that Tatas are known for their community development 
projects in Jamshedpur, where they manage an entire township. 
CSR projects are packaged to the public as beneficial with no adverse effects. This is almost 
universal and it is not just the company but consultants, the media and others that project 
such an image. Environmental and social violations that the company may be committing as 
part of its operations are not considered or impacts investigated where social tensions exist, 
for example JSW in Chattisgarh. Tobacco companies such as ITC have won awards for their 
rural development activities while they lobby to keep the size of pictorial health warnings and 
labels on cigarette packets non prominent, despite success of plain packaging in reducing 
rates of exposure to tobacco products in countries like Australia. 
Companies are better prepared for negotiation compared than community leaders and the 
general public, pitting them in a ‘David vs. Goliath’ situation such as Vedanta in Odisha and 
the local tribals in Niyamgiri. Local communities often lack bargaining power, as they lack 
the skills to understand profit-driven corporate activities. The responsibility for the success or 
failure of community development projects is not often attributed to the company but to 
implementing partners. Rarely is feasibility assessed or the situations analysed before 
implementation, or robust evaluations conducted after CSR projects are implemented. 
Decisions in the area of engagement must be addressed to identify and avoid conflicts of 
interest with the company’s business activities. Profits vary year to year and this is cited as 
the inability to commit long term resources. There are challenges to the spread of socially 
responsible practices and a lack of credibility exists. Monitoring, certification, and reporting 
needs to be put into place to ensure that CSR activity actually achieves its objectives. Supply 
chains must be included, since many suppliers are small and medium enterprises (SMEs), 
reaching far more people than the relatively large Corporations where issues such as pricing, 
are more critical than CSR. Lack of effective legislation with enforcement and monitoring 
CSR mechanisms along with an evaluation framework, often hinder the progress of CSR 
programmes in India. Corporate governance is central to the functioning of a company. It has 
oversight of all aspects of business practices including its social responsibility. This is dealt 















Corporate Governance and CSR 
 
2.1 Introduction 
After liberalization in 1991 in India Corporate Governance came into focus with the 
transition to a market driven economy. Also the privatization of public/state-owned 
companies contributed to the need to provide governance principles for the emerging 
private sector. With the fallout of the 1997/8 global economic and financial crisis, issues 
related to corporate governance gained center stage in many Asian countries. As 
globalization expanded, the need for internationally accepted corporate governance norms 
became apparent even in government thinking. This chapter focuses on defining corporate 
governance, outlining international developments on corporate governance including the 
OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 2004, 2015 and application of a principles-
based approach; the evolution of corporate governance in India; the role of key India 
corporate governance reform committees and SEBI reforms up to the Companies Act 
2013 (chapter 3); and the interrelationships between corporate governance, CSR and 
sustainable development.  
2.2 Defining corporate governance 
Corporate governance refers to the system by which corporations are directed and led. There 
are various definitions of corporate governance advanced by various experts. Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has given a comprehensive definition. . 
The preamble of OECD Principles define corporate governance as follows,  
[c]orporate governance is one key element in improving economic efficiency and 
growth as well as enhancing investor confidence. Corporate governance involves a set 
of relationships between a company’s management, its board, its shareholders and 
other stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure through which 





monitoring performance are determined. Good corporate governance should provide 
proper incentives for the board and management to pursue objectives that are in the 
interests of the company and its shareholders and should facilitate effective 
monitoring (OECD 2004, p. 18). 
‘Governance’ means rules and procedures followed in the decision making process as well as 
the distribution of responsibilities among different actors in corporate affairs. 
 
Figure 2.1: The Principle Actors in Corporate Governance 
Source: Bakshi & Narayan (2016, p. 163) 
Governance can be understood as the framework used by the corporations to set and 
pursue their objectives by keeping in mind the context in which they operate. “It is a 
mechanism for monitoring actions, policies and decisions of corporations and involves 
alignment of interests equitably among stakeholders” (Bakshi & Narayan2016, p. 163). 
The Enron debacle and Satyam scam in India as well as international scandals like Qwest, 
WordCom and Global Crossing revealed the  alliance between auditors and their clients 
exposing the gaps and breakdown in corporate governance. The repercussions of these 
scandals triggered a new phase of reforms across the world. Accounting practices and 





approach in the Directive Principles of the Indian Constitution which gained more attention 
in the 1990s post liberalization.  
In the 1980s and 90s, a series of corporate scandals which lead to collapses of corporate 
sector in the UK had led to a lack of trust and investor confidence. It was clear that much of 
this took place due to the insufficiency of existing legislation and deficiencies in the role of 
self-regulation in controlling financial collapses. Little or no monitoring and lack of 
implementation of governance regulations led to some of the corporate disasters. The London 
Stock Exchange in May 1991 set up the Cadbury Committee to prevent such business failures 
and to raise standards. Subsequently, the Paul Ruthman Committee to some extent watered 
down the Cadbury proposal, which  hindered reforms to company reporting requirements and 
internal financial controls. After five years the Ron Hampel Committee was formed to frame 
further guidance and review the impact of the Cadbury recommendations. Greenbury 
Committee which submitted its report in 1995 addressed issues relating to Director’s 
remuneration found usually to be excessive. The result of these efforts was the compilation of 
the London Stock Exchange Combined Code added to the listing rules of the exchange and 
mandatory compliance applying to all listed companies. Listing rules made disclosure 
statements in annual reports mandatory for all companies.  Firstly the company has to report 
on how it implements the principles enshrined in the Combined Code, and secondly the 
company has either to confirm that it complies with the Code provisions or add an 
explanation where it does not (The Institute of Company Secretaries of India 2008; Bakshi & 
Narayan 2014; 2016). 
Corporate governance is now understood as a mechanism to ensure honesty in business. 
Keeping in mind the interests of  stakeholders, good governance means placing the board at 
the centre of a company, within the context of a combination of non-legislative codes, 
legislation, self-regulation and best industry practice, culture, and board competency. 
Corporate governance provides an ethical framework for these regulations to operate so that 
the board can fulfil its major purpose that has given it legitimacy. 
2.3 International corporate governance reforms 
Five key documents released since 1990 encapsulate discussions on contemporary corporate 
governance. These five documents include: the Cadbury Report (UK, governance reforms 





1998, 2004 and 2015); the King Report of South Africa (2004) and Dodd Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consumer Protection Act (2010). The OECD is important as one of earliest 
international organisations to work on principles and practices that should govern companies 
and has had universal acclaim, even for countries that were not OECD members. 
The Cadbury Report 
The Cadbury Committee was set up in May 1991 by the Financial Reporting Council, the 
London Stock Exchange and the accountancy profession, to address the financial aspects of 
corporate governance. Soon after the collapse of the publishing company Maxwell 
Communications, the Cadbury Report was published in the UK in 1992 (Plessis et. al. 2011; 
Solomon 2007). The Report stated in 1992 that, “[c]orporate governance is the system by 
which companies are directed and controlled” (McRitchie 2016,n.p.). To ensure proper 
governance the Cadbury report laid down the principles which are necessary for the 
businesses to operate. The report addressed  financial aspects of governance (such as non- 
consistent accounting practices), pressures on auditors which made it difficult for them to 
respond to board demands and lack of a robust framework to assure that directors keep 
company businsess practices under review.  
The Cadbury Report recommendations on Compliance with the Code of Best Practices 
(Compliance Code) are considered the cornerstone of the report. The Compliance Code 
demanded that all companies listed in UK should comply with the Code. Further, they are 
required to make a statement regarding compliance with the Code and give reasons for any 
area of non-compliance (Bakshi & Narayan 2014; 2016; Fernando 2006; Plessis et. al. 2011; 
Solomon 2007). The Compliance Code gave institutional shareholders benchmarks and rules 
against which they could assess compliance of companies where they have invested. The 
Compliance Code requires that a balance sheet reviewed by the auditor be included in the 
interim reports. The accountancy department, along with the  accounts should also develop 
guidelines for companies and auditors. The auditors who report fraud should be extended 
protection through government legislation. Similarly, the report recommends a code for the 
appointment and the functioning of the Board of Directors and Executive Directors (Bakshi& 
Narayan 2014; 2016; Fernando 2006; Plessis et. al. 2011; Solomon 2007). 
The Cadbury Committee recommendations had the potential to alter the relationship between 





committee constituted of independent directors should be set up to appoint the independent 
auditor and assess the audit fee (Bakshi & Narayan 2014; 2016; Fernando 2006; Plessis et. al. 
2011; Solomon 2007). The shareholders should have information on the governance of the 
company to inform their investment decisions. Thus the Cadbury Committee is considered a 
key reform in the area of corporate governance which contributed to further development and 
implementation of corporate governance codes in different countries including India. 
(Fernando 2006; The Institute of Company Secretaries of India 2008; Bakshi & Narayan 
2014; 2016). 
The King Report 
The King Report laid down the principles for corporate governance in South Africa. It 
stressed that  sustainable development is important to informing business decisions. King I, 
King II and King III Reports required the companies to compulsorily bring out a Statement of 
Compiance and explain deviations from the best practices of corporate governance (Idowu & 
Caliyurt 2014).  
The Kings Report of South Africa on corporate governance, published in 1994 (King 
I) and 2002 (King II) [2009 Kings III], have become notable examples of how an 
emerging market can devise its own solutions to aligning corporate governance with 
international best practice while also addressing corporate social responsibility and 
needs for broad-based development (Andreasson 2011, p. 655). 
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act and Dodd Frank Wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act  
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) laid down detailed legal requirements followed by 
the Dodd Frank Wall street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 2010 which set reforms for  
the US financial regulatory system that affects corporations (to be withdrawn under refoms of 
the Trump Government) . “The [SOX] Act was formulated to protect investors by improving 
the accuracy and reliability of corporate disclosure” (Fernando 2006, p. 85). It sets standards 
with reference to executive compensation and tracks the SOX Act. While existing 
whistleblower provisions of 2002 is to be strengthened, the listed companies should 
constitute an audit committee comprising only independent directors (Westbrook 2004).  





“The OECD Principles of Corporate Governance were endorsed by OECD Ministers in 
1999” (OECD 2004, p. 3). They emerged as an international benchmark for the corporate 
sector. By laying down guidance for legislative initiatives in the OECD as well as non- 
OECD countries, the principles aimed to extend the idea of corporate governance.  
(They) also provide(s) the basis for an extensive programme of cooperation between 
OECD and non-OECD countries and underpin the corporate governance component 
of World Bank/IMF Reports on the Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) (The 
Institute of Company Secretaries of India 2008, p. 403). 
The OECD Steering Group on Corporate Governance conducted a review of the Principles in 
2002 (OECD 2004). The Principles focus on both financial and non-financial publicly traded 
companies. The OECD advocates that the governance framework should promote transparent 
and effective markets and that the legal and regulatory rules should be transparent, 
enforceable and consistent in a jurisdiction. The supervisory, regulatory and enforcement 
personnel should be professional, transparent and timely in their dealings. Stakeholders’ 
rights should be protected and facilitated. The board should not be shielded from 
accountability by using anti-take-over tactics. The framework should assure the equal 
treatment of all shareholders, irrespective of which identity they hold, where stakeholders 
participate in the corporate governance process. They should have timely and regular access 
to relevant and reliable information regarding the company’s activities, in an environment 
where they can freely articulate their concerns about illegal or unethical practices, without 
compromising their right  (OECD 2004; The Institute of Company Secretaries of India, 
2008). 
Disclosure regarding the ownership, finance and governance of a company should be ensured 
within the corporate governance framework. Material information on the company should be 
disclosed such as its share ownership,  shareholder voting rights, company financial situation, 
remuneration policy for the board and executives (and information regarding them), risk 
should be part of the disclosure (OCED 2004). To assure the board and the shareholders of 
objectivity and independence, an independent auditor should audit the company activities 
annually.  
However, the Principles are non-binding and in no way provide detailed prescriptions for 





process of examining and developing the legal and regulatory frameworks for corporate 
governance that reflect their own economic, social, legal and cultural circumstances and by 
market participants as they develop their own practices. Board members should act on a fully 
informed basis in good faith with due diligence and care and in the best interest of the 
company and the shareholders (OCED 2004; The Institute of Company Secretaries of India 
2008). 
The updated OECD Principles of Corporate Governance were given to G20 finance ministers 
and central bank governors in September 2015 to support investment as a powerful driver of 
growth and to promote inclusion (OECD 2015, p. 3). In addition the OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises provide guidelines for responsible business conduct in the 
management of employees and their issues, human rights inside as well as in the sites where 
the company operates, environment, combating corruption and the protection of consumer 
rights. The weakness of these recommendations lie in the fact that they are non-mandatory 
and companies are not legally bound to follow them.  
2.3.2 Application of a principles-based approach 
A Principles-based approach to corporate governance is popular in many countries and 
involves the establishment of a set of best practices. A company can decide not to follow any 
one or more practices and standards as long as it ensures full disclosure with details and 
explanations. A principles-based approach is not a soft option, as companies could be forced 
to follow the ‘comply or explain’ requirement as a precondition to listing at the stock 
exchange. Some countries prefer regulatory approaches where corporate governance 
standards become legal and mandatory. Canada follows a principle based governance system 
as shown in figure 2.2 below. One example  is the Sarbanes- Oxley Act of 2002 in the US 
which laid down legal requirements followed by the Dodd Frank Wall street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act 2010 which set down reforms to the US financial regulatory system 






Figure 2.2: The Conference Board of Canada’s Principle-Based Governance Model 
Source: Bakshy & Narayan (2016, p. 179) 
The Chart below is indicative showing how Toyota’s internal arrangements position its CSR 
Committee with its board level function, in addition to their team showing how it facilitates 
inputs into the senior board functionaries, internal audit and reporting levels as a function of 
the board within its overall governance systems. CSR is integral to corporate governance and 
is no longer an ad hoc decision or arbitrary function and is a example of how some 






Figure 2.3: Corporate Governance at Toyota 
Source: (Toyoto Motors Corporation 2015, n.p.)  
For the market economy to function properly with confidence, corporate governance systems 
should be implemented effectively within a company. Corporate governance, which depends 
on good institutional ambiance, legal and regulatory bodies, is only part of the larger 
economic context in which corporates operate. The reputation of a company is also dependent 
on the ethics and awareness shown by the company towards the environment and community 
within which it operates. It has been observed that governance is critical in all organisations.  
It must be kept in mind that though public sector organisation takes up the responsibilities of 
the State, they should also act according to the principles of good governance. 
Failures in companies are often due to inappropriate activities of directors and senior 
personnel, and it is absolutely essential to have in place a rigid, comprehensive code or law 
that mandates clear responsibility and specifies accountability of corporate executives. There 
has been interest in corporate governance specifically in relation to accountability due to 
increased demands for accountability. This was preceded by a number of high-profile 
collapses of large corporations that involved many kinds of fraud. Corporate scandals of 
various forms have generated vast amounts of public and political debate that have led to re -





governance, especially in financial sectors, has been brought about by the Global Financial 
Crisis of 2007/8.  Even though the crisis originated mainly in the financial sector within the 
context of certain unprecedented conditions in the wholesale money markets, investigations 
and the following reports questioned the adequacy of the processes, policies and cultures in 
many finance-related organisations (OECD 2015). 
Investment decisions are influenced by the level to which corporations follow basic principles 
of good governance. Even in situations where businesses do not rely on foreign sources of 
capital, adherence to good corporate governance practices has plenty of advantages. It will 
help improve the confidence of domestic investors, reduce the cost of capital, underpin the 
good functioning of financial markets, and ultimately stable sources of financing.(Bakshi & 
Narayan 2014, 2016). 
2.4 Development of corporate governance in India 
Liberalisation of the Indian economy in 1991 witnessed a drastic change in law and 
regulations, and  the understanding of the idea of  corporate governance. One of most 
important milestones in India in the field of corporate governance is the establishment of the 
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) in 1992 (Fernando 2006; Prasad 2014). 
Similar to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), to protect the interest of the 
investors and to regulate the market, the Indian Parliament established SEBI as an 
independent statutory authority through the passage of the Act in1992. Since then it has 
played an important part in protecting the interests of investors, regulating securities markets, 
and prohibiting insider trading (although it has also been criticized) (Fernando 2006; Prasad 
2011). Several committees were pivotal in the development of corporate governance in India. 
These are discussed below: The Rahul Bajaj Committee 1996; the Kumar Mangalam Birla 
Committee; Naresh Chandra Committee 2002; the Narayan Murthy Committee 2003 and the 
SEBI reforms 2004 onwards. 
2.4.1 The Rahul Bajaj Committee 1996 
The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in 1996 constituted a National Task Force under 
the Chairmanship of Mr. Rahul Bajaj, ex- president of CII and Chairman and Managing 
Director of Bajaj Auto Limited. The Committee included members from industry, the legal 





about  the protection of the interests of the investors. Special concerns focused on 
transparency of practices within the business, safeguarding the interests of the small investors 
and the importance of the need to achieve international standards of disclosure to restore 
public confidence (Fernando 2010, p.14.12). 
At the National Conference and Annual Session of CII this Task Force presented the draft 
guidelines and the Code of Corporate Governance in April, 1997. The Task Force received 
numerous suggestions for consideration from the public debate of the draft in workshops and 
seminars. Reviewing these suggestions, the task force finalised what came to be known as the 
Desirable Corporate Governance Code.  
The Rahul Bajaj Committee recommended a single board to ensure desirable corporate 
governance. The Committee recommended that non-executive directors shall constitute 30 
percent of the board where the Chairman of the company is a non-executive director and at 
least 50 percent of the board if the Chairman and the Managing Director is the same person 
(if the company has a turnover of 100 crore rupees and above). Similarly no single person 
should hold directorships in more than 10 listed companies. Major information that must be 
reported to the board members must include annual plans and budget, quarterly results of the 
company as a whole, internal audit report, official notices received from the revenue 
authorities, fatal/serious accidents, any public or product liability including judgment orders, 
default in payment of interest, details of any collaborations, transactions towards good will, 
brand equity and intellectual property, recruitment/removal of senior officers, labour 
problems and possible solutions and quarterly details of foreign exchange exposure. 
(Confederation of Indian Industry 1998, n.p.; The Institute of Company Secretaries of India 
2008, p. 481- 482). 
The recommendations also demanded that within two years the listed companies with 
turnover of 100 crores should set up Audit Committees comprising at least three members all 
taken from the same companies non- executive directors capable of supervising the financial 
reporting process. A periodical interaction of the statutory auditors, audit committee and the 
internal auditors should be ensured to maintain the quality of the company’s accounts. The 
Committee also required a compliance certificate that states that the management is 
responsible for the Annual Report and that the policies followed in accounting conform to 
standard practices (Confederation of Indian Industry 1998; The Institute of Company 





 The Rahul Bajaj Committee succeeded in creating the maximum impact on bringing changes 
in corporate governance in India. It presented features of effective corporate governance so as 
to improve social and labour relations and for environmental protection and transparency in 
all financial and non-financial matters (Meenu 2012, p. 54). 
In 1998 the task force finalized the Desirable Code of corporate governance which was 
voluntary in nature applicable to both public and private companies. This could be 
understood as an effert to restore goodwill and public opinion. This initiative flowed from 
public concerns regarding the protection of investor interests especially the small investor; 
the promotion of transparency within business and industry and the need to move towards 
international standards in terms of disclosure of information by the corporate sector. These 
reforms were aimed at developing a high level of public confidence in business and industry 
in a liberalized Indian economy. As a first, such an initiative by an industry-led body in India 
is considered as an important milestone. 
2.4.2 Kumar Mangalam Birla Committee Recommendations on Corporate Governance 
1999 
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) appointed the Committee on Corporate 
Governance on May 7, 1999 under the Chairmanship of Shri Kumar Mangalam Birla, an 
industrialist and member SEBI Board, to raise standards of corporate governance. It also 
aimed to bring in amendments to the listing agreement between the stock exchange and 
companies to improve standards of company corporate governance. It aimed to amend areas 
such as disclosure material, frequency of such disclosures and the responsibilities of 
independent and external directors, and to arrive at a code of corporate best practices with 
safeguards within companies to deal with insider information and insider trading (Institute of 
Company Secretaries of India 2008, p. 495). 
The priority of the Committee was to prepare a code of conduct on corporate governance 
suitable to the Indian context, taking into consideration the perspectives of the investors and 
shareholders. The Committee identified the three key constituents of corporate governance as 
the shareholders, the Board of Directors and management. It gave prominence to the roles 
and responsibilities of these major actors and also their rights in the context of good corporate 
governance (Nayaket. al. 2010). “Accountability, transparency and equality of treatment for 





This was the first formal attempt from the side of the regulators to present a Code of 
Corporate Governance in India. The Bajaj Committee (1997) had stated that the objective of 
corporate governance is the “enhancement of shareholder value, keeping in view the interests 
of other stakeholders” (Sarkar & Sarkar 2012, p. 19). They emphasised the need to balance 
the interests of shareholders with the interests of other stakeholders’. 
Corporate governance is increasingly being recognised not just as a means of enhancing 
economic efficiency and growth, but also to build the confidence of investors and 
shareholders. The basic thought behind good corporate governance is that it should facilitate 
the board and management to work in tandem with the objectives of the company in the 
interests of shareholders an wider stakeholders. 
2.4.3 Naresh Chandra Committee 2002 
The Enron debacle in India in 2001, which involved a close relationship between the 
corporate client and the auditor, was followed by many scandals in the corporate sector 
involving US companies such as Worldcom, Waste Management, Quest and Global Crossing,  
(Fernando 2004) and the collapse of accounting firm Arthur Anderson. As in the US, India 
also saw amendments to company law and regulations. Norms prescribed under Clause 49 of 
the Listed Agreement were only applicable to the listed companies. Only a legislative move 
could bring all Indian companies into adoption of corporate governance norms. Hence, the 
Naresh Chandra Committee was appointed by the Department of Company  Affairs (DCA) 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs), Government of India in August 2002. Under the 
chairmanship of Naresh Chandra the Committee was assigned to examine various governance 
problems and to suggest changes in the areas involving the relationship between the client 
and the auditor as well as the role of independent company directors ( Bakshi & Narayan 
2014; 2016; Fernando 2010; The Institute of Company Secretaries of India 2008;). 
The report was submitted by the Committee on 23 December, 2002 (Fernando 2010). Naresh 
Chandra Committee recommendations focused on the auditor-company relationship, 
prohibition of non- audit services, disapproval of  audit assignments, compulsory rotation of 
audit partner, CEO/CFO certification, supervising the work of auditors through a regulatory 
body and independent Directors. The Department of Company Affairs web site 
(www.dca.nic.in) shows a list of a set of companies that had vanished after issuing shares to 





‘big fish’ invariably create problems for the ‘small fish’. While the small ones have quietly 
disappeared, the larger ones are fighting lengthy court battles with banks, financial 
institutions and creditors to prevent seizure of assets, which has been made possible by the 
Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Act 2002. 
Most of these cases ended with the banks waiving interest arrears and accepting a paltry sum 
per month towards principal repayment, while the general public is further pauperised with 
no returns on the share capital or repayment of fixed deposits (Kamath 2013). 
The report absolved independent directors of any personal liability by simply taking the 
definition provided by Kumar Mangalam Birla Committee on independent directors. 
According to Kamath (2013) this aspect was a surprise to India's company law experts who 
know that independent directors do not have “any material pecuniary relationship or 
transactions with the company, its promoters, its management or its subsidiaries”. In 2009 in 
light of the Satyam (Maytas Infra- Maytas Properties) scam, CII set up the second national 
task force to improve corporate governance standards and practices in both letter and spirit. 
Its major recommendations include the separation of the offices of the Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer, Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee, Nomination Committee, 
Independent Directors and board meetings through teleconferencing (Fernando 2004). 
2.4.4 Narayan Murthy Committee 2003 
SEBI again in 2002, constituted a Committee on corporate governance under the 
responsibility of Narayan Murthy to evaluate the existing governance practices and further 
improve it. It was primarily set up to review Clause 49 and recommend improvements. The 
Committee submitted its recommendations in February, 2003. The recommendations of the 
Committee were related to the audit report,  audit committee and qualifications, risk 
management, related party transactions, nominee, code of conduct, director, independent 
director, non- executive director compensation, whistle blower policy, evaluation of board  
performance and subsidiary companies. Narayan Murthy’s Committee also articulated a 
whistle blower policy (Sinha 2003). 
In order to improve as well as evaluate the existing practices in the corporate sector, SEBI, 
set up a new committee under the Chairmanship of Murthy during 2002-03. The Committee 
submitted its recommendations on corporate governance to SEBI which was accepted after 





included some of the Narayana Murthy Committee recommendations required to be followed 
by all listed companies. Clause 49 which is connected with the listing policy, is intended to 
curb unethical and improper practices in corporate governance, but was being singled out by 
company law experts as impractical (Sinha 2003). 
The committee enhanced the role of the audit committees and made two very important 
mandatory recommendations: 
• To review certain information including financial statements, quarterly/half-yearly 
draft audit reports, management discussions and analysis of financial conditions, 
reports relating to compliance with laws and to risk management and records of related 
party transactions.  
• To ensure that members of the audit committee are ‘financially literate’. At least one 
member should have accounting or related financial management expertise. 
‘Financially literate’ means the ability to understand balance sheet, profit and loss 
account and statement of cash flows (Bakshi & Narayan 2014; 2016; Fernando 2010; 
‘Murthy Committee: A Forward Thrust’ 2003; Institute of Company Secretaries of 
India 2008). 
Regarding non-compliance, Section 23E of the Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 
(SCRA) provides a deterrence against the perpetrators of non- compliance. It states that: 
[i]f a company or any person managing a collective investment scheme or mutual 
fund, fails to comply with the listing conditions or delisting conditions or grounds or 
commits a breach thereof, it or he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty-
five crore rupees (SEBI 2015, p. 24). 
However fines do not act as deterrence, so delisting the shares from the stock exchange is 
another consequence that a company would face when violating listing agreements. Delisting 
punishes the shareholders who are dispersed and non-controlling and closes their options to 
relinquish the investment. The Committee was set to enhance and increase transparency of 
the market by primarily reviewing the performance of corporate governance and understand 
how companies respond to rumors and other price sensitive information circulating in the 
market (‘Murthy Committee: A Forward Thrust’ 2003).The SEBI Report of 2003 Report 





companies on the National Stock Exchange was more or less satisfactory. However, the 
quality of the financial statements and corporate governance reports were not uniformly 
compliant. Shortfalls included the quality of the report, which often is prefunctionary in 
nature, business transactions, the nature of qualifications in audit reports and the duration of 
audit committee meetings (Pathak 2011; Fernando 2006; Prasad 2011).  
 
2.4.5 SEBI reforms 2004 onwards 
In October, 2004, SEBI announced revisions of the listing agreement applicable to all public 
companies in the Indian Stock Exchange. The revisions, however, took effect only from 
January 1, 2006. Some specific amendments to the norms have taken place since, but these 
amendments have done nothing substantial to alter the underlying mechanisms of governance 
in India. In comparison to the earlier position the reforms of 2004 were stringent, however 
critics have pointed out that the corporate governance norms were adapted mainly from 
markets such as the US and UK. Such norms, argued critics, were insufficient to deal with 
governance issues specific/unique to Indian companies (Pathak 2011; Fernando 2006; Prasad 
2011).   
Major Indian scams (in addition to that of Satyam) included the Harshad Mehta securities 
scam (1992), followed by scams involving Preferential Allotment (1995), Plantation scam, 
UTI (2000), Ketan Parekh securities (2003), IPO (2005), LIC Housing  Finance  (2011). 
These were important in highlighting the importance of corporate governance. This forced  
the  government re-think a new governance standard. With each scam and scandal, SEBI 
came up with new regulatory measures. SEBI believed that to keep up with the market 
dynamics, continuous efforts to improve governance standards in India were needed. Recent 
corporate scams indicate the need to look beyond mere procedures to highlight the 
importance of ethical governance to ensure compliance with corporate governance codes. The 
need to review the existing code on corporate governance arose from two perspectives, to 
evaluate the adequacy of the existing practices and standards to which listed companies 
adhere and further improving existing practices. 
The situation in India however, required regulations and laws to provide greater protection to 
minority shareholders in publicly listed companies. The Satyam scandal where the promoter 





/auditor relationship issue) led to an examination of the role played by auditors and 
independent directors who seemed unaware of the internal dynamics and finances of the 
company which had been listed on the New York stock exchange. This led to an accelerated 
momentum for reform. Of course Satyam was not the first company to fall prey to 
governance issues in India. The fact is that regulations alone are not enough to stop financial 
scams. Instead more stringent punitive measures need to be implemented by the government 
and regulators.  
In India, SEBI worked with the Indian Institute of Chartered Accountants of India on the 
issue of standards, reform and other aspects that relate to accounting, disclosure, etc. While 
some of the reforms were stringent, there were concerns as to whether it was appropriate to a 
newly liberalized economy that had already had a number of scandals. Hence the Companies 
Act that was to follow in 2013, dealt with governance aspects extensively, detailing the role 
of the board, its independent directors and many other aspects related to the functioning of a 
company in reference to the audit committee and its oversight, whistle-blower provisions and 
management of risk. Key reforms are featured in figure 2.4 below. 
 
Figure 2.4: SEBI Norms on Governance and their Implication (1999- 2014). 
Source: Boardmatters Forum- India (2014, n. p.) 





agreement effective from October 2014. These revisions align the SEBI norms with the  
requirements of the Companies Act, 2013. To ensure an effective corporate governance 
framework effective reliable regulatory and institutional foundation should be established. 
“This kind of corporate governance framework includes elements of legislation, regulation, 
self-regulatory arrangements, voluntary commitments and business practices that are the 
result of a country’s specific circumstances, history and tradition” (IICA 2014, p. 182). 
A number of corporate governance structures exist but there is no ‘one size fits all’ structure. 
Corporate governance needs to ensure the commitment of the board to function in a 
transparent manner and to ensure long-term shareholder value.  
2.5 The role of corporate governance, CSR and sustainable development 
The relationship between corporate governance and CSR and sustainable development is 
critical. Corporate governance is crucial to the operation and realisation of company goals 
and the interests of all stakeholders. Good corporate governance facilitates meeting all the 
challenges and complexities. This may be related to environmental issues such as climate 
change, risks related to corruption, bribery and reputational damage, CSR and sustainability, 
which are fundamental to the success and continuity of corporations.  
The notion of CSR Governance helps integrate a stakeholder approach into 
corporate governance, which is beyond the limiting concept of shareholders, and is 







Figure 2.5: A Road Map for CSR Governance 
Source: (Sohail 2017, n.p.) 
The first step towards better CSR governance is building a strong corporate governance 
culture within the organization and strong board alignment (see figure 2.5). The Securities 
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) in its 2003 Report on corporate governance stated that,  
[c]orporate governance is the acceptance by management of the inalienable rights 
of shareholders as the true owners of the corporation and of their own role as 
trustees on behalf of the shareholders. It is about commitment to values, about 
ethical business conduct and about making a distinction between personal and 
corporate funds in the management of a company (Dangi 2013, p. 321). 
One should not forget that the business concept of corporate governance and CSR are 
embedded in business practices, as two sides of the same coin. Corporates which have a well-
formed corporate governance program in place, often take care of CSR issues and same in 
vice versa corporate governance leads the corporates to act responsibly  towards stakeholders 
(Haldar & Mishra 2015). Corporate governance deals with a range of issues for the protection 
of the shareholders’ and stakeholders’ interests. CSR could be understood as an extension of 





a philanthropic gesture by a few wealthy businessmen. This perception has changed with 
globalization of markets and the prominence of global environmental issues.  
The World Business Council For Sustainable Development (WBCSD n. d.) defines CSR as 
the ethical behaviour of a company towards society. It could be understood as responsible 
behavior and a commitment by business to contribute to the development of society and 
behave ethically to improve quality of life of local communities along with the workforce and 
their families (Verma & Kumar 2012). 
  
Haldar & Mishra (2015) argue that corporate governance is fused with CSR but that we have 
to wait to understand its effects as it is still evolving. At the center of these arguments is the 
context in which a company operates, the ethics followed by a business and the commitment 
of a company to its stakeholders. Both CSR and good governance focused on disclosure, 
transparency, and sustainability are central to good governance. Other objectives and benefits 
include: 
• Building the trust of shareholders by increasing transparency in its financial as well as 
non-financial reporting. 
• Establishing strong brand reputation of the company.  
• Improving the relationship with stakeholders.  
• Contributing to the development of the society/community around its area of operation  
• Maintaining strong market positions by addressing the concerns of its various 
stakeholders (Haldar & Mishra 2015). 
Thus it can be concluded that corporate governance and CSR are intertwined and difficult to 
differentiate (Haldar & Mishra 2015). 
Under various provisions discussed above regulations and provisions of corporate governance 
have progressively become mandatory. Incorporating CSR provisions within corporate 
governance frameworks would be useful for India since both are interwoven and 
complimentary (Verma & Kumar 2012, p. 25). Above all mandatory CSR norms in India will 
compel firms to cater to the needs of the society thus and give more momentum to governance 
practices (Haldar & Mishra 2015). Many companies are still not complying with corporate 
governance codes of conduct for example in relation to director’s profile, director’s 





(Haldar & Mishra 2015). Thus statutory changes in corporate governance and CSR norms in 
India are at an early stage and it requires some time before a review of their interrelationships 
and influence is examined and analysed in detail along with the role of the Regulator. 
2.6 Conclusion 
Voluntary standards, regulations and legislation of corporate governance differ from country 
to country. Regulatory and legal environments within which corporations operate are of critical 
importance to economies as companies continue to be a powerful global influence. The focus 
of policy makers is usually on economic outcomes while there is a need to undertake an analysis 
of the impact on all groups of stakeholders, particularly those adversely affected by negative 
impacts that are rarely disclosed. 
Transparency promotes accountability (Mulgan, 2003) in addition to the implementation of 
company law provisions, securities regulation, accounting and auditing standards, contract 
law, labour law and tax law, which influence corporate governance requirements and 
practices. As corporations recognise that their appetite for growth cannot be fulfilled without 
taking into account the interests of all stakeholders, corporate governance practices will need 
an ethos of management and boards acting as ‘trustees’ of corporate objectives and good 
corporate governance . 
In the future, those companies that do not take governance and responsible corporate 
governance practices seriously, will end up paying a substantial premium when competing in 
a global market attuned to the demands of sustainable development. This chapter has argued 
that after corporate scandals and loss of shareholder value, corporate governance reform has 
gained momentum in India with a series of reforms over the last 15-20 years culminating in 
the SEBI reforms and the Companies Act 2013.  Key dimensions of corporate governance are 
focused on the issue of shareholders rights, calling for greater transparency and 
accountability and enhancing corporate reporting and disclosure. “Corporate governance is 
about promoting corporate fairness, transparency and accountability” (Fernando 2006, p. 11). 















Government of India Regulations on Corporate Governance 
and 
CSR under the Companies Act, 2013 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter analyses various government regulations impacting on CSR in India, primarily 
the Companies Act, 2013. The Act directly affects companies and their activities, which are 
overseen by the Union Government which works through the Ministry of Corporate Affairs 
(MCA) and the Registrar of Companies (ROC). The Registrar of Companies controls the 
incorporation of new companies and their administration, mainly companies’ legal 
compliance and adherence to government regulations. It summarises relevant sections related 
to the thesis, some of the significant changes and its impact on disclosures for various 
stakeholders. Public-listed companies fall under the purview of the Securities Exchange 
Board of India (SEBI) and the relevant stock exchanges, like the National Stock Exchange 
(NSE) and the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSC). 
The Companies Act, 1956, defines the word company as “a company formed and registered 
under the Act or an existing company i.e. a company formed or registered under any of the 
previous company laws” (Rao 2013, p. 396). The basic objectives underlying the law were to 
jurisprudentially chart out an operational framework for companies registering in the country 
and for their stakeholders. Key among the constituents of such a framework was the need to 
incorporate functional integrity in the company’s management with respect to core 
competencies and the regulatory environment. Creditors and shareholders were identified as 
principal stakeholders and their legitimate interests were to be protected through the ambit of 
the Act, as envisioned by its promulgators. Universality of standards within the country on 
matters of auditing procedures, alongside those of accounting and disclosure, were other 





The 2013 Act replaced the Companies Act of 1956 and has 29 Chapters, 470 clauses and 
seven schedules. Significant features of the Company Bill, 2012 include reforms such as 
raising the number of people in a private company from 50 to 200 in clause 2 (68)(ii) (PwC 
2013, p. 7), which allowed more people to engage in private companies.  
Every company is to have a board of directors with a minimum number of three directors in 
the case of a public company, two directors in the case of a private company and one director 
in the case of a One-Person Company; and a maximum of 15 directors. The introduction of a 
class of companies (to be specified by the Government) where at least one woman director 
should be on the board, was a step forward. Other important requirements are that every 
listed public company shall have at least one-third of the total number of directors as 
independent directors, and the central government may prescribe the minimum number of 
independent directors in case of any class or classes of public companies. An individual can 
hold directorship of up to 20 companies, of which not more than 10 can be public companies 
(Your Finance Book 2015). The Bill stipulates that every company having a net worth of 
Rs.500 crore or more, or a turnover of Rs.1000 crore or more, or a net profit of Rs.5 crore or 
more during any financial year, is required to constitute a Corporate Social Responsibility 
time in India have had progressive impact on addressing challenges for companies and their 
operations.  
 
Although six main changes were made by the Companies (Amendment) Acts, 2000, 2001, 
2002 and 2006, the need for an overhaul persisted.  The sweeping changes introduced in 1991 
had changed the context in which companies acted. 
 
In 2008, the Companies Bill was first introduced in the Lok Sabha to replace the Companies 
Act of 1956. It took five years for the new Act to come into force, going through much 
modification and a reintroduction of the Bill in 2009. In 2010 The Standing Committee on 
Finance presented its report to the Lok Sabha and change in the form of a Bill was again 
debated in 2011. It was only in 2012 that it was passed by the Lok Sabha, and Raya Sabha 
(the upper house of the Republic of India) on December 20, 2012 with much discussion, 
change and deliberation, but postponed until the next session in 2013 and finally became an 
Act in the same year (Rao 2013). Hence it is a controversial but well thought out and 






Committee (Rakesh 2015). This Committee is responsible to articulate a CSR policy. 
Mandated companies are required to spend a minimum amount determined by calculating 2 
percent of the average net profits of the company made during the three immediately 
preceding financial years. If it fails to do so, the board is accountable. This makes CSR policy 
an obligation for the first time. The Financial year in India is also made uniform for all 
companies, from 1 April to 31 March in a calendar year (Ernst & Young 2013).  
3.2 The Need for Mandatory Corporate Responsibility Legislation in India 
Before the Act, since company reporting was not verified by a third-party agency, the trust 
deficit grew nationally. Like their global counterparts, Indian businesses needed to engage 
with investors and other stakeholders, and report with greater accuracy. One of the immediate 
implications of the Act is that CSR could no longer be a public relations exercise. As 
discussed later, companies now are required to look at CSR from a 360-degree perspective 
that goes beyond charity, to include their business practices and impact on people and the 
planet. The Act requires companies to examine their strategy, regulations and compliance. 
CSR teams tend to be driven by personnel from corporate communications or human 
resource backgrounds that do not have the necessary expertise and are usually one- or two-
person teams. Because of this lack of required knowledge about social aspects, partnership 
with external organisations with CSR expertise was encouraged by the public sector 
guidelines that preceded the 2013 Act. 
Additionally, pressure on these teams to cater to every branch or location with a CSR budget, 
meant that, of the 700-odd districts of India, only about 100 or so got attention for CSR 
funding. It did not reach the really backward areas or poorest states, which were not 
industrialised. Companies also tended to only look at local areas around factories and plants 
to implement their projects. Some the companies depended on their non-profit or non-
governmental (NGO) partners to arrive at their program’s priorities and identify stakeholders, 
but did not understand the long-term implications of social development. In many cases, 
donations by companies were small, meant for welfare or charitable activity, and usually a 
one-off donation with little or no impact.  





The Companies Act 2013 created the formal context for the need of CSR as a right of the 
society, rather than being at the discretion of a corporate. It became a legal responsibility in 
itself, with measures for non-compliance. However, it must be noted that the law mandates 
this in a narrow sense, i.e. sharing a portion of profits for social causes. It does not create any 
accountability on how profits are made, or how sustainable and environmentally friendly a 
corporate is. The recent law on CSR specifies financial contributions to be made; but makes it 
plain that CSR involves a larger responsibility of being sustainable and friendly to the 
environment and stakeholders.  
Corporate social responsibility was mandated under Clause 135 of the Act that laid down 
guidelines to be followed by companies in implementing it. A dedicated committee of the 
company board is to be appointed to prepare a detailed CSR plan. This has to include the 
expenditure, activities, roles and responsibilities, and has a monitoring mechanism in place. 
The CSR committee can also ensure that all the kinds of income accrued to the company by 
way of CSR activities should be credited back to the community or CSR corpus (Rakesh 
2015). Moreover, it requires the board of the company to consider recommendations made by 
the CSR committee and to approve the CSR policy of the company. It has to disclose its 
contents in the company CSR report and publish the details on the company’s official 
website. No longer can societal obligations be shrouded in secrecy or be applied at the whim 
of the company directors or its management. This has brought in a form of transparency 
which was not previously required. Failure to spend the prescribed amount means the board 
has to specify reasons for shortfalls in its report (CII & PwC 2013). The concept of Business 
Responsibility Reporting (BRR) has been ushered in through the Act wherein actors such as 
SEBI raised the concept of stakeholdership. The handbook of the Confederation of Indian 
Industries and PricewaterhouseCoopers on CSR in India, reads: 
 
The other reporting requirement mandated by the government of India, including 
CSR, is by the SEBI which issued a circular on 13 August, 2012 mandating the top 
100 listed companies to report their ESG1 initiatives. These are to be reported in the 
form of a BRR as a part of the annual report. SEBI has provided a template for filing 
the BRR. Business responsibility reporting is in line with the NVG published by the 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs in July 2011. Provisions have also been made in the 
                                                           





listing agreement to incorporate the submission of BRR by the relevant companies. 
The listing agreement also provides the format of the BRR. The BRR requires 
companies to report their performance on the nine NVG principles. Other listed 
companies have also been encouraged by SEBI to voluntarily disclose information on 
their ESG performance in the BRR format (CII & PwC 2013, p. 13). 
 
The Companies Act, Section 135 and Schedule VII specified the need for not only a CSR 
committee, but specifies how it must be comprised of at least three members, and that it must 
include an independent director member (p.15). It defines what CSR is. As per clause 2(1) (c) 
(Appendix 3.1). The roles of the CSR Committee include formulation of a CSR policy and its 
recommendations to the Board which include matters of planning and budgeting. An overall 
monitoring approach towards matters of CSR expenditure by the company also falls within 
the duties of the CSR committee. It is bound by law to ensure transparency on matters of 
activity implementation for all CSR programs of the company (Gopalan & Kamalnath 2015, 
p.65; Ghosh 2016). The Board’s role is to constitute the CSR committee and approve the 
CSR policy. 
The various detailed activities, as contained in CSR provisions in Schedule VII of the Act, 
are summarized from the Act. Firstly, it is about eradicating hunger, poverty and 
malnutrition. It is about promoting health care, including preventive health care, sanitation 
and making safe drinking water available. It encourages companies to focus on education, 
including special education and employment-enhancing vocation skills, especially among 
vulnerable groups such as children, women, elderly, and the differently-abled and livelihood 
enhancement projects. It talks about gender equality and empowering women, who form a 
half the population; setting up homes and hostels for women and orphans, setting up old age 
homes, day care centres and other facilities for senior citizens; and measures for reducing 
inequalities faced by socially and economically backward groups. Protection of the 
environment is spelt out; given the adverse impacts of industrial and business activity, and 
the need for sustainable initiatives and ecological balance, including activities around the 
protection of flora and fauna, animal welfare, agro-forestry, conservation of natural resources 
and maintaining quality of soil, air and water. The protection of national heritage, art and 
culture, includes restoring buildings and sites of historical importance and of works of art; 
setting up public libraries; and promotion and development of traditional arts and handicrafts 





forces veterans, war widows and their dependents, promotion of rural sports and nationally 
recognised sports, Paralympics and Olympic sports  and financial contributions to the Prime 
Minister’s National Relief or to any other fund set up by the Central Government for socio-
economic development and relief and welfare of the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, 
other backward classes, minorities and women, can be counted as CSR. 
CSR expenditure includes all expenditure, including contribution to projects or programs 
relating to CSR activities approved by the Board on the recommendation of its CSR 
Committee, but it does not include any expenditure on an item not in conformity or not in line 
with activities which fall within the purview of Schedule VII of the Act (Gopalan & 
Kamalnath 2015). All activities under CSR need to follow the rules and guidelines issued 
under the section Schedule VII and may be undertaken on behalf of the company by 
voluntary organizations, trusts and societies. The expenditure can however also be given to a 
registered charitable organization, including one promoted by the company itself. This has 
been exploited by many companies to set up their own foundations and trusts. Here, the 
registered entity gets tax benefits under sec 80 G (50 percent tax exemption) and/or 35 A C 
(100 percent tax exemption) of the Indian Income Tax Act. It is pertinent to note that 35 A C 
is in the process of being removed by the government as a valid exemption.  The company is 
expected give priority to the local area or community where it conducts its business activities 
or is located.  
 
3.2.2 The Catalytic Role of the Bill 
In India CSR has historically been considered a charitable or philanthropic activity. In the 
Indian tradition, it was an activity that was expected to be done without fanfare. There is, 
with some exceptions, limited documentation on specific activities undertaken by business 
prior to the 2013 Act. It was embedded in the same idea of trusteeship espoused by the 
founding leaders. CSR still remains largely in the philanthropic space but has moved in the 
last decade from institutional building to community development. With global influences 
and growing community awareness of the limited resources of the earth, there appears to be a 
gradual trend in India towards more strategic CSR, rather than just charitable.  
Earlier, business had the choice and the flexibility to implement or not implement CSR 
initiatives. This has been effectively changed and it is now within the framework of board 





no option but to start reporting the activities they are undertaking on their official websites, 
annual reports and even publishing CSR reports (CII and PwC 2013). It was stated that the 
intention and purpose of the bill was not to constrain the creativity and imagination of the 
corporate sector but to encourage their efforts and to provide a platform to streamline their 
efforts in order to try and bridge widening trust deficits with their stakeholders and the public 
at large. When large financial scams in companies surfaced, the response called for a focus 
on the role of auditors and directors and the Board. For the first time in India the Act also 
included whistleblower provisions intended to have an impact on corruption, fraud and CSR. 
 
3.3 Reforms under the Companies Act, 2013 
Soon after the legislation passed Goswami (2015), in his analysis of the area of 
implementation, suggested that the definition of CSR (see Appendix 3.1) should be 
broadened by amending Schedule VII, to the effect that tax deductions must be provided for 
CSR expenditure, and that a separate body should be appointed to overlook compliance with 
the obligations under Clause 135. Kumar (2014) argued that the Companies Act 2013 was a 
milestone in Indian law, outward looking and, in attempting to align companies across the 
spectrum, this Act made a real difference. The Act also clearly defined what is ‘net profit’ so 
as to leave no room for any ambiguity (Appendix 3.2 for definition net profit) Deogharkar 
and Datkhile (2014) write that while the companies Act presents Companies with a 
opportunity to give back to society it also ends up creating confusion. This might, according 
to them, prove to be a burden and suggests that the Government considers setting up a 
regulatory agency (with representatives from Government and Corporates) that can monitor 
and implement projects and activates undertaken.   
[I]t is a very good opportunity to companies provided by the Companies Act 2013 to 
return to society. But the present provisions of the Act are creating more confusion. 
Hence it will become a burden on the company. So it is better for the Government to 
set up a voluntary regulatory (comprising Govt. and Corporate representative) on CSR 
like the IRDA which will monitor and implement project of CSR regularly 
(Deogharkar and Datkhile 2014, p. 6). 
There is a now a focus on systematic reporting to stakeholders. The Act also provides 
business-friendly corporate regulation, e-governance initiatives, good corporate governance, 





accountability, protection for minority shareholders, investor protection and activism, and a 
better framework for insolvency regulation and institutional structure. The Act provides 
significant changes in the provisions related to governance, management, compliance and 
enforcement, disclosure norms, auditors and mergers and acquisitions (Kumar 2014). 
A welcome provision is that internal Audit is now mandatory for all listed companies and 
other public limited companies with loans/deposits in excess of rupees 25 crores or paid up 
capital in excess of rupees 10 crores (Fogla 2014). This will enhance detection of financial 
malpractice. 
The Act also requires a Directors’ Report (for listed companies) while an Auditors’ Report is 
mandatory for all companies; one duty of which is to comment on whether the company has 
adequate internal financial control systems in place, as well as specify the effectiveness of 
such controls on operations. It covers all internal financial controls as well as operational 
areas and is therefore considered better than the Sarbanes Oxley Act, 2002 which mostly 
covers internal controls only (Fogla 2014).  
Auditor accountability includes the appointment and rotation of auditors for fixed terms 
alongside Auditor Reporting Responsibilities. As per the 2013 Act, auditors are to be 
appointed only for a five-year term, but any change of auditors before the five year term is 
served needs a special resolution of the Board and it is necessary to seek prior approval of the 
Government (Fogla 2014). The appointment of auditors has to be ratified at every Annual 
General Meeting. The rotation of auditors mean that listed companies cannot appoint or 
reappoint an audit firm as auditor for more than two consecutive terms of five years each 
(Fogla 2014).This was intended to avoid a close link between an auditor and the company, 
which has often resulted in mal practice, in India and elsewhere. 
Auditor reporting requirements have been extended considerably in the new Act. The 
auditor has to report where the company has failed to provide any relevant information and 
explain with detail on their effect on financial statements (Ghosh 2016). Any financial 
transactions or matters which have any adverse effect on the functioning of the company need 
to be reported by the auditor. Any qualification, reservation or adverse remark relating to the 
maintenance of accounts and other matters has to be noted (Fogla 2014). 
In terms of reporting on fraud, if the auditor has reason to believe that an offence involving 





matter should be reported to the government (Ghosh 2016). It has to be reported within a 
month of discovery, with a copy given to the Board in the absence of the relevant committee 
(Fogla 2014). Reporting on fraud to government can be challenging, considering that the 
auditor is required to comment not only on confirmed frauds but also suspected frauds (Fogla 
2014). It is yet to be seen whether this will be implemented in reality. The quantum of fraud 
has been specified, leaving no room for vague interpretations. 
Directors - The maximum number of directors is now 15 members as against 12 previously. 
One significant step forward is the provision for inclusion of women directors with at least 
one women director to be appointed. The rules state that every listed company and other 
public company having either paid up share capital of more than 100 crore or turnover of 
more than 300 crore is to appoint a women director (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016; Gopalan & 
Kamalnath 2015). The rules that are to guide the directors that can help them avoid 
subjectivity in these matters is given in detail in clause 4(1) (See Appendix 3.3). 
Audit Committee: The role of the Audit Committee has been sharpened. Specific 
responsibilities include recommending appointment of auditors and monitoring their 
independence and performance. The Audit Committee is considered the main entity, not just 
to control but to put in place financial reporting and ultimately promote overall good 
corporate governance. All listed companies and public companies with the specified paid up 
capital are to have an Audit Committee (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016).  
Those Companies having more than 1000 shareholders, debenture holders, deposit-holders or 
other security holders at any time during the financial year, have to constitute a Stakeholders’ 
Relationship Committee to resolve the grievances of security holders (Gopalan & Kamalnath 
2015). An investor grievance redress mechanism is to be set up. A director may resign his 
office by giving a notice in writing. However, the resigning director would be liable for 
offences occurring during his tenure. Disqualification of directors is also extended to 
companies other than public companies (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016; Gopalan & Kamalnath 
2015).  It is pertinent to note that grievance redress is extended to a particular class of 
stakeholders who have financial dealings with the company, but not for those adversely 






Duties of directors have been specified. Whether this will prove to be deficient will have to 
be assessed in the future. The significance of independent directors in the governance of large 
companies has now been recognized. The eligibility criteria laid down for independent 
directors is to facilitate their neutral functioning. They have to state their independence and 
bring to notice any change that may have occurred after their appointment (Fogla 2014; 
Ghosh 2016). Independent directors can sit for a maximum of two tenures of five years. They 
can be reappointed only after a three-year period of absence. This is to ensure new talent gets 
on the Board and to prevent any collusion with the management. But the Board will be held 
responsible only for those actions that have occurred with their knowledge, through the 
actions of the Board, and with consent or connivance or where it has not acted with the due 
diligence expected (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016). 
3.4 Penalty for Non-Compliance of CSR Provision 
A company cannot normally be penalized for violating CSR rules if it has submitted a report 
explaining the reasons. There exist provisions under the Act which provide for penalties that 
can be invoked against CSR violations. 
The Board of Directors is required to report on the CSR policy and its implementation 
annually. Section 134 specifies that if a company does not adhere to this provision, the 
company shall be punishable with a fine which shall not be less than 50,000 rupees but which 
may extend to twenty five lakh rupees. Every responsible officer whose duty it is in terms of 
delegation of the company which is in default, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a 
term which may extend to three years or with a fine which shall not be less than 50,000 
rupees but which may extend to 500,000, or with both (Ghosh 2016). 
However, in what appears to be a major short fall in the Act, the CSR provisions do not 
address the independence of the non-profit organization (NPO) or how trust is to be promoted 
by the company. This could defeat the purpose of the legislation, as more companies will set 
up their own trusts and foundations, which is already happening. The financial contribution 
towards a trust or society promoted by the company itself is permissible as CSR expenditure. 
A company can create its own trust and transfer funds without any real utilization or control 
mechanism (Ghosh 2016; Malegaonkar 2016). The reporting format under the Companies 
(CSR) Rule is a broad guideline. Formal financial audited reports on CSR expenditure is not 
required to be reported in the main statement, and they often only appear as a note to the 





The law does not distinguish between the statutory and voluntary nature of CSR 
expenditures. The current CSR law requires computation of average profit for the past three 
years. Two percent CSR expenditure has to be made based on such average profit (Gopalan 
& Kamalnath 2015). Since the CSR expenditure is based on the last three years’ average 
profit, it seems that the CSR law will not apply in the first three years of existence, even if a 
company comes under the CSR criteria. Under CSR laws, the CSR Committee (Appendix 
3.4) is required to monitor the implementation of CSR activities and report to the Board. The 
audited statements and activity report from the implementing partner have to be relied upon. 
The law under CSR in the Companies Act is clear that no other activities other than the ones 
specified in Schedule VII are permissible (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016). 
3.5 CSR Agenda as Reflected in the Act 
The Act clearly sets out following CSR agenda which companies need to comply with: 
• Appointment of a CSR Committee  
• The Board takes responsibility for the company’s CSR 
• There is a mandatory CSR spend which is specified as 2 percent of profit before tax. 
 It is to be noted that the net profit limit of rupees of five crore has brought larger numbers of 
companies under its ambit than predicted. In the CSR rules, net profit is defined as ‘net profit 
before tax’ according to its audited accounts.  Clause 8 specifies the board report components 
(Appendix 3.5). 
Every qualifying company needs to constitute a CSR Committee consisting of a minimum of 
three or more directors.. The CSR committee is mandated to recommend an appropriate 
policy for the full Board to approve and to recommend the total amount of expenditure to 
spend in a financial year. The CSR committee is also required to see that the CSR 
expenditure is meeting the guidelines of the rules specified by the Companies Act. They also 
look at modalities of execution and implementation schedules as and when necessary.  
The Boards of those companies covered under the Act have to approve the CSR policy put 
forward by their CSR Committee. Disclosure of the contents of such policy in its report and 
on company’s website is mandatory. The Board has to ensure the mandated amount of 
money is spent on CSR activities as well as report on these activities in the Board’s report 





Moreover, the rules have provided a format for reporting in which each company has to 
report their CSR activities and be signed off by the Committee. The CSR rules further 
provide details on how the company can set up a register of an organization under the 
Societies Registration Act or under the Trust Act or a non-profit company to facilitate 
implementation of its CSR activities. A company doing so is required to specify projects or 
programs to be undertaken by such an organization and the company must establish a 
monitoring mechanism to ensure that the allocation to such an organization is only spent for 
the intended purpose. A company may also implement its CSR programs through not-for-
profit organizations not set up by the company itself. Such an allocation or expenditure may 
be included as part of the company’s prescribed CSR spends but there is a condition that it 
can only be done if such organizations have been in existence for three years and have been 
involved in similar activities in the specific area, ensuring that the entity has at least a 
minimal track record. Companies are permitted to combine their resources with other 
companies to undertake CSR activities. Activities undertaken outside the country would not 
be able to qualify.  CSR activities may be implemented as a project or as a program, as long 
as it excludes specific activities undertaken in the normal course of  companies day to day 
business or activities that a company is required by law to undertake. Core business cannot be 
passed off as a societal obligation, even though it may address such a requirement.  The intent 
seems to have been to deter a company from taking credit or palming off as CSR, activities 
related to its core business. Projects and programs may also integrate some business models 
with those for the benefit of the society and the environment, provided the company is able to 
create shared value.CSR activities shall not include activities exclusively for the benefit of 
employees and their family members (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016). 
3.5.1 Role of CSR Committee 
The Companies Act, 2013 requires a CSR committee to be constituted by the board of 
directors who will be responsible for preparing a detailed plan of the CSR activities 
including decisions regarding the expenditure, the type of activities to be undertaken, 
roles and responsibilities of the concerned individuals and a monitoring and reporting 
mechanism. The CSR committee will also be required to ensure that all the income 
accrued to the company by way of CSR activities is credited back to the CSR corpus 





The committee assigned by the Board (the CSR Committee) needs to create a transparent 
mechanism for implementation of the CSR projects being undertaken by the company. The 
Committee primarily needs to formulate a policy which fits into the rules of the Companies 
Act. Expenditure needs to be a budget item according to the profit a company makes, so that 
2 percent of profit is given to causes specified in the CSR guidelines. The Board has to lay 
down the norms of the CSR Committee through a Board resolution. In the composition of the 
Committee, it is usually the most senior member who becomes the chairperson, although any 
particular member can be designated as the Chair. The number of meetings of the Committee 
has to be specified and the CSR Committee should be empowered to create the vision or 
mission policy document for CSR. It has to review the operational, financial and 
programmatic aspects of the work. Records of proceedings have to be documented, including 
meeting minutes. It is expected that this Committee will not function in isolation but 
necessarily interact with the similar Committees of other companies. This is to be expected 
when there is a case of companies combining their resources when the problems being 
addressed require more expenditure than can be provided by one entity. This is also the case 
if the medium-sized companies with turnovers of five crores or more, can co-operate with 
other such entities and address a common challenge. The CSR Committees are expected to 
interact with the Board of the non-profit organizations implementing projects or programs on 
behalf of the company. The CSR Committee should ensure and report requisite legal 
compliance. An annual report to the Board on CSR activities means directors can assess the 
management and compliance expected of the Board (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016). In the 
absence of an evaluation by an outside agency, self-certification is a first step. 
3.5.2 CSR Policy and the CSR Report 
The CSR policy and activities undertaken in the report must be distinct (See Appendix 3.6).It 
also details how the board may ensure the implementation through other registered entities. 
The policy must reflect the vision and mission of the company and its corporate 
responsibility, and also provide information on sustainability and any other relevant 
information to stakeholders. The CSR vision should be discussed and approved by the Board. 
A CSR report shall be finalized by the Board, which provides the format for reporting CSR 
activities annually. The CSR Committee at the end of the year will prepare a report of the 
activities implemented, the areas of intervention and outcomes. In addition, the Committee 





implementation and monitoring of CSR Policy complies with the company’s CSR objectives 
and policy (Fogla 2014; Ghosh 2016). 
Under provisions of the new Act, all companies are required to have their CSR expenditures 
in the public domain, specifically through company websites. As a legislative rider, 
companies are expected to disclose CSR policy and other information there too (CII & Pwc 
2013). This is important because often, in the absence of a rule, companies had tended to 
either not display CSR information or to upload and remove it at will.  
The breakup of the total expenditure under CSR is not required in the accounts. It may be 
noted that the 2 percent average net profit is an across-the-year computation and it pertains to 
more than one financial year. Nevertheless, it is recommended that the financial statement 
should show the computation of 2 percent average net profit as per section 198 (ICAI 2015). 
Prescribed formats are given for the purpose of disclosure in Schedule III of the Act and the 
format under Companies (CSR Policy) Rules, 2014. Schedule III provides the framework of 
financial reporting. The financial statements are now required to carry the full detail of the 
expenses incurred, unlike before, when this was voluntary. CSR expenditure essentially 
includes two percent of average net profits and companies are at liberty to engage in 
capacity-building initiatives of their CSR team or those in implementing agencies but through 
institutions with an established track record of at least three years. Within the ambit of the 
legislation, such personnel building and other-agency implementation expenditures are not to 
exceed 5 percent of total CSR expenditure of the company in one financial year. On a 
separate note and within another clause of the Act, if companies cease to be covered under 
sub-section (1) of Section 135 of the Act for three financial years, then it shall not be required 
to comply with the provisions laid down under sub-section (2) to (5), until such time as it 
meets the criteria specified in sub-section (1) of the Act (Ghosh 2016; ICAI 2015). Under 
Section 92 of the Companies Act all companies have to file their annual returns to the 
Registrar of Companies.  Minimum disclosures in the annual return are required to be made 
regarding the amount spent and the percentage of the amount spent of the average net profits 
of the company made during the three immediately preceding financial years (CII & PwC 
2013; Fogla 2014). 
3.5.3 CSR Role of the Board of the Company: Accountability and Responsibility 
Now that CSR activities are the responsibility of the Board, boards can no longer shirk their 





up the CSR Committees but also provide necessary approvals. They have to have an 
overview in order to oversee activities, abide by the law, ensure that the company spends as 
specified and produce timely annual reporting for public consumption. If the company is 
unable to spend the amount specified by the Act, it has to reveal the reasons for this (Fogla 
2014). The designated CSR Committee is a sub-committee of the Board, but accountability 
for CSR implementation rests with the Board itself. It cannot pass the buck to others. This 
means CSR is to be taken seriously as a Board function. CSR as an ad hoc add-on activity 
with no liability is no longer an option. As in other matters, here as well the Board is the main 
authority and has the power given by the legislature in CSR as well. The CSR Committee has 
executive functions and powers pertaining to CSR in the company, so delegating 
responsibility to the communication or public relations departments is another closed option. 
What the Committee is required to do is not just its own responsibility but also that of the 
board. This has been clearly stated – there is no vagueness here.  Any non-adherence to the 
law and rules are treated as a violation of and by the Board. 
The directors’ role as non-partisan is crucial for effective functioning of the Board. In Section 
135, specifically for CSR, the directors are made accountable to society and for environment 
impacts, along with their other functions. It can be said that CSR is thus mandated in the 
Companies Act. It provides that a Director of a company shall act in good faith in order to 
promote the objects of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole, and in the best 
interests of the company, its employees, the shareholders, community and for the protection 
of environment (Ghosh 2016) as an obligation under Section 166. Noncompliance with 
Section 166 is punishable by a fine which shall not be less than 100, 000 rupees but which 
may extend to 500,000 rupees (Ghosh 2016).   
The framework of financial reporting is given in the third schedule of the Act, but there is no 
reporting requirement if there is a shortfall of CSR expenditure. It is a requirement that is 
expected of companies that they file an annual return with the ROC every year which is 
specified in section 92 of the Act. The annual return that is filed must report disclosures on 
CSR, in particular on the requirement of reporting of the CSR activities and expenses. This is 
one area where many companies have to focus and evolve mechanisms to regularly 
document, collate and analyze data regarding CSR activities and prepare a CSR report to 








Corporate entities may have their own challenges and issues, including survival and 
competition. CSR issues have to be understood along the dynamics, constraints and 
limitations in which corporations exist. 
Noted economist Milton Friedman wrote in the New York Times on 13 September 1970, that 
there is one, and only one social responsibility of business - to use its resources and engage in 
activities designed to increase its profits, so long as it stays within the rules of the game, and 
engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud (Bowie 2012, p. 2). 
Friedman believed that the primary master was the shareholder and it would be unrealistic to 
expect more from the company, but he did expect them to be law abiding in the process. This 
part of his comment about adherence to laws in the pursuit of profit, is seldom quoted while 
his saying ‘the business of business is business’ is famous. 
On the other hand there are voices which demand that companies be accountable to all 
stakeholders and societies at large, particularly because they manage or control valuable 
resources of the nation. Therefore, a company cannot be allowed to look into the interests of 
the shareholders or dominating stakeholders only. The issue of CSR cannot be handled by 
treating a company only as source of financial resources. CSR expects responsive and 
accountable behavior at each step, irrespective of the challenges and compulsions. The 
normal understanding of CSR includes ethical, accountable and compliant behavior. In the 
Act, CSR is primarily perceived as corporate philanthropy - the contribution of corporates 
towards social or charitable causes. Corporate philanthropy can be appreciated but it cannot 
exempt companies from being accountable or isolate the company from environmental or 
other stakeholder complaints. The larger question to be asked in public interest is this: can a 
monetary contribution offset an adverse impact, even within an application of the ‘polluter 
pays principle’ when it may take decades to recharge a water table or regrow a forest?  
India is the only country which has made CSR contributions statutory. However, the statutory 
contributions towards CSR in India do not assure the responsible existence of a company. 
Corporate philanthropy is a voluntary contribution by the company to society. Can they 
engage in philanthropy without being socially responsible? It must be acknowledged that 
there is now more focus on transparency due to the framework for corporate reporting. 





accountability in the financial information provided by companies. In addition, there is a 
greater focus on internal controls, in keeping with the accountability principle. 
The Companies Act of 2013 is forward-looking legislation that sets down the oversight 
required of directors and auditors, the role of the board and so on.  The law alone cannot 
bring about change if the regulatory environment is weak, but the law can give teeth to 
activists and stakeholders who can then build pressure for change and if necessary, seek legal 
recourse. If there is an overall adherence to various provisions of the law, then implementing 
CSR should not pose a challenge. It is problematic to look at just this provision in isolation 
rather than make an overall attempt to rein in companies under rule of law and to promote 
their contribution to issues and problems that the government alone cannot tackle in a country 
such as India. The challenges of equitable advancement are great, given India’s billion 
population, the need to address societal problems that adversely affect citizens, such as 
climate change and the depletion of natural resources. It is necessary that companies, as some 
of the important stakeholders in society, diligently follow all the laws of the land, rather than 
narrowly interpret their responsibility to the society as spending a mere percentage of profits 
or as charity. Corporate scandals in India as elsewhere are evidence for such a view and why 






























Not much detail was available about how a company addresses its societal obligations other 
than the positive stories that are told by the entities themselves, which cannot be verified, and 
hardly any information about adverse impacts until there is a media headline about a major 
oil spill or worker rights abuse extreme enough to be newsworthy is exposed. No one, it 
seems from the organisation saw it coming. Not even when working conditions are known to 
be unacceptable, wage discrimination and exploitation is documented, or water and soil 
contamination measurements are made, until it causes a confrontation with local civil society, 
workers demonstrate and consumers call for boycotts. Big multinational companies like Nike, 
Adidas, GAP, Coca Cola and McDonalds have major operations and outlets in developing 
countries where, due to unethical behaviour, they are under constant pressure from the public 
( Human Rights Watch 2013). 
 
Human-rights violations and environmental disasters by the corporate sector have happened 
in India both before and after liberalisation. Among the worst anywhere is the leak of the 
toxic gas methyl isocyanate from a tank at Bhopal in Madhya Pradesh at the factory premises 
of Union Carbide India Limited (UCIL) in 1984. The gas killed 3000 residents who lived in 
the vicinity of the factory. Over the longer term related deaths are estimated at 20,000 
persons, and as many as 100 000 suffering from crippling disabilities. The poor occupational 
safety precautions and maintenance standards created the problem and the leak. The ensuing 
panic in the town showed the lack of knowledge of safety measures or disaster preparation. 
The struggle of the victims’ families and survivors continues in India’s Supreme Court with 
hearings of charges against the Indian heads of management even in 2016, over 30 years 
later. This incident (along with others) remains in public memory and cause public distrust of 






 In an interconnected world, brand image and reputation are key factors that guide a 
company’s conduct. Another factor in India is the historic call for boycott of foreign goods 
and satyagraha (truth-force, non-violent opposition to evil) by Mahatma Gandhi during the 
freedom struggle. Boycott and resistance remain powerful ideas and tools even at the present 
time, ones that can be used by consumers. This can be exercised by people when they deem 
conduct to be unethical and unacceptable. Social boycott, loss of reputation, accusations of 
poor quality of products, and protests are often used by the public at large to rein in those 
companies that do not respond to their ire. Some actions in another country can haunt the 
company in the country of origin, as has been the case with Nike, GAP and others.  
This chapter looks at some of these cases in order to understand what causes the trust deficit 
between the corporate sector and others to widen, and why businesses are not trusted. Some of 
the prominent cases highlighted by the media, on the internet and in case studies in India and 
abroad are studied.  
 
4.2 Examples of Corporates contributing to the Trust Deficit 
 
Some globally known multinational companies were chosen with a presence in India either 
through manufacturing in supply chains or sale of products highlighted in the last decade for 
irresponsible practices and for not adhering to social and environment obligations that were 




Reebok International Limited - has a 100-year history in the footwear sector. It is reported to 
be one of the world’s leading companies. Its operation in India has been in the news about its 
internal irregularities impacting its reputation and governance systems. This despite its 
Human Rights led code of conduct, perhaps a first in the sector that sought to ensure proper 
working conditions in developing countries where it operated, such as Pakistan and 
Indonesia. The company claimed to be monitoring through audit whether human rights 
abuses existed in the factories, simply by being members of BSR (Business for Social 
Responsibility).  They launched programs such as educational assistance as well as training; 
Worker Communication Systems that could ensure that internal systems were available and 





preventative mechanism to ensure there was no violence, giving the company a good image. 
These included complaint boxes, prepaid mailers, seminars on negotiation, unions, etc.  
 
Low production costs entailed the use of a wide range of sub–contractors in many of the 
countries where Reebok has out sourced its work. Reports of violations from their factories, 
despite the company’s monitoring mechanism emerged.  These included lower wages, more 
overtime than was legally mandated, gender inequality and, in the absence of worker unions, 
lack of any collective bargaining. Independent auditors found child labour was employed in 
these countries. Poor working conditions and inadequate accommodation added to the Human 
Rights violations (Deresky 2000).  
 
Reebok said that they had responded immediately to the identified problems.  Reebok came 
to India in the 1990s to cater to a middle segment consumer base and by late 2000 it had 
created a brand name in India.  They were some of the early multinationals that earned profits 
in India after liberalisation from 1999 onwards, targeting the fitness-conscious middle class. 
It was not only instrumental in redefining the attitude to fitness in India but also increasingly 
made fitness a career for many people (UKEssays 2013b). It set lower prices as an entry point 
and, as the footwear became popular, it raised its prices. Its marketing strategy helped it 
capture market share. To connect directly with the customers, the company started the 
Reebok Run Easy campaign which helps them to successfully market their (Amit et al 2012). 
 
In 2005 Reebok was acquired by Adidas AG. The company reported that it had to deal with 
an irregular transaction in 2012 that was worth around Rs.870 crores. Allegations of inflated 
sales figures raised questions about Reebok’s corporate leadership given the quantum it was 
felt could not escape the attention of the management.  These allegations were levelled by 
none other than Adidas, the German multinational footwear company that acquired Reebok 
International at a complaint it lodged with the Police in Gurgaon, Haryana giving the breakup 
of the figures (Choudhury 2012, n. p.). These charges, Chaudhury reported included that of 
fraud and criminal conspiracy for allegedly siphoning off the funds by showing on paper 
distribution channels and people who did not exist and forgery that was spread over five 
years when it was discovered. A subsequent audit it is stated in the report found that the 
transactions recorded could have been false and done in order to exaggerate its revenues for 





reading reports that it involved senior management personnel, two of whom had to face a jail 
term of about a year before they got bail on these criminal charges levelled against them.     
 
4.2.2 Kentucky Fried Chicken 
 
Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) is one among the world’s most popular restaurant chains, 
with, according to its website, a presence in 110 countries. KFC’s entry into India was 
marked by controversy right from its start. Nutritionists and economists argued against it with 
reasons ranging from health related concerns of fast food such as fear of obesity, heart and 
other diseases due to the high presence of sodium content causing high cholesterol levels, to 
being a threat to domestic business. A municipal food inspector raided premises and found 
monosodium glutamate (MSG) levels in KFC’s chickens was three times more than that seen 
in regular chickens.  This salt can cause nausea, retarded growth and birth defects (Pinto 
2012). The company was also accused of promoting junk food, accusers finding this 
particularly reprehensible in a country like India, where more than half the population face 
malnutrition. Another group that joined the protests against KFC were ecologists who spoke 
about threats from wastes such as plastics that could be used for packaging. People for 
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) accused KFC of cruelty to chickens, despite KFC’s 
published standards guaranteeing humane treatment of the birds (Vachcharajani 2003). It was 
alleged that KFC violated laws such as the Indian Prevention of Food Adulteration Act of 
1954 as the presence of MSG was thrice the level permitted by the Act. A letter was written 
by PETA India to the parent company of KFC in the US, Tricon Restaurant International, on 
the sixty-first anniversary of the ‘Quit India’ movement. They asked for the shutting down of 
KFC outlets in India. On getting no reply from the manager, PETA activists protested by 
carrying crippled chickens which symbolised the suffering KFC ones. PETA India accused 
KFC of not acting for two years, even after their campaigns to increase animal welfare 
standards in poultry farms (ICMRI 2004).     
 
The government’s stand was that these multinationals provided employment opportunities to 








The world’s largest retailer Wal-Mart operates across the world and has opened stores in 
India since 2009 as Wal-Mart India Private Limited, a subsidiary, wholly owned by Wal-
Mart Stores Inc of the US.  There were about 20 stores in India beginning in the city of 
Amritsar in Punjab.  Its president claimed that, as one of the largest companies, 
environmental problems were as much theirs as they were the nation’s problems. This has to 
be verified: was it a genuine commitment or a public relations exercise? The company 
planned to utilise renewable sources of energy, recycle wastes, and more. Wal-Mart’s 
international operations had mixed results. The company faced criticism for violations of not 
just environmental laws but of human rights as well, acting against trade unions, allowing sex 
discrimination, paying poor wages and pursuing low cost sources in other countries 
(UKEssays 2013). 
 
The company launched many sustainability initiatives that ranged from selling organic food 
to health programs. But its critics accused it of using these as a reputational strategy in order 
to deflect mounting criticism of air and water pollution and using short-term measures. Some 
analysts used this as a way to encourage it to provide better wages and health care to its 
workers: Wal–Mart itself had a vested interest in striving to be seen as a responsible 
multinational with a genuine concern for society (Stacy 2012). 
 
India has a large domestic market and even Wal-Mart had only a four percent industry share. 
“The 2008 Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER) report 
suggested that traditional stores will still control 85 percent of the market” (Padmanabhan 
2012, p. 5) despite liberalisation. Padmanabhan argues that India is a challenging market in 
terms of its diversity - culturally, linguistically, and religiously - as well as catering to 
customer demands. However there were other internal challenges that confronted it in India 
which were allegations of corruption and bribery by Wal-Mart in India since 2015 which are 
being investigated currently according to reports. It was reported widely in the leading 
business & other newspapers in India that following a three-year US Government 
investigation that the company had made payments to government officers in order to ensure 
that the passage of its goods was smooth. It was also alleged that payments were made by it 
to not just to avoid customs scrutiny of its goods but also paid to obtain real estate 
permissions. The reports said that this violation committed in India may incur provisions of 






The company faced a law suit by former employees such as Betty Dukes, claiming gender 
based discrimination in pay, training and promotions. The suit became a class action, allowed 
by a federal judge, representing more than 1.5 million women (Martin 2013). Compared to its 
peers, Wal-Mart had fewer women managers and only reached the legally mandated number 
in the late 90s.  The Company was dogged at many levels by serious challenges in the US as 
well as in India where in 2012 both the Enforcement Directorate of the Government and the 
Indian Reserve bank had to examine whether it had violated Foreign Direct Investment in its 
tie up with Bharti, and in 2013 it ended its joint venture with Bharti Retail limited.  
 
4.2.4 Nestle 
Nestle is one of the largest multinationals, with operations in 86 countries worldwide (Nestle 
2017). Nestle India was established in 1912 with the importing of finished products of The 
Nestle Anglo- Swiss Condensed Milk Company (Export) Limited (Nestle 2017).  
Nestle has been accused of pushing its infant formula  against breast feeding, allowing the 
use of child labour in its factories, and promoting genetically modified products without 
proper labels. 
 
Publically Nestle promoted itself as a follower of social standards and as responsible, 
sustainable corporate citizen working for the welfare of the community.  Its CEO declared in 
2003 that, as a food company, it wanted an ethical, responsible image (Sardar 2015). In 
reality however, Nestle continued its irresponsible practices across developing economies and 
the reasons cited by activists is that the law enforcement was weak in developing economies 
and the company seemed to take advantage of this to bypass legal adherence. Infant formula 
used without correct instructions on sterilizing bottles can cause infections in children. When 
the company distributed free samples without expert instructions, it cited it acted out of social 
responsibility. It opposed breast feeding as it was practiced in many countries, up to year one. 
Nestle defended itself saying it was doing it for the benefit of poor women in developing 
countries. Nestle was also accused of not providing good working conditions although it had 
assured that as a company it would rectify this violation. Child labour was found working on 
some of the plantations it sourced from as per UNICEF studies that revealed that over 
200 000 children worked on the plantations from where Nestle sourced.  Most of them 
reached the plantations through trafficking and ended up as slave labourers during the 
harvesting of cocoa and coffee bean (Sardar 2015). Nestle continued to purchase cocoa from 





Nestle was reselling those products that were rejected in Europe to Asian countries, thereby 
practising double standards. In India Nestle targeted children with its fast food Maggi 
Noodles though the noodles were not considered healthy. The company had a grip on over 80 
percent of the instant noodles market.  
 
Maggi Noodle became a very popular snack in India. Initially, Maggi Noodle was distributed 
free in schools to promote the product in the hope that Maggi could capture top share in the 
noodles market. The regulator, the Food and Safety Authority (FSSAI), is entrusted with the 
work of assuring that all packaged food in India is safe. The authority issued a public 
statement pointing out three “major” violations by Nestle which could lead to charges under 
the Food Safety and Standards Act 2006. The violations included: the presence of lead above 
the maximum permissible level of 2.5 parts per million in their products, by printing ‘No 
added MSG’ on Maggi packets the company misled consumers, and the release without 
product approval of Maggi Oats Masala Noodles in the market without risk assessment.  
 
Soon after this, Nestle India withdrew Maggi Oats Masala Noodles from the shelves claiming 
that there was “unfounded concerns and an environment of confusion for the consumer” 
(Ghosha & Vohra 2016). The CEO-led Nestle delegation met FSSAI officials and disputed 
the “allegations” made about their product. After this meeting, the FSSAI rebutted Nestlé’s 
arguments in detail. In the meanwhile, Nestle India’s new chief announced that re-launching 
the instant noodles brand was his top priority, even as they were being conciliatory in their 
approach with the regulator. The company’s argument was that the tastemaker, which was in 
the same packet as the noodles at point of sale, be tested together with the noodles. But the 
FSSAI contested this, saying that they were sold in two packs and were in separate parts and 
it was the consumer who combined them. Hence FSSAI said it had the right to apply 
standards independently to each of the packaged contents irrespective of its processing 
methods or consumption.  
 
Nestle also said it had advertised that there was no added MSG on its packet. The FSSAI 
issued a show cause notice to the company, asking it to recheck the safety of the product 
under Indian law and asked why its permission to trade in them should not be withdrawn 
(Sardar 2015). The company had to report to the regulator daily as an enquiry for legal 
violation was pending. After the controversy and arguments, the FSSAI announced the need 





monitor samples such increasing the number of private labs, the constitution of a task force of 
experts, clear and uniform guidelines, a grace period and prioritising issues fixed for the 




Nike, one of the world’s largest manufacturers in the sports shoe category, has global 
suppliers mainly drawn from developing countries in Asia such as India, Vietnam, China, 
Indonesia, Thailand and Bangladesh. The company’s published standards speak about its lack 
of tolerance for worker abuse and it has a code of conduct for suppliers on wages and 
working conditions. Nevertheless, it has faced accusations about supervisors and their unfair 
treatment of workers, minimum-wage violations, gender discrimination, the presence of child 
labour and inadequate attention to health and safety of women and other workers in factories.  
Wages were a critical area of concern when these were found to be below legal minimums, 
overtime work was not adequately compensated, nor were night shifts and weekend work, 
and holiday payments were not paid. Nike was accused by the Consumer Law Agency in 
California for misleading the public on the company’s working conditions for workers in 
Vietnam, China and Indonesia. Female workers in Vietnam were said to be abused 
physically, verbally and sexually (Kasky v Nike Inc 1998). Similar complaints came up 
regarding in factories in Bangalore in Karnataka state, a part of one of its supply chains, 
although there were codes of conduct, and monitoring in place. 
 
 Nike contested these allegations and defended its suppliers, saying that the company had 
ensured that they operated responsibly. It tried to incorporate its standards including norms 
on maximum weekly working hours, giving workers access to personal protection equipment 
such as face masks and gloves, increased medical facilities, and ensuring adequate ventilation 
and cooling systems that removed toxic fumes. However, they said, they could not ensure 
wage parity between Asian and North American workers, that legal working ages differed 
across countries, and that these loopholes were often exploited by factory owners. These 
disparities were found to be unacceptable by civil society campaigners who had focussed 
their attention on these practises.  Nike tried to contest this through documentation of 
working conditions in its supply chains that extended across Asia. Although it tried to address 
these problems Nike reported that it was not easy to monitor and regulate its large number of 





conduct in the countries it sourced from. It continued to be haunted by accusations of worker 
rights abuses due to harassment, exposure to violence and long hours. It was accused of 
hypocrisy. People pointed out that while it supported child-based programs in public schools 
on one hand, it allowed child labour to be exploited in factories they sourced from (Canadian 
Catholic Organisation for Development and Peace n.d.). Workers in Indonesian factories won 
a 44 percent wage hike amounting to 2.2 million rupiah ($ 228) per month after they had a 
strike about low wages and the increased cost of living. This became effective from Jan 1, 
2013 (McCauley 2013). 
 
To counter the worsening of their poor image the company announced a slew of measures 
that included changes in working conditions, independent audits with a corporate 
responsibility division in the company, and a open-door policy that activist groups could use 
to verify claims on the qualitative improvements the company was making. In other words, 
the regaining of public trust was the main concern (McCauley 2013). All this activity finally 
forced Nike to put on its website a full list of its sub-contractors that could be checked and 
verified for the first time, by anyone which was also a first among its corporate peers. 
 
4.2.6 Apple iPod 
 
Apple is among the most well known multinational companies in the world. It is a giant of 
the electronics segment, particularly computers, phones and software. The US-headquartered 
corporation sources from other countries, especially Asian countries. It has been criticised for 
allowing poor working conditions, secrecy in its operations, and exploitation. These 
criticisms, like those directed at Nike, pertain to long working hours, lower than legally 
mandated wages, the use of hazardous chemicals and that the iPod in particular was produced 
in conditions that abused worker rights.  There were newspaper reports in 2006 quoted in the 
Mail on Sunday that Apple employed under aged workers housed in over- crowded 
dormitories working overtime of 15hours (UKEssay 2013a). In China, Business News came 
up with a report that seats were not available to workers, who had to stand for 12 hours when 
working. Environmentalists accused it of not having put in place a computer recycling 
program (Malcolm 2010). 
 
Apple, in its public defence, tried to counter allegations by posting its findings in the public 





that these were areas that had to be addressed. It asserted that it had embarked on the task 
with its suppliers. It said that it had zero tolerance of any harsh treatment of workers, even if 
the treatment was an isolated incident (British Broadcasting News 2006, n.p.). Apple’s critics 
argued that it needed to actively work to ensure good conditions of work, rather than wait for 
reports of abuse. Because its products are sold worldwide, including in India, its supply chain 




As a global garment retailer, Gap has a large number of stores all over the world, stocked 
with garments produced by suppliers in Asia and Africa.  Gap brands include Old Navy, 
Banana Republic, Gap Kids and others. The “Gap” name was adopted from “Generation 
Gap” because jeans emerged as the youngsters’ uniform (Ahmed 2014).  Gap started selling 
jeans earlier than other retailers, and “founded on the basis of straightening the supply chain 
and providing all sizes of jeans under one roof” (Ahmed 2014, p.5). The company claimed it 
had its own Code of Conduct when concerns were raised about working conditions in 
factories it sourced from. Many human rights organisations levelled accusations of worker 
rights violations against GAP in factories in Karnataka, Haryana and Tamil Nadu in India, 
and in Indonesia and El Salvador, citing low wages, restrictions on constitutional rights, poor 
working conditions, lack of access to health care, and more. 
 
Gap came under scrutiny on the abuse of workers’ human rights. This coincided with global 
concerns and movements for safeguarding worker rights, particularly against child labour. As 
a result of all this, Gap started partner collaboration to ensure and monitor how its Vendor 
Code of Conduct was being implemented in factories. The company was forced to bring out 
its CSR report into the public arena due to a call to boycott its products. Publication of the 
report was treated as merely a public relations strategy. It did not reveal its supplier names, 
nor did it make complete disclosure. External monitoring was not possible in the absence of 
such information.  
 
Although there were activities initiated by GAP against unethical practices, some Gap 
retailers seemed not to be influenced as seen by their continued irresponsible practices that 
came into the limelight such as not allowing workers to join or form trade unions. This is a 





such as India.  “[I]t is easier for Gap to cancel its orders and move someplace where there are 
no unions than to say that they will make sure the rights of workers are protected” said Daisy, 
an ex-Gap worker who lost her job for being a union organiser in El Salvador (UKEssays 
2013a).  
 
4.2.8 Vedanta  
 
With Anil Agarwal of Indian origin as a major stakeholder, Vedanta Resources is an Indian 
transnational metal and mining company. It deals with lead, silver, copper, iron ore, 
aluminium as well as power and gas. Listed on the London Stock Exchange, it is one of the 
largest mining companies in the world and employs about 80 000 people.   
 
In India, it came under the scrutiny of human rights organisations and activists due to the 
foray into mining operations in Niyamgiri in Odisha state. This had the potential to adversely 
impact the livelihoods of the Dongri Kohand tribal people and the sensitive ecosystem of the 
Eastern Ghats. Local protests erupted. In 2010 the Environment Ministry of the Government 
of India rejected the clearance granted to mine the company had earlier won. In 2010 the 
Church of England disinvested from the company due to its unethical operations. This is 
another example of the company’s failed PR management, because it is an unusual decision 
on the part of the church, as it always prefers a policy of “constructive engagement” to 
disinvesting (Survival International 2010). 
 
Amnesty International criticised the company for its human rights violation in their Odisha 
mines. Amnesty called on the Indian authorities for intervention to stop pollution and 
destruction of the livelihood of the people saying that “[p]eople have a right to water and to a 
healthy environment but Vedanta has failed to respect these rights in Odisha” (British 
Broadcasting Corporation 2010). Many, including the British and the Norwegian 
governments, where the company’s investors came from, condemned the project. This had a 
negative impact on Vedanta’s access to finance. Many shareholders of the company jointly 
sold off their shares, expressing their concern on the human rights violation happening in 
Niyamgiri. 
 
 These events culminated in an investigation ordered by the Chief Secretary of Odisha into 





concluded that the mining could result in the destruction of the environment on which the 
livelihoods of the tribal people rested. The Ministry of Environment and Forests constituted a 
panel to investigate the impact of mining bauxite in the Niyamgiri hills. The panel submitted 
a report in August 2010 stating that Vedanta Resources had violated the laws of the land. 
Specifically, multiple violations were found in that it had not adhered to the provisions of, not 
only the Forest Rights Act but also the Conservation Act, the Environment Protection Act 
and the Orissa Forest Act; and they had done so with the collusion of state officials whose 
role it was to be neutral. It concluded that allowing mining would lead to loss of faith in the 
law in tribal communities as the mining would only benefit the company and two tribal 
groups would be deprived of their rights over the proposed mining site (The Hindu 2010). 
The Supreme Court stepped in to ask that local consent be sought by the company. Consent 
was rejected by the gram panchayat (village self- governance council) which held 
consultations. 
 
4.2.9 Coca-Cola case 
 
Coca-Cola first entered India in 1950 and remained in the country till around 1970. The 
Government asked it to share the “secret formula” of coke, which Cocoa-Cola was unwilling 
to do and the company left the Indian market. After an absence of less than two decades, with 
the advent of liberalization, Coca-Cola re-launched in the Indian market in the early 1990s. 
Coca-Cola is considered one of the largest multinational corporations investing and operating 
in India. It acquired local domestic beverage companies and expanded its capacity. The 
company increased its profitability and held a strong position in the market through its 
investments. 
 
Coca-Cola faced numerous allegations. These ranged from the quality of its products, its 
heavy drawing of water and against its bottling plants that used plastic bottles without a 
strategy for its safe disposal after use. Although the company attempted to implement its CSR 
through social and environmental initiatives, Coca-Cola was still criticized by the public and 
it had a poor reputation for responsible practices. Coca-Cola claimed it is a responsible 
company not just socially but environmentally as well. Coca- Cola India, like any other 
company, declared Corporate Social Responsibility is the integral part of its business 
objectives. In 2007 the Regional Vice President of the Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages Pvt. 





Coca-Cola India undertakes a diverse range of activities for the benefit of the 
community across the country. As part of our CSR strategy, sustainable water 
management remains our top priority (ICMRI n.d, n.p.). 
 
And hence it has attempted to run programmes and initiatives to improve the living 
conditions of its customers, employees and societies overall and not just pursue its profits at 
their cost. The company claimed social and environmental responsibility in Towards 
Sustainability, an environmental report for 2007-2008. It claimed that good citizenship was of 
high value to the company, and laid down the objectives of protecting and preserving the 
environment, aiming  at an efficient processing of its waste water reaching 100 percent 
standard and enabling a zero water balance by 2010 (UKEssays2015a). It also aims to 
provide and support education, nutrition and healthy water to the local public.  
 
Communities in Plachmada, Jaipur and Dehradun however, were adversely affected by the 
company’s business practices. Water and soil was the agricultural lifeline of local people. As 
a result of company operations a number of problems had emerged, for example acute water 
shortages, the pollution of groundwater and the soil, and exposure to toxic waste and 
pesticides which had a negative impact. The problems, it was claimed, had destroyed 
livelihoods of communities. The irony is that the economic benefits from the company’s 
operations, through providing some local employment, creating infrastructure for the 
company’s own needs, and giving CSR donations,  brought benefits only for a few. 
 
The main allegations against Coca-Cola were the extraction of large volumes of water which 
it required for its own use, leading to the depletion of the local water resources. “Using 1.5 
million litres per day in production of its beverages, the company not only devastated the 
water sources for people, but also made their water undrinkable” (‘Coca Against Coca-Cola 
Kerala State: India n.d.). It was also accused of selling waste from its factories as fertiliser to 
local farmers, fertiliser which contained lead and cadmium which lead to the destruction of 
crops. Due to the bad press and public pressure, one plant was shut down in March 2004. A 
year before the shutdown, the Centre of Science and Environment (CSE) released a report 
stating that tests revealed that Coke contained 45 times the permissible amount of pesticide in 
it (Putul 2012).  The presence of such pesticides could cause drinkers to suffer cancer, 
nervous and reproductive disorders, and destruction of the immune system.  In what was a 





in India, the other in the US, it was revealed that the Indian product substandard. The US 
product had no pesticides in it.    
 
The company then questioned the findings of the CSE report for its methodology and 
complained on how damaging such serious allegations were for their brand. It initiated many 
economic, environmental and social initiatives, mainly focusing on health, water and planting 
trees.  Initiatives as response included implementing an eKo System and participating in the 
Jalanidhi water pipeline project. They claimed to have reduced the company’s water 
consumption by 35 per cent between 1999 and 2006. 
 
Amit Srivastava, Coordinator of India Resource Center, in 2007 referring to the water crisis 
created by Coca-Cola, said: 
 
It is in India that the company’s abuse of water resources have been challenged and 
communities across India living around Coca-Cola bottling plants have organized in 
large numbers to demand an end to the mismanagement of water. In response to the 
growing Indian campaigns against Coca-Cola, the company decided to promote 
rainwater harvesting, a traditional Indian practice in and around its bottling plants. 
Touting rainwater harvesting initiatives is now central to Coca-Cola’s public relations 
strategy in India (UKEssays 2015a, n p.) 
 
Programs in rural water resource infrastructure were undertaken. It also claimed that certain 
plants were water positive, ensuring adequate supply for local use As part of its CSR the 
company claimed that they are providing all facilities to promote education in villages and 
that they have set up several education programmes. However, since its main products are 
targeted at children and youth, the wisdom of the company entering the education domain 
must be questioned. Nor is it known if this will actually give it more leverage in promoting its 
products, largely known to be not to be healthy, and used to promote a lifestyle.  
 
Despite these initiatives and claims, it continued to be at the centre of public and non-
governmental organizations’ ire. The Indian Parliament banned selling Indian Coke products 
in schools. In the context of pollution, the company has been irresponsibly discharging its 
untreated waste water into the fields around its plants or into rivers. This had caused pollution 





and hand pumps advising the people that the water is unfit for human consumption. The solid 
waste fertilizers sold to farmers which contained cadmium and lead only came to an end 
when state governments intervened (Hills 2015). The company stopped the distribution of 
waste only then. There were other allegations, like seizure of the land of the farmers, and 
continued release of toxic chemicals and sludge (Faheem 2009). 
 
A number of tests conducted by a variety of independent agencies, including Government of 
India agencies, found that Coca-Cola products contained high levels of pesticides. This was 
unacceptable, concern rose, in part because the products targeted youth. Many firms 
demanded that the company to shut down its bottling facilities and compensate affected 
community members. Demands to take responsibility for the long- term after-effects of 
pesticide-laced soft drink, recharge ground water, and clean the toxic water and soil were 
raised. The Government of India banned Coca-Cola products with immediate effect, and state 
governments were ordered to initiate investigations on the various allegations raised (Hills 
2015). Critics figured out that just 1 percent of the expenditure of Coca-Cola’s annual 
advertisement budget was spent on their projects to conserve water. That Coca-Cola spent a 
lot more money on advertisements than on projects became well known. The Indian Resource 
Centre called the water spend “green washing”, a tactic. (Saint Joseph’s University Students 
for Workers’ Right n.d).  It is to be noted that Coca-Cola’s problems in India had a global 
impact. -Despite this, the company got awards for its CSR works. The company had 
concentrated only on charity on its after profit initiatives instead of how profits accrue. The 
CSR strategy was not part of pro-active initiatives but rather an add-on to address criticisms. 
The company realised that in hindsight that its business results depends on the all-round 
health of the community in which it operates, and if its activities were inappropriate, it would 
not contribute to local wellbeing. 
 
As per Kaye the public in India seemed to believe the claims of CSE causing the sales of 
Coca-Cola to drop as compared to previous years due to all the allegations and it was banned 
in some places (Kaye 2005). All this forced the company to take a new look at its core 
operations and strategies in India, where it realised that short changing people or the planet 
would not enhance its profit margins and its quest for sustainability could not be achieved 
under those circumstances. CSR would not in itself help unless it emerged as a legitimate 





its products, its engagement with local stakeholders, it drawing of natural resources such as 
water without adverse impacts on access for communities and earned its profits legitimately. 
 
4.2.10 POSCO (Pohang Steel Company) 
 
The POSCO-India project in Odisha was much celebrated in the media once. The project was 
a Memorandum of Understanding signed between the company and the Government of 
Odisha. A steel plant with the capacity to produce 12 million tonnes per year was to be built 
on 4000 acres of land earmarked for the purpose. Appropriation of this land involved the 
eviction, according to the 2001 census, of 22 000 people and indirectly disrupted the 
livelihoods of a further 30 000 people, in one District, Jagatsingpur alone (Panda et al. 2008, 
p. 288). 
 
Communities living near the project area started agitating. Police force cordoned the area and 
threatened to forcibly enter the village of Jagatsingpur and evict them and 230 arrest warrants 
were issued to the protesting people, preventing the villagers from seeking help, attending 
colleges and going to the market (Sanhati 2013). Community leaders have been repeatedly 
jailed as a result of defending their human rights. According to the Scheduled Tribes and 
Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights Act) 2006, the consent of 
local people as expressed during official community meetings or Gram Sabhas is required for 
this project to proceed (Gupta 2010). In this case, three Gram Sabhas   have officially voiced 
and recorded their rejection of the project. By law this prevents the project from proceeding 
in this area (Government of India 2006).  
 
India’s National Green Tribunal (NGT) ordered a review of the 2011 final environmental 
clearance for the project. As a consequence of that order the Ministry of Environment and 
Forests withdrew approval and set up a review committee. The port construction planned 
would violate Indian coastal development regulations. Many of these violations and 
irregularities were pointed out in an earlier four member Committee Report that was set up in 
2010 by the Government (although three members had a shared point of view) with a 
dissenting voice by one member. Furthermore there have been lacunae in the manner in 
which the forest diversion for the project was approved: it was done only on the basis of an 





loss of multi-cropped land which afforded a sustainable income was an adverse outcome of 
the company’s activities on local community. Other research and study findings showed that  
... small-holding betel vine cultivation provides a steady income for people living in 
the affected area, amounting in some cases to over three times the average Indian 
income, while cultivating land plots less than a tenth the size of an acre (Guha 2006, 
p. 88). 
 
An additional “30,000 small scale fisherman also stand to lose their source of livelihood” 
(Himanshu 2007, p. 498). Nine POSCO projects would destroy whole communities and local 
economies. Forced eviction could amount to human rights violations. Fundamental human 
rights including those related to housing, food, water, health and work were violated. 
Furthermore POSCO India would impact the local biodiversity and environment adversely. 
Construction of the port, it was predicted, would destroy the breeding ground of the 
endangered Olive Ridley turtle and remove sand dunes that are a natural barrier against 
regular cyclones. Local people protected by this natural barrier were spared the worst of the 
storms that destroyed other communities, and POSCO-India planed to remove these dunes to 
build their port. The Company violated UN guiding principles of business and human right as 
well as the rules and guidelines of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises as well 
as the voluntary UN Global Compact principles. MOU for the project expired in 2012. 
 
4.3 India and the Problems caused by Multinational Companies 
    
Many multinationals started to face environmental and social concerns during the 1970s 
which grew from small regional problems into major global issues when the company fail to 
engage or does not attempt to address a problem it has caused. Consumers aware of their 
rights, as well as their human rights, are a major threat to these companies. In the 1980s, as 
CSR became a much more significant global issue, more groups seemed to be active and 
more critical in forcing companies to change environmental practices deemed unsafe. In 
December 1984 a terrible industrial disaster occurred in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh when 
methyl isocyanate leaked from the Union Carbide India Limited (UCIL) plant leads the list of 
what can happen in Indian memory. There, even the Indian government accused UCIL of 
bypassing environmental and safety measures. The Bhopal gas tragedy is a massive disaster 





the hazardous consequences (Broughton 2005). It is considered one of the worst industrial 
disasters that have happened anywhere in the world.  
 
4.4 Failures of Other Multinational Companies’ Initiatives which did not address Key 
Issues 
 
There are a large number of examples of these blind MNCs from across the world. Some 
major ones include Enron, BAT, Ikea, Unilever including Hindustan Unilever but they too 
numerous for all to be mentioned let alone analysed, so consider Royal Dutch Shell plc, the 
oil giant, whose Deep Horizon drilling rig blew in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, creating 
massive, disastrous oil pollution. Like many non-addressers do, Shell tried to regain its image 
by implementing and initiating various community development programs. These were not 
effective. Shell tried to implement initiatives which did not fulfil the community’s needs or 
were not appropriate to address the root cause, the pollution. British American Tobacco, a 
UK based company, faced protests from the public for causing chronic diseases in farmers 
based in Brazil and Kenya who were exposed due to tobacco cultivation. Instead of 
addressing the root cause of the diseases, like Shell, the tobacco company’s efforts were off 
the target because it failed to address the main issues that resulted from their core operations 
and business activities. 
 
CSR is seen as a legitimate societal obligation that needs to be implemented by most 
companies. The strategies and activities deployed in the process of making profits are as 
important as the quantum of profit made or even what is given away from the profit as charity, 
philanthropy. Hence CSR is a concern that is to be addressed not later as an additional activity 
but integrated into how business is conducted. All its operations must be reviewed from the 
concept of the triple bottom line and not just the financial bottom line. Companies often 
conform to a business-as-usual approach. They often do not anticipate the adverse 
consequences and impacts of their operations; focus only on those issues which affect their 
brand image and reputation; and do not see that these and profits take a dent when laws and 
ethics are violated in the course of their work. This ultimately will affect in the long term their 
profitability as well. Enlightened Self Interest means not only looking within, but addressing 
local concerns, engaging with all stakeholders, taking criticism on board before protests stall 









The many approaches to CSR are often recognised and replaced, or supplemented by new 
types of initiatives such as promoting social entrepreneurship and following new models of 
charity and philanthropy. The strategy adopted it is seen often depends on the context of CSR 
worldwide that influences a company which often also seems to affect how it is implemented 
in developing countries such as India. Three major trends influence the impact of CSR 
initiatives today:  the environment, demographic change and inequalities that keeps a large 
proportion of people in poverty. Quickening climate change, growing populations and 
deepening inequality suggest this will continue in the near future. Corporations must keep in 
mind these fundamental changes that affect the relationship of business to society.  Total 
world population is predicted to reach 9 billion within the next three decades (United Nations 
Department of Economics and Social Affairs 2015). This will pose challenges for companies 
in employment, migration, access to health care and social provision. The competition for 
diminishing natural resources and pressure on ecosystems must intensify. The alarming levels 
of global poverty and inequality are widely predicted to increase social tensions. People are 
more literate and have access to the internet, which can connect communities globally, 
provide models of activism, and better scrutinise corporate behaviour. In developing 
countries corporations should take responsibility for their supply chains, subsidiaries, and the 
development of small and medium enterprises. The treatment of workers within outsourced 
companies in the supply chains will remain a high concern, unsafe working conditions, unfair 
payment, sexual harassment, discriminations and worker abuse remain problems. Much more 
emphasis on human rights is necessary as envisioned by the Business and Human Rights 
Guiding Principles team led by Professor John Ruggie. The Human Rights Council of the UN 
is since 2014 in furtherance of its elaboration mulling over an international legal binding 
instrument for TNCs. India is one of the countries that voted for such a treaty along with 
nineteen other countries while fourteen countries voted against it and thirteen abstained. The 
working group has since then met in 2015 and again in 2016 and a draft treaty is expected by 
the end of 2017.  
 
Questions remain about whether the harmful impacts on the environment and on human 
rights are being addressed as part of overall business strategy before a company can start its 





adhered to before the company can seek to do good? Businesses are beginning to understand 
that, beyond obtaining a legal license, it has to earn its social license to operate through 
engagement, and review its operations from time to time in the light of any objections from 
local communities and environmental or social organisations. New research is pointing to 
how CSR affects not only the company’s reputation and goodwill but also governs its loyalty 
quotient and in the long term, its financial performance (Sheth, 2014). It is seen that reporting 
practices range from the very sophisticated and well-established system to a brief mention of 
CSR in the annual report. However, CSR and other reporting because of public and investor 
pressure and media scrutiny will continue to improve globally, but information required 
would need to be standardised if it is to be compared across sectors and nations. The 
influence of several international and local organisations with different frameworks, indices, 
directives and initiatives are likely to influence the process, as seen in Indian examples. 
While many of these initiatives begin as voluntary guidelines until the regulator steps in and 
brings in reforms. Indian states continue to report a profusion of negative externalities where 
the costs of resource use, environmental degradation and community livelihood disruption are 
neither fully paid by those who cause them nor are these impacts reflected in their CSR 
approaches. Even under the local laws that legitimise the use of the polluter pays principle, 
the questions asked are whether an amount of compensation can recharge a depleted water 
table, lost bio diversity, and affected  lives. The struggles of those affected in the Bhopal gas 
tragedy strengthen resolve of communities to in their struggle too. 
 
While there are several companies in India involved in issues such as healthcare, education, 
rural development, sanitation, microcredit and women’s empowerment, an analysis of several 
surveys in India suggests that although companies claim to have taken on board the practise 
of CSR, they seem to have been in a confused state before the Companies Act 2013 was 
passed. Although much of the confusion has been addressed by provisions and rules of the 
legislation, there is no doubt that a philanthropic approach has been taken linked to profits. 
This does not address the widening trust deficit. CSR activities are an extension of 
philanthropy which conforms to current government thinking and policy outcomes. The 
external regulatory environment in India was weak until the enactment of the new law in 
2013, with feeble enforcement and few systems in place. Only a few ratings existed, 
primarily initiated by the concerns of non-profits organisations and consultancies that 












In order to address allegations of non-compliance with both the laws of the land and CSR 
guidelines which were made against companies, many cite voluntary measures that they have 
signed up to, such as the Global Compact or Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) reporting. 
However, according to many critics, this was an attempt at camouflage. Critics argued that 
there was no intention to deviate from profit-making strategies as the sole aim of companies, 
often at the cost of environmental and social sustainability. In this context CSR rating 
systems that existed in India before changes in the law in Companies Act 2013 are examined. 
All have been carried out by third parties, by consulting firms like CRISIL or non- profits 
like Karmayog and Tata Energy Research Institute (TERI). Also, examined are a few awards 
instituted by industry associations. 
This chapter argues that in India CSR has been regarded as charity and philanthropy and is 
still seen as external to business, not integral. Globally, free markets and new technology 
have encouraged a longer-term vision that CSR needs to be incorporated into core business 
strategy or into local laws that mandate corporate responsibility for sustainable development. 
There has been a slow but gradual recognition among Indian companies of the importance of 
the stakeholder model and engaging with the full range of stakeholders in order to obtain the 
social license to operate. However, the organised sector in India is less than 10 percent of the 
economy. The larger part is the informal sector, which has little option other than to try and 
address their social obligations. Attaining the objectives of sustainable development through 
CSR is still a distant dream because of India’s large population because half the nation still 
grapples with poverty. The top companies in India have a clear role in leading on sustainable 
development through both good CSR practice and leadership in their relationships with 





Ideally, Corporate Social Responsibility should be based on a company’s everyday actions, 
arise from its mission, rather than be an add-on activity. In order to rate CSR, it must be 
viewed as a comprehensive vision mainstreamed into core business operations and decision-
making processes in the company wherever it does business. CSR means responsibility for 
impacts. It encompasses society’s legal and ethical expectations of a business. It means that 
decision makers need to address the concerns of all stakeholders. According to Ashok and 
Puri (2013) effective CSR aims at achieving commercial success in ways that honour ethical 
values and respect people, communities and the natural environment. Several terms have 
been used interchangeably with CSR: business ethics, corporate citizenship, corporate 
accountability, sustainability and corporate responsibility are some. In its broadest scope 
“CSR globally includes issues related to business ethics, community investment, 
environment, governance, human rights, the market place and the workplace” (Puri & Ashok 
2013, p. 24). 
CSR today is emerging as an important concept in the business arena across the world. The 
growing importance of CSR has impacted the relationship of business with not just the 
shareholders but with various other stakeholders. It is increasingly considered a worthwhile 
investment in the Twenty-first century knowledge economy to further the development 
process while accruing business benefits. In a competitive global economy, if a company is 
doing well by doing well in CSR, it assumes that the world should know about it and the 
company should be recognised and appreciated. However, many CSR awards only look at 
secondary information from third-party ratings that often focus on charitable work rather than 
sustainability of core business practices. 
Because CSR is evolving, there is a need for evaluating and reviewing corporate activities. 
This has led to the development of a number of audit instruments, voluntary reporting 
guidelines, code of conduct, charters, and social accounting, auditing and reporting. Some of 
the significant reporting initiatives that have earned global credibility are: 
 
• Sustainability Reporting /Global Reporting Initiative Guidelines (GRI) since the late 
1990s (Global Reporting Initiative 2008/09a, b; 2014; 2015; Shoop 2011, p. 190) 
• The UN-led Global Compact 1999 (eds Fussler et al. 2004, p. 5)  
• Equator Principles launched in 2003 and revised in 2006, which helps to analyse 





• Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC) 2004 (Saunders et al.  2016, p. 382) 
which provides a code of conduct for electronics and information communication 
technology supply chain. 
• OECD guidelines 1998, 2004 and 2015 
International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 26000 (2010) 
 
India is one of the non- member economies with which the OECD have been working since 
1995 (OECD 2016). International standards promoted by the OECD, GRI and Global 
Compact have made some visible impact up in India but bearing in mind these are voluntary 
standards.  
5.2 The importance of CSR ratings   
 The context of CSR today is complex. Solutions to social issues can be found through joint 
action and collaboration that involves all stakeholders, rather in the interests of an influential 
few. The revenues of some TNCs exceed the GDP of many small countries, and they are 
important stakeholders in society. They are expected to contribute to society’s well-being and 
not harm it. They have access to technological and human resources which can be deployed 
for the welfare of the society wherein they operate. 
Those in the corporate sector in India are beneficiaries of largesse by governments in terms of 
subsidized land and electricity, tax holidays, government revenue foregone annually, and 
bank loans and other incentives. These come at a cost to the exchequer in terms of budget 
spending or tax income foregone in every annual budget. Thus the argument that there should 
to be a system in place to evaluate what is being done is a compelling one, a democratic 
responsibility and a key check for good government. It should not be taken at face value. 
Independent CSR Ratings are important to stakeholders for a variety of reasons. CSR ratings 
could be used to develop sector guidelines by the government. They could be used by 
industry to set benchmarks. Ratings can enable civil society to decide if they want to establish 
partnerships if such decisions can draw on unbiased information. Companies would learn and 
get to know about the CSR initiatives of their peers and rivals. Such a rating enables 







CSR ratings can help companies to sensitize their board and personnel to their societal 
obligations and aid them in deciding on any new CSR activities they need to initiate to 
mitigate harmful impacts of their operations. It helps companies to align with international 
standards and norms for CSR as well as implementation. It also helps earn the trust of the 
community and civil society if ratings are independent (Idowu et al. 2009; Aras & Crowther 
2010; Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs 2016; Dangi 2013; ed. Mullerate 2011).  
CSR ratings enable industry to understand the state of play, benchmark and take note of 
domestic and international good practices and as a basis for wide-ranging stakeholder 
consultation. CSR can assist in the process of forging multi-sector partnerships with 
government and international organisations to improve activities in India or set up a plan of 
action for the future. CSR awards by independent rating agencies based on audited company 
reports can help identify good practice, and enable companies to collaborate with one another 
and across small, medium and large business sectors (Idowu et al. 2009; Aras &Crowther 
2010; Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs 2016; Dangi 2013; ed. Mullerate 2011).  
 
CSR ratings help government to make industry and sector guidelines and to ensure the 
implementation of legislation or expectations aimed at reducing environmental damage, 
monitoring and reporting and rectifying damage. It helps them to enact laws that actively 
prevent damage to the environment. CSR can facilitate review of company practices and 
provide the ability to make mid-course corrections. (Idowu et. al. 2009; Aras & Crowther 
2010; Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs 2016; Dangi 2013; ed. Mullerate 2011). 
 
Ratings facilitate civil society organisations’ knowledge of CSR work undertaken by 
companies and ratings help them to evaluate CSR activities in the interplay between 
operations, strategies and impacts. It also helps them analyse whether mutually beneficial 
partnerships are desirable (Idowu et. al. 2009; Aras & Crowther 2010; Indian Institute of 
Corporate Affairs 2016; Dangi 2013; ed. Mullerate 2011). CSR Ratings help the media and 
public scrutiny, by exposing companies which may be doing more harm than good (Idowu et. 






CSR ratings are useful to research organisations to study trends and progress, influence 
advocacy on policy and regulation and to understand the impact of routine business practices 
(Idowu et. al. 2009; Aras & Crowther 2010; Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs 2016; Dangi 
2013; ed. Mullerate 2011). CSR ratings are useful tools for other stakeholders to lobby for 
changing harmful policies and adopting better practices. Ratings can empower consumers to 
exercise their purchasing power as a means of influencing business practices (Idowu et. al. 
2009; Aras & Crowther 2010; Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs 2016; Dangi 2013; ed. 
Mullerate 2011). 
 
5.3 An Overview of Global Compact and CSR surveys in India 
5.3.1 The Global Compact 
Kofi Annan, then UN Secretary General set in motion what came to be known as the Global 
Compact (GC) at the World Economic Forum in Davos on January 31, 1999 (Rasche & Kell 
2010, p. 3).  
Annan proposed to the business leaders gathered in Davos that the United Nations along with 
them could initiate a global compact of shared values and principles, which will give a human 
face to the global market (Rasche & Kell 2010, p. 3).  
The Global Compact (GC) was initiated by the UN on July 26, 2000, as a voluntary guideline 
for businesses to try to align their business operations with 10 universally accepted principles 
that respect human rights, labour standards and the environmental care (UN Global Compact 
2015). It envisaged that business, as the main driver of globalisation, should try to work so 
that markets, technology and finance benefit both economies and societies, and not one at the 
cost of the other. Companies which join the membership of the GC are asked to support and 









Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally 
proclaimed human rights; and 
Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.  
Labour 
Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 
recognition of the right to collective bargaining; 
Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 
Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour; and 
Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.  
Environment 
Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges; 
Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and 
Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly 
technologies.  
Anti-Corruption 
Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion 
and bribery. (UN Global Compact 2015). 
 
More than a decade later, the GC is the subject of wide adverse criticism. Its voluntary nature 
means that there is no requirement that company reports be independently verified. So 
companies just signed up, paid lip service to CSR and continued on the business-as-usual 
model. Companies publicised having the GC membership in India, which gave companies 
respectability in the UN and other global forums.  The initiative has received good support. 
The GC claims it has over 4000 participants and claims it is the world’s largest corporate 
citizenship initiative (Rasche 2009, p. 11). The GC has been an important transitional 
mechanism as it was a practical attempt by the UN to try to engage business to spread good 
corporate practices. According to authors such as Rasche, the GC was never intended to be a 
mechanism to certify or regulate its participants; it was intended to initiate a dialogue among 





who signed up were expected to honestly report and communicate progress annually. But 
without a monitoring mechanism in place, it has been criticised in India and other countries 
for being a paper-led initiative that needs reform. Major accusations are that the GC 
facilitated big business co-option of the UN because the GC principles were voluntary, were 
not precise and did not include a monitoring mechanism or independent verification process. 
According to Rasche (2009, p. 18) the “Global Compact is by no means the first nor the last 
attempt to establish partnerships between the UN and business and their associations since it 
had an engagement from its very origins”. Many problems cannot be solved on a national 
level, but need to be addressed globally, for example by large companies in climate change 
strategies. An interconnected world is also an interdependent one, what the Dalai Lama calls 
a sense of Universal Responsibility. The business of the United Nations involves the 
businesses of the world (Confino 2012). So authors like Confino have argued that there is no 
basic inconsistency between their goals, as both are interested in the existence of a stable 
global market that is sustainable and based on a social consensus of shared values (Confino 
2012). The Ten Principles however provide no concrete steps for corporations about how to 
conduct business or show the way forward. What it does provide is a common ground for the 
exchange of ideas, learning and discussion.  Setting standards against which compliance 
could be measured, would have discouraged companies from subscribing to it. The Compact 
was intended as a global initiative that is not restrictive, in order to promote corporate 
commitment. Some argue that the wide variety in corporate size, sector, region and available 
resources of participating companies does not allow for the introduction of clear-cut 
principles (Confino 2012). The GC also helps corporations to address their issues by 
providing a forum that disseminates good practices that can be translated into action on the 
ground through peer-pressure. It may supplement action where regulations do not exist. 
Accountability is the crucial issue that faces the GC. Critics argue that a lack of serious 
monitoring, sanctions, enforceable rules and independent verification fosters the misuse of 
the Compact as a marketing tool. It was said that  GC executive director Georg Kell is on a 
mission to clean up the organisation and ensure that members are building sustainability into 
their core activities, not using the GC for public relations purposes only (Confino 2012, n.p.). 
 
It cannot be assumed that a company in India that says it has agreed to the GC principles is 
necessarily subscribing to them.  “CSR today, is seen as something more far-reaching, 





(Ramesh 2015, p. 16). Principles 7, 8 and 9 on the contribution of business to sustainable 
development are especially important. 
5.3.2 CSR Surveys 
One of the first Indian CSR surveys was by Singh and Ahuja (1983). They looked at public-
sector companies for the 1975-76, taking 40 such companies as their sample size. They found 
that about 40 percent of the companies disclosed around one third of the total disclosure level 
set up for the purpose of their survey, thus indicating considerable under-reporting or poor 
CSR engagement.  
Three notable CSR surveys were conducted after 2000.  The first and second surveys were 
carried out in 2001 and 2002 by the Business & Community Foundation (BCF) on behalf of 
TERI-Europe. The BCF surveys tried to understand the perspective of workers, of company 
executives and of the public on societal obligations. Indian CSR surveys have found that 
companies, large or medium sized, throughout the different sectors, all had some awareness 
of CSR. Companies were working with social organisations and some claimed they had 
labour and environmental policy guidelines in place (EU-India CSR Network; Indian Institute 
of Corporate Affairs 2016; Dangi 2013). 
Raman (2006) tried an innovative approach, using content analysis methodology to analyse 
the chairperson’s message section in the annual reports of the top 50 Indian companies to 
identify social reporting.  More than half were making financial contributions as donations. 
Popular areas of support included health and education but also extended to providing funds 
for infrastructure projects. Raman concluded the companies placed primary emphasis on 
product improvements and human resources development.  According to a 2000 survey by 
Partners in Change, a non-profit organisation,  covering 600 companies and 20 CEOs  
examining the extent of their involvement in societal challenges, around 85 percent of those 
surveyed agreed that companies need to be socially responsible, but only 11 percent had a 
written CSR policy. Over 60 percent of the surveyed companies were making financial 
contributions to welfare or infrastructure programs, indicating that donations were a dominant 
method of claiming CSR performance (Gautam & Singh 2010). 
According to Ramesh (2015), the CSR approach entails the private sector working with the 





from just selling products to consumers and making more profits. Societies have become 
more vigilant, politically conscious and demanding of triple bottom line accountability, with 
realisations that the earth’s resources are limited whilst the demand on them has greatly 
increased.   
5.4. Karmayog CSR study and ratings  
The NGO Karmayog has played an important role in the analysis of Indian companies’ CSR 
performance and its ratings cover 500 of the largest companies with specific focus on their 
CSR initiatives. Karmayog’s first study was a desk-based one in 2007.  Their second was in 
2008. (Roy 2009) This was a first of its kind of rating by a non- profit organisation (Somani 
et al. 2008, p. 1).  Their research has facilitated understanding of how different kinds of 
companies in different industry sectors and locales are responding to local conditions that 
demand and need more responsible behaviour by large companies. 
 Karmayog’s 2008 study identified the 1000 largest Indian companies from sales figures 
posted on the Bombay Stock Exchange. The information on these companies was collated 
from company websites and 2007-2008 annual reports, with analysis of the impacts of 
company products and processes. 
CSR initiatives of the company for the current period was focused on including a 
comparison with previously listed CSR initiatives , as well as rating level assigned in 
the Karmayog CSR Ratings, 2007. Companies were rated from Level 0 to Level 5 
(Level 5 being the highest). Rating is based on sufficient, necessary and negative 
criteria for different levels (Somani et al. 2008, p. 1-2). 
Karmayog’s stated objective in undertaking the CSR rating was to present a common 
person’s perspective of companies and their behaviour.  It is therefore significant for 
customers, investors and suppliers as well as citizens. Customers with purchasing power 
expect that companies which earn profit that accrue as a result of consumer loyalty use it 
well. Investors and suppliers want to be associated with companies that they can be proud of.  
Citizens are aware that companies use resources that belong to all as common property 
resources. If a company pollutes a river or cuts down a forest, it affects everybody and the 
company needs to be held accountable for such actions. Employees also want to be part of 





steps taken by companies to reduce negative impacts of the their products and processes on 
the environment, and the degree of  positive steps a company takes in using its resources and 
core competence for the benefit of the society (Somani et al. 2008). 
Table 5.1 below shows the distribution of CSR Ratings across levels 5 (highest) to 1 (lowest 
by Karmayog for the top 500 Indian companies in 2010.  
Table 5.1: Karmayog CSR Ratings of 500 Indian companies 
 
Karmayog CSR Rating  
No. of 
Companies Percentage 
 Level 5 (highest) 
If innovative ideas and practices 
are developed for CSR 0   0 % 
Level 4 
If CSR is embedded in the 
business operations 
12 *   2 % 
Level 3 
If CSR initiatives are for the local 
community 66 13 % 
Level 2 
If CSR is linked to reducing the 
negative impacts of company’s 
own products or processes 161 32 % 
Level 1 
If undertaking any CSR Activity 148 30 % 
Level 0 (lowest) 113 23 % 
Total  500 100% 
            (Source: Karmayog 2011b, n.p.) 
 
There were no companies rated at the highest level. Companies with a top Level 4 rating are: 
Ballarpur Industries, HDFC, Infosys Technologies, Jubilant Organosys, Nerolac, Larsen and 
Toubro, Mahindra and Mahindra, Moser Baer, Tata Consultancy, Tata Steel, Titan Industries 
and Wipro (Karmayog 2011b). 
 
According to Karmayog’s benchmarks it is required that a company spend a minimum of 0.2 





largest 500 companies had total sales of Rs. 37 lakh crores and 0.2 percent of this would 
amount to Rs. 7400 crores that -could be spent on CSR activities (Karunamoorthy & 
Mutharasu 2012, p. 1). The profit (before tax) of these companies that year was Rs. 4 lakh 
crores, and 2 per cent of this amounts to Rs. 8000 crores, that could be spent on CSR 
activities . Over three years of Karmayog ratings, a trend towards compartmentalising CSR 
and turning it into a specialised activity has emerged from their survey findings 
(Karunamoorthy and Mutharasu 2012, p. 1-2). The trend in the ratings over the three-year 
period indicate that while more companies had started CSR, there was not much change in 
those that had attained a level 4 or level 3 rating, demonstrating slow progress. 
 
Figure 5.2: Comparison of Karmayog CSR Ratings 2007-10
 
(Source: Karmayog 2011b, n. p.) 
 
It had sector-specific tables which had ratings that show implementation across different 
industry sectors undertaking CSR and which identified CSR practices. As shown in Table 
5.3, cross all sectors about half of the companies report their CSR activities in either the 
annual report or website. However, performance was low on publication of a separate 
sustainability report (2%); reporting CSR expenditure (3%), while about 10 percent conduct 
CSR through a company trust or foundation. Most companies (90%) did not publish a 
separate environmental report. 
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Table 5.3: Observations from the Karmayog CSR Ratings 
51% 509 companies reporting their CSR activities in either the 
annual report or website 
  2% 21 companies have published a separate sustainability report 
  3% 30 out of 1000 companies have reported the amount spent on 
CSR 
10% 107 out of 1000 companies are doing CSR through a trust or 
foundation 
90% 90% of companies have no separate environment report 
40%  CSR tended to concentrate on education followed by healthcare 
and rural upliftment. 
(Source: Karmayog 2011b)   
 
Based on the survey, Karmayog made three recommendations (based on the assumption that 
every company should do CSR). They recommend these three recommendations should be 
mandatory.  
(a) A Minimum annual CSR expenditure 
 Every company should spend at least 2 percent of its sales on CSR activities. The scale of 
operation of a company and its impact are connected with its turnover, not with its profit and 
that the larger the company, the greater, usually, is the damage it is doing to the environment. 
Conversely, this can also imply that it can improve if it rectified the actions and activities that 
contribute to the harm.  
(b) CSR Reporting  
Karmayog recommended that there should be a Corporate Sustainability section in the annual 
report, and a separate Corporate Sustainability Report, as was being done by the GRI, and 
which should be published by the company. The reporting should also include details of CSR 





recommended that the section on CSR reporting follow the Environment Health and Safety 
(EHS) section in the annual report. 
 (c) Other recommendations for CSR 
Karmayog encouraged the adoption of industry guidelines for improving processes. The first 
step is to identify methods to minimise the environmental damage caused by its products and 
processes, and implement them. It said that it is best to undertake CSR activities in the areas 
they are located in, since the greatest impact (in terms of land, pollution and livelihoods) is on 
the local environment and community and hence companies must focus on improving 
conditions in the communities in which they operate (Kahn, 2010, p. 189). 
Karmayog also made eight non-mandatory recommendations on CSR, to enable companies to 
make their CSR programs more meaningful and effective. These included the definition of 
company CSR philosophy, ensuring the responsibility of suppliers and creation of inclusive 
employment. They suggested linking CSR initiatives to government’s development plans, the 
involvement of employees in CSR deliberations, expanding CSR reach, improving CSR for 
specific industry sectors, and supporting areas and issues that were previously neglected 
(Khan 2010, p. 190). 
Karmayog treated its 2008 survey as its baseline for comparisons with subsequent CSR 
surveys. They used Dun & Bradstreet’s 2006 edition of India’s Top 500 Companies and rated 
these companies on a scale from 0-5 based on information from the company's website and 
latest annual report. 
Out of the top 500 companies, 229 got a 0 rating and thus were filtered out for not showing 
any CSR activity or selling harmful products like tobacco or liquor (Ahmed 2011, p. 159). 
For the remaining companies, annual reports and their separate CSR reports were 
downloaded and content analysed. Only 26 companies were reporting on environment in the 
name of CSR. A final list of 245 companies’ CSR-related reports were studied from the 
companies’ websites (Ahmed 2011; Gautam & Singh 2010; Somani et al. 2008).  The 
assessment of these companies was conducted by mapping their reported aspects against 
GRI’s social aspects, which are widely used. The GRI social aspects comprised Society 
Performance Indicators, Human Rights, Labour Practices and Product Responsibility. The 





disclosure of CSR initiatives and to see if there were any special innovations (Ahmed 2011; 
Somani et al. 2008; Gautam & Singh 2010). The criteria used by Karmayog included social 
indicators used by the company, innovativeness in CSR on a 5-point scale, linkage of CSR 
initiatives to business, and focus area of CSR in each company (Gautam & Singh 2010, p. 
49).  
Almost half of the companies got 0 ratings as they had no CSR reporting. The other half did 
report on CSR, and these were mainly financial donations, given for renovating schools in 
villages or providing funding for midday meals for students (Ahmed 2011, p. 160). 
Significantly, there was no mention of the actual amount spent in any of their balance sheets 
or annual reports in most companies. Actual expenditure on CSR was seldom shown.  CSR 
activities undertaken were also found unsatisfactory. About 25 percent of activities were for 
employees, with only the remainder spent on society at large (Khan 2010). Many were token 
gestures such as donations to charitable trusts or NGOs, or sponsorship of events. Many 
companies used CSR as a marketing tool, for instance, donation to a cause, or hiring 
advertising agencies to promote their CSR. Companies did not detail damage caused by them 
or describe steps taken to mitigate damage. KKarmayog CSR studies and ratings gave a 
comprehensive picture of the state of CSR in India in 2008 (Ahmed 2011; Gautam & Singh 
2010; Khan 2010; Somani et al. 2008). This was before the changes in the legislative 
environment. Hence this study is a useful one for providing a basis for comparison here, aside 
from its intrinsic value to all stakeholders.  
Karmayog’s findings show that not many companies have a defined CSR philosophy and that 
CSR was implemented in an ad hoc manner and not aligned with their business processes. 
CSR funds were spread thinly across many activities, thus losing the purpose of undertaking 
the activity in the first place. Nor did companies monitor their CSR activities. Karmayog 
concluded that companies can be considered to be on an upward learning curve with respect 
to CSR and that the overall approach still seems to be driven by philanthropy rather than 
integrating it with business (Gautam & Singh 2010, p. 49) and basing CSR on triple bottom 
line sustainable development principles. While environmental care and quality management 
were driven by market forces and legislation, CSR was usually considered an options activity 
of human resource or the public relations departments (Arunima 2014; Dangi 2013; Mani 
2015; Verma et al. 2015).  





The oldest apex organisation of Indian business, set up in 1927, the Federation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI), claims it has a nationwide large membership 
that extends from chambers of commerce  and business associations to enterprises drawn 
from large, medium, small and tiny segments across sectors from manufacturing, trade and 
services. The FICCI set up the Socio Economic Development Foundation (SEDF) in 1995 to 
promote social work. It is well placed to advise companies on developing a responsibility 
strategy. 
BW Businessworld Magazine is a publication of the Anand Bazaar Patrika Group (ABP 
Group), one of India’s largest media groups. Over 25 years BW Businessworld established its 
reputation as a magazine and moved into other media platforms such as publishing and 
events. The Businessworld FICCI –SEDF CSR Award was instituted in 1999 to identify and 
recognise the efforts of companies in integrating CSR into core business operations. The 
award seeks to recognise those companies who implement CSR in a systematic way and 
integrate it into their corporate strategy. The award was the first of its kind in India. It had a 
three-tier selection process that did onsite independent verification of claims through an 
independent organisation. Partners in Charge and Business & Community Foundation (BCF) 
have been partners supporting the award for over six years, and subsequently joined by Birla 
Institute of Management Technology (BIMTECH), a graduate management school (BW 
Businessworld 2017; FCCI 2008). Nominations are advertised by the magazine. Entries 
received are scrutinised on the accounting parameters by an accounting firm. It is then 
followed by an on–site 360 degree evaluation in the field that is independently conducted, 
usually by a non-profit organisation. The accounting firm and the field assessment 
organisation usually do the work pro bono. All this 360 degree evaluation takes a few 
months. At the - next stage involves presentations to an independent jury made of executives, 
ambassadors, judges, activists and others 
Many companies which have been awarded by the FICCI have been subsequently been the 
subject of scandal. Despite all the due diligence, many aspects do not show up or are 
camouflaged by the companies.  Satyam Computers (accounting fraud), Steel Authority of 
India Limited (SAIL) are two examples.    





According to Credit Rating Information Services of India Limited (CRISIL), corporate 
governance is about commitment to values and ethical business conduct. Good governance, 
the global rating agency stated in 1987, is reflected in fair, transparent and responsible 
interactions among a company’s management, board of directors, shareholders, debt holders, 
employees, customers, suppliers, and the society at large. CRISIL Governance and Value 
Creation (GVC) ratings assess the corporate governance practices of a company with respect 
to their impact on all stakeholders who either deal with the company or are impacted by it. It 
indicates the capability of the organization to create wealth for all of them under sound 
corporate governance practices. The rating measures, says CRISIL, are a balanced creation of 
value among all stakeholders using a mix of qualitative and quantitative parameters.  
CRISIL says that it offers an independent view of the corporate governance practices by 
examining actual practices through a process which goes far beyond the scope of audit of 
regulatory compliance. It takes into account the perspectives of all stakeholders. It quantifies 
the value created on account of good governance practice and recognizes crucial role of 
stakeholders in value creation for shareholders. It provides an appropriate balance of 
quantitative and qualitative factors (CRISIL 2014; Nassir 2015). 
For Rated Entities 
The GVC enhances the appeal of a company which is a rated entity to long-term investors, a 
plus for such companies, especially those which rate highly (CRISIL 2014; Nassir 2015). 
For Investors  
For investors, GVC ratings evaluate the treatment of various stakeholders by management, 
helps them understand the way a company operates, and provides a basis for comparison of 
that company’s governance standards with those of others. It examines the company’s 
relative degrees of transparency (CRISIL 2014; Nassir 2015). 
The Corporate Governance Ratings Diagnostic Study  
 
A CRISIL GVC Ratings Diagnostic Study analyses corporate governance practices in detail 
and evaluates if, and to what extent, good governance is translating into value for various 





identifies gaps in corporate governance practices and the scope for improvement. The 
concluding report and presentation can also be followed up with CRISIL, who will monitor 
the implementation of the study’s recommendations, as an option for the company. 
Benefits for the Company 
The company itself benefits from a GVC rating. According to Nassir (2015) a rating 
pprovides a clear picture of the existing governance and value creation practices of a 
company, helps it compare itself with benchmarks of best practice, sets up goals for 
achieving best practice, assists the process of monitoring progress of implementation, and 
functions as a powerful self-assessment and self-improvement tool. 
Credit rating of corporate governance in India has been brought on to the table by SEBI for 
the first time. As with other ratings, corporate governance rating has its share of controversy. 
The unique feature of the CRISIL credit system is its flexibility. CRISIL ratings may be 
changed, suspended, withdrawn or placed on watch. A rating outlook may be positive, stable 
or negative. A positive outlook indicates that the rating may be upgraded. Stable indicates 
that the rating is likely to remain unchanged, and a negative one indicates that the rating may 
be lowered.  Anyone can make a forward-looking opinion on credit quality. CRISIL can 
place a rating on watch if the issuer announces a merger or acquisition, for example. A credit 
rating may be transferred to the watch list if the issuer’s credit profile is impacted on account 
of an action or warning by regulators.  
The SEBI proposal that mandates certain aspects of governance as mandatory is in alignment 
with the US’s Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. That Act made certain aspects of corporate 
governance mandatory. Because the goals they attempt to measure are difficult to define, the 
ratings invite criticism. The SEBI wanted credit-rating agencies to monitor companies’ 
adherence to and compliance with norms.   
 
Methodology developed by ICRA says the ultimate objective of corporate governance is to 
create and maximise shareholder value. It therefore focuses on factors that are within the 
company’s control, and which, in ICRA’s opinion, impact the shareholder value that a 
company is able to generate over the long run (Khan 2010, p. 18.43). Modern business 
corporations share many features with elected governments. Both have leaders, command 
enormous economic resources, and enjoy a mandate to use these for the greater benefit of all.  





Rigidities, control by founder or owner, composition and conflict of interest, all contribute to 
the effectiveness of boards, an integral part of implementing corporate governance. As 
business enterprises expand, it becomes imperative to attune their governance to the 
expectations of stakeholders. The same issues can be invoked as regards CSR because 
without proper governance and oversight, mere deployment of profits achieves little or no 
impact. With some modifications CRISIL rating can be applied to CSR. 
 
5.4.4 TERI Corporate Social Responsibility Ratings Award (2001- 02) 
The Tata Energy Research Institute (TERI) Corporate Social Responsibility Award seeks to 
identify best practices and innovation of Indian corporates in fulfilling their responsibilities 
towards their stakeholders. It also aims to sensitise the corporates to their responsibilities as 
good citizens of a developing world. The prime objective of this award is to assess the extent 
of integration of CSR concerns with corporate functioning, responsiveness to the needs of 
different stakeholders, and the development of innovative partnership models to fulfil social 
responsibilities (McShane et al. 2011). An eco-rating system – assessing, comparing and 
tracking an indicator of corporate environmental performance or risk at a facility level – has 
been developed by TERI. This rating tool evaluates environmental impact, efficiency of 
resource use, work -environmental contingency, and environment management systems on a 
scale. An indicator of the overall performance of a unit is provided, risk profile is assessed, 
and an assessment report is prepared (McShane et al. 2011).  
TERI also had a Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment (GRIHA) award, which 
they stated was a performance-oriented guiding system where points were earned for meeting 
the design and performance intent of the criteria set out. Some of these criteria were self-
validating, but energy consumption, thermal comfort, noise control and pollution levels could 
be validated on-site (TERI 2001). 
There are also awards such as the Golden Peacock awards by the Institute of Directors (IOD) 
where companies apply directly.   
5.5 Transparency Index by Socio Research & Reform Foundation (2013)  
Transparency is one of the major problems faced in terms of disclosures. There has been a 





their websites. In reports published by the companies, if they report CSR activities at all, it is 
often a narrative of all the cumulative activities undertaken by CSR teams.  
Socio Economic Research Foundation (SRRF), realising the need for a CSR transparency 
index to measure and assess the transparency of the programs undertaken by the CSR team, 
found:  
 
CSR Programmes have been scored by them out of ten on criteria such as CSR spending for 
the year or percentage of PAT disclosed either in the published accounts or Business 
Responsibility Report. They also included CSR activities undertaken during the year 
distinctly disclosed in the published accounts, the release of the Business Responsibility 
Reports, the disclosure of CSR strategy and the information disclosed on website (Socio 
Research and Reform Foundation 2013, p. 24).  
  
The SRRF observed that the mandatory Business Responsibility Report (BRR), which is an 
important report released by a company, which is supposed to give information on the 
policies and actions taken by them on CSR related issues, is still not available online. Based 
on the criteria developed by SRRF, it found that out of 100, only 22 corporates have scored 
10, a full score. It points out that there are a large number of cases where transparency is 
weak.  CSR expenditure appears company’s public records in only 50 out of 100 companies. 
Sometimes disclosure is not mentioned or explained only in percentages, somewhere in the 
Annual Report or BRR, making it difficult to analyse. Around 60 percent of the companies 
have given some sort of disclosure about the activities undertaken during the year, but huge 
variations could be noticed among the organizations in the way they have done their 
disclosure. While most of them gave the details of the projects they had undertaken, what was 
incurred was not clearly mentioned. Usually banks specifically disclose the projects on which 
they have incurred expenditure. Only a third had prepared Business Responsibility Report, 
SRRF concluded. Taking into consideration that the analysis was done on a sample of top 
100 companies, one would have expected much greater transparency (Socio Research and 
Reform Foundation 2013, p. 24). 
  
5.6 Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter first outlined the importance of CSR ratings. This was followed by discussion of 





part in CSR ratings and the work of Karmayog is highlighted, followed by discussion of CSR 
awards and ratings. The intended aim of rating agencies is to make corporations’ social and 
environmental performance more transparent and accountable. It is now widely thought that 
business should take responsibility for the impact of their operations (Santhosh & Baral 2016, 
p. 252). According to Santosh and Baral (2016), ratings can consider a firm’s future outlook 
by analysing their environmental management plans and investments that purport to enhance 
future environmental performance. They say that, as credit ratings enhance transparency and 
efficiency in debt capital markets by reducing the information asymmetry between borrowers 
and lenders, social ratings provide social investors with accurate, transparent information that 
makes the extent to which firms’ behaviours are socially responsible.  
Despite their increasing popularity, social ratings themselves are rarely evaluated, and have 
been criticised for lack of transparency. Research reveals that only 27 percent of Indian 
companies have adopted stakeholder-driven CSR approaches indicating that Indian 
companies have a long way to go (Santosh and Baral 2016, p. 253).  
Santhosh and Baral (2016) conclude that the employees who are satisfied with their 
organisational CSR activities are the ones who exhibit a positive attitude and prove to be 
highly productive in their jobs. This signals the advantage of CSR to organisations that 
engage employees in CSR activities. 
Beyond these benefits, the work of  Jagdish N. Sheth (2011) raises the likelihood of another, 
new and unexpected benefit. Sheth writes about a changed paradigm ushered in by the 
internet and global connectivity, he calls the ‘Digital Fish Bowl’ (Sheth 2011, p. 13). He also 
talks about the role of mass media, in, for example, ensuring transparency or exposing 
irresponsible actions and impacts. In these circumstances, it can be concluded that 
governments should ensure companies adhere to CSR guidelines, demand full compliance 
from them, and penalise defaulters. This raises speculation: did the fact that corporates were 
not disclosing amounts spent, as shown by Karmayog ratings and SRRF’s transparency index 
in the Digital Fish Bowl, prompt the Indian government to introduce a mandated CSR 
expenditure amount in the Companies Act of 2013?  
Before the 2013 only financial accounts were available in the public domain and little but 
bottom-line items interested the media. The GRI, in the voluntary sphere, forced Indian 





evaluation gave these reports a G3 accreditation, which meant consultancy firms usually 
undertook the exercise at the behest of the company which paid for the report. This 
arrangement did not lend credibility to the independence of the exercise or its reliability. That 
will be taken up in the next chapter, on the analysis of companies that had a GRI accredited 
































The Shift to Sustainability:  
GRI Analysis of Some Indian Companies 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Sustainability according to Brundtland Commission (The World Commission on Environment 
and Development [WCED]), includes not only economic and social development, but also a 
commitment to the needs of the poor and recognition of the physical limits of the earth 
(Drexhage & Murphy 2010). This has resulted in a number of developments, in practice as well 
as in theory. The report highlighted three fundamental components to sustainable development: 
environmental protection, economic growth and social equity. The environment should be 
conserved and resource base enhanced, by gradually changing the ways in which development 
takes place and technologies are used. Developing nations need to address and mitigate 
inequalities and boost economic growth to achieve parity with developed nations. If 
development is to be achieved sustainably, much needs to change and developed countries need 
to play a more active part in assisting developing countries advance. Using a financial analogy, 
sustainable development means living off the interest from economic, environmental and social 
resources while leaving the principal for future generations so that their lives can be as good, 
if not better, than our own. 
The Brundtland Report (1987) contains the definition of sustainable development widely 
used today. 
[o]ur Common Future offers an agenda advocating the growth of economies based on 
policies that do not harm, and can even enhance, the environment. The commission 
recognizes that the time has come for a marriage of economy and ecology, in order to 
ensure the growth of human progress through development without bankrupting the 





Five years later, the concept was detailed in the principles in the Rio Declaration on 
Environment and Development, the work being the product of the Rio Earth Summit – the 
UN Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. This was the 
first major conference on sustainable development, wherein delegations from 180 countries 
participated. The declaration recited the economic and environmental concerns that had been 
the main focus of sustainability, but added social topics like peace, poverty and the role of 
women and indigenous people. The summit also recommended that all countries should 
produce national sustainable development strategies. Lydenberg (2002) writes that CSR and 
SRI have an important role for corporate communities, institutional investors and in terms of 
public disclosure of social sustainability. He argues the availability of this data will pose new 
and substantial challenges globally, the most important of which will be developing an 
appropriate method of sustainability data analysis. The author notes there are four steps for 
acquiring relevant information from the data: developing models, creating demands, 
enriching the stakeholder model and addressing the question of regulation (Lyndenberg 2002 
p.68). In Lyndenberg’s view the four steps are to develop models, create demands, enrich the 
stakeholder model and address the question of regulation. About the concept of responsible 
ownership he wrote: 
[j]ust as in a democratic political system, an engaged citizenship that votes is a key to a 
vibrant and vital society, so stockholders that vote on issues brought before 
management at annual meetings are a key to the concept of responsive ownership ( 
Lydenberg 2002, p. 68). 
The Earth Summit led to the establishment of various UN bodies like the UN Commission on 
Sustainable Development, the Framework Convention on Climate Change and the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (UNEP 2014). In June 2012, the United Nations 
Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD) was also held in Rio (commonly called 
Rio+20 or Rio Earth Summit 2012). The Conference was attended by 191 delegations from 
UN member states, many sending their heads of state or government. Some representatives of 
non –governmental organisations (NGOs) also participated in the conference (UNEP 2014). 
Rio +20 sought to renew commitment to sustainable development, to address gaps and to 





The Conference focused on two themes: (a) a green economy in the context of 
sustainable development and poverty eradication; and (b) the institutional framework 
for sustainable development.  
The preparations for Rio+20 have highlighted seven areas which need priority 
attention; these include decent jobs, energy, sustainable cities, food security and 
sustainable agriculture, water, oceans and disaster readiness (United Nations 
Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform 2016). 
An important achievement was an agreement on the Climate Change Convention which in 
turn led to the Kyoto Protocol (UNEP 2014, p. 11). Another agreement was to not carry out 
any activities on the lands of indigenous people that would cause environmental degradation 
or that would be culturally inappropriate (UNEP 2014, p. 5). Society’s growing demands for 
accountability have led to disclosures of sustainability and other reports. In 1997 one of the 
leading thought leaders in Britain, John Elkington introduced the triple bottom line (TBL). 
The phrase Triple Bottom Line stands for people, planet and profit (Savitz & Webber 2006, 
p. xii, 141). By this he meant that for a company (or other organization) to help society to 
achieve sustainable development while securing its own long-term wellbeing, it must meet 
not only the economic “bottom line” performance expected by shareholders and other 
organizational owners, but must fulfill important environmental and social expectations of 
other key stakeholders as well. Elkington used the shorthand term “sustainability” for this 
concept (Savitz & Webber 2006, p. xii, 141).   
 
6.2 Sustainability Reporting for Companies and the GRI 
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), a voluntary tool, uses the term sustainability to 
describe disclosures outlined in the earth summit 1999 (Fonseca 2010, p. 2). The Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) for sustainability reports completed their first standards in 1997. 
Some Companies in Europe and America began to report in 1998 and this was reported in the 
public domain. This shift from mere financial annual accounts reporting to sustainable 
reporting and with reference to multiple stakeholders represented a major innovation.  After 
that period GRI began a series of innovations and improvements in the reporting framework.  
Moneta et al. (2006), looking at the sustainable development approach adopted by the GRI 





of the concept, argue that sustainable development has become increasingly relevant in 
corporate executive's agendas after the Brundtland Report was published in 1987.  
According to a KPMG survey in 2008 more than three quarters of the world’s top 250 
Companies and 70 percent of the hundred largest companies across twenty two countries use 
the voluntary GRI framework (KPMG 2008). When the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
issued its draft Sustainability Reporting Guidelines for Organizations, it too assumed 
sustainability entailed all three Triple Bottom Line elements (GRI 2008-09). 
 
Corporate Sustainability Reports have quickly become the key channel for companies to 
communicate their environmental processes and performance. The Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI) sustainability reporting guidelines were developed as a way of helping organizations to 
report on their environmental, social and economic performance and to increase their 
accountability. However, evidence from practice seems to show a different reality. Some 
organizations that label themselves as GRI reporters do not behave in a responsible way 
concerning sustainability question, like gas emissions, social equity or human rights (Moneva 
et al. 2006). 
Hedberg & Melmborg (2003) studied companies situated in Sweden and found that the work 
done for GRI was not genuine. They argued that:  
A general impression of the so-called CSRs [corporate sustainability reports] released 
so far by Swedish companies using the GRI guidelines is that they are of very different 
standards, despite the fact that all companies have used the guidelines in some way. 
The level of ambition is diverging among the companies, as some companies use the 
guidelines as a template for their report while others use them only as a source of 
inspiration. Moreover, some companies have used GRI to help include TBL in their 
report and thus to develop their CER to a CSR, while others have just been looking at 
the guidelines and then produced a report without the actual TBL approach, excluding 
both social and economic aspects (Hedberg & Melmborg 2003, p. 156).  
 
They further found there is no concrete demand in the GRI guidelines, and the only 
recommendation available is how to design CSR and the structure of the report (Hedeberg & 





on the grounds that these reports can mislead decision-makers who are concerned with 
sustainability, or even hide unsustainable practices, particularly at the project site level 
(Fonseca et. al. 2014).  
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) issued the third version of the GRI Reporting 
Guidelines to assist companies to systematize and produce sustainability reports. It 
acknowledged the imperfections of its framework and hence has brought new versions and 
updates from time to time.  However many critics ask for structural changes in the way GRI 
frames the very idea of sustainability because it can camouflage unsustainable activities ( 
Moneva et. al., 2006). Fogliasso & Deeds (2009, p. 62) argue that “sustainability reports 
should provide a balanced representation of both positive and negative contribution to the 
overall performance of the company or organizations”. However,  
there is still no common reporting accuracy so companies cannot compare themselves 
with their competitors and next that the depth and width of the matters upon which 
companies are expected to report (Fogliasso & Deeds 2009, p. 69).  
 GRI has had a significant impact at the international level. More companies around the world 
are utilizing the GRI Sustainability Reports, in part because of increasing demands that 
companies address sustainability. GRI provides a generalized summary of how to complete a 
sustainability report, but does not provide specialized information for particular industries 
and situations. This keeps the GRI from being held accountable for any problems or 
situations that arise in a company’s sustainability report. Since every industry is different, one 
set of sustainability reporting guidelines will not necessarily work well for every company or 
organization. For example, compare this to the idea of accounting guidelines. Although there 
are basic guidelines for accounting for many companies and organizations, nevertheless the 
accounting guidelines are comparable even though they may also specialize in different types 
of industries. Accounting guidelines differ between private, corporations, and non-profit 
organisations. However, “there is still no common reporting accuracy so companies cannot 
compare themselves with their competitors and next that the depth and width of the matters 
upon which companies are expected to report” (Fogliasso & Deeds 2009, p. 69). One of the 
key challenges of GRI is to accommodate the broad variety of disclosure needs and 
expectation of a wide range of reports and users including the SRI community.  
From a corporate perspective, ‘sustainability’ can refer to a variety of different initiatives - 





mentioned earlier, the growing concerns about economic systems and business models that 
fostered economic disparity and environmental imbalances despite technological advances and 
improved standards of living, have provoked intense discussions about sustainability. (Which 
is why in 2016, the UN implemented Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) that apply 
equally to both developed and developing countries.) 
The G3 reports are the ‘third Generation’ of the GRI sustainability reporting, launched in 
October 2006 at an international conference in Amsterdam called the Global Conference of 
Sustainability and Transparency.  The G3 standards improved upon the standards released in 
2002 called the G2 standards, the standards were applicable for large multinationals, small 
companies, public sector and civil society organizations.  The guidelines were created in a 
multi-stakeholder consensual approach so that it was applicable internationally.  
Sherman (2009) analyzed the content of the published sustainability reports of two well-
known companies to compare and contrast the information communicated in these reports. 
Two companies, Nike and Adidas, were selected quite intentionally because they are highly 
visible. As industry leaders both claim that they have reputations for being good corporate 
citizens and have received awards and other recognition for their non-financial performance 
and for their reporting of that performance. In Sherman’s study, both had prepared their 
sustainability reports using the G3 Guidelines. Given these common characteristics, one 
would expect a greater ease of comparability between the companies which is one of the 
paramount goals of the G3 Guidelines. Indeed, one of the greatest challenges in evaluating 
the value that is being added by the content of these disclosures is the extraordinarily wide 
variability in the form of the disclosures. While variability in the content of the disclosures is 
to be expected due to the differing materiality of issues which a company faces, one would 
expect less variability in content from companies operating in the same industry in as much 
as they face similar challenges to their corporate responsibility. Some important differences 
between one company’s TBL disclosures and another’s would also be expected as a 
consequence of the geographic base of each. There is a general perception that European-
based companies are more sensitive to issues of sustainability than are U.S.-based 
organizations. The main point however is, that despite the development of sustainability 






There is a lack of comparable and relevant reporting. For example, Dennis et al (2015), 
focusing on water intensive industries, found that the  
[m]ajority of companies in those industries do report water information in their non-
financial reports, but there was a general lack of understandability and usefulness of 
data and inconsistence with regards of measurement hindered comparability of data” 
(p. 88).  
They note that the term sustainability, levels of sustainability, practice and stakeholder 
management based studies are insufficient for actual analysis. They argue that “such studies 
are directed specifically at looking beyond performance and efficiency to measuring and 
assenting level of environmental impact to include eco efficiency, environmental effect, supply 
chain and product life cycle effect” ( Dennis et al. 2015, p. 89). They found that the G3 GRI 
Guideline is an outcome of the reporting guidelines, application levels and indicator protocol 
sets. On these aspects any industry or company can be evaluated regarding GRI objectives. 
After detailed explanation of these aspects Dennis et. al. (2015) note,  
 [a]s this study suggests, in the ongoing process of development of the GRI sustainability 
Reporting framework there are clear areas for improvement nonetheless…. it is no 
small feat that the number of corporations voluntarily issuing sustainability reports 
increases every year or that those same corporation are following a set of voluntary 
standards when creating their sustainability report (p. 100). 
In general their view is that the growth of sustainability reporting indicates a trend towards 
increased corporate transparency and with time and continued interest in sustainability 
reporting by both internal and external stakeholders will drive the quality of reporting to a 
higher standard (Dennis et al. 2015).     
Antonio & Quentine (2006) studied the “eThekwini Municipality Reports” in South Africa 
which were based upon the GRI Guidelines. They argue that State of Environment (SOE) 
reporting is one of the most valuable sources of information for policy makers. SOE reports 
normally include information on the condition of the environment (including background to 
environmental issues and trends in environmental quality); causes of environmental change; 
and what authorities and individuals are doing to improve environmental conditions. The three 
fundamental characteristics are the interpretation, assessment and integration of high quality 
data to generate meaningful information; the development of spatial and temporal trend 





considerations within a sustainable development context. . In the process of reporting, all 
footprints must be very clearly dealt with. They also argue that that in the preparation of reports, 
many aspects need to be evaluated, such as response to relevant legislation, alignment with 
national and provincial requirements, relevance to local context, data availability and feasibility 
of continuous monitoring. However, they say, in terms of “sustainability reporting the 
environmental and green focus of the report is an acknowledged shortfall” (Antonio & 
Quentine 2006, p. 261).  
Taking Chapple and Moon’s (2005) three types of CSR reporting ‘community involvement’, 
‘socially responsible production processes’ and ‘socially responsible employee relations’, 
they argue in the initial stages of development of CSR in emerging economies, the 
community involvement is more along the lines of a philanthropic involvement with 
company involvement limited to developing the minimal amount of communal goodwill 
necessary to operate in the business environment. GRI reporting is unique that it combines 
social responsibility, environmental responsibility and product responsibility as elements of 
Sustainability.  
Socially responsible production processes prefer to the ability of the company to 
demonstrate that both its supply chain and on-site operations are conducted in a 
socially responsible fashion, particularly with respect to their environmental, 
employment conditions and human rights. Socially responsible employee relations 
refer to the status of the work force as a stakeholder in the context of company 
decision- making in general, and in the development of CSR policies and practices 
(Chambers et. al. 2003, p. 13).  
But they argue that only about one third of companies engage in “socially responsible 
employee relations as part of their CSR” and that this is most clearly illustrated in India and 
Malaysia. (Chambers et. al. 2003, p. 14).    
In discussion of multinational’s performance on Corporate Responsibility in the forestry 
industry based upon GRI  Topinon  and Korhonen-Kurki (2013) argue that the adaptation of 
the GRI standard improves the various aspects of companies and social responsibilities but 
does not have very clear and transparent practices. They argue that “[c]orporate discloser on 
social responsibilities issues deserve more attention from the companies and should be 
developed toward more comprehensive metrics in the forest sector” (Topinon and Korhonen-





Inclusiveness, Audit ability, clarity, completeness, relevance, sustainability context, accuracy, 
neutrality, comparability, clarity, and timeliness. The content of GRI is extensive and it is 
difficult to measure Social Responsibility (Topinon and Korhonen-Kurki 2013).  Vignedu et 
al. (2014) argue that the macro level institutes such as GRI influence micro level (CSR) 
organizational practices. “GRI is a key element in this process of improving reporting 
activities” (Vignedu et al. 2014, p. 447). There are many different ways a corporation can 
adopt the standards, ranging from absolute compliance to an instrumental adoption of the 
guideline.  
 
6.3 Sustainability Reporting in India 
 GRI reports began in India in early 2001 onwards when a few companies started reporting on 
the GRI indicators (See Appendix 6.1 for a summary of GRI performance indicators). About 
50 of India’s companies report on the GRI guidelines according to the GRI website but 
externally verified ones are less than half this number. Some companies, while putting up a 
self-written report, will leave material questions unanswered, leaving one to wonder what value 
these reports have in actual terms. Many companies seeking institutional finance, global 
expansion, overseas collaboration, etc. were those which first started to report. Many had 
reports written by external consultants such as accounting firms which had the right language 
and communication skills to produce glossy reports, usually in English for an external 
audience. In a multi lingual country such as India this was of limited use to community 
stakeholders and given the very small number of companies reporting, it was of limited 
significance as the analysis that follows shows.  
India’s companies have grown at a rapid rate since liberalisation in 1991. The business 
environment has undergone vast changes in the recent years in terms of both the nature of 
competition and the wave of globalization that has been sweeping across markets (Prakash 
2009). Companies are expanding their boundaries from their country of origin to the evolving 
markets in developing countries, which have been referred to as emerging markets (Prakash 
2009). The current trend of globalization has brought a realisation among firms that in order to 
compete effectively in a competitive environment they need clearly defined business practices 
with a sound focus on the public interest in the markets. 
 





With the introduction of GRI in 2000, the era of sustainability reports was introduced in 
India. GRI has set certain guidelines to social, environmental and financial reporting of many 
companies. Indian companies are now increasingly adopting the GRI framework of reporting 
standard. “GRI launched the third generation of its Guidelines, G3, in 2006 and Indian 
companies transitioned to the G3 Guidelines in 2007; all reports since 2009 are based on the 
G3 Guidelines” (Global Reporting Initiative et. al. 2012, p. 30). There were nine Indian 
companies following GRI guidelines in 2008 (Table 6.1), while over a thousand were 
reporting globally.  In India the family owned business was the prevalent organizational 
ownership form in the private sector. The corporate social responsibility (CSR) of most of the 
private sector firms depends on the family’s core values and therefore assessing the impact of 
these firms was difficult in the absence of reporting standards and disclosure with proper 
quantitative measures. As a part of companies’ accountability towards all its stakeholders, 
there was an urgent need for standardized reporting.  By 2009/10 about 51 of the top 
companies were reporting on the GRI framework. 
Table 6.1: Indian Company Reports Published in 2008/9 Following GRI Guidelines 
Name of the Organization    Guidelines Application   Level Status 
 
1. Infosys Technologies   G3 A+ GRI-checked 
2. Infosys Technologies Ltd.  G3 A+ Third-party-checked 
3. ITC Limited    G3 A+ Third-party-checked 
4. Jubilant Organysys Limited  G3 A+ GRI-checked 
5. MSPL Limited   G3 IA GRI-checked 
6. Reliance Industries Ltd  G3 A+ GRI-checked 
7. Shree Cement Ltd   G3 A+ GRI-checked 
8. Tata Consultancy Services G3 A GRI-checked 
9. The Mahindra Group        G3 A+ GRI-checked 
(Global Reporting Initiative, 2008/09) 
 
In 2011 the largest 500 companies as listed by the newspaper Economic Times 500 account 
for total sales revenue of Rupees 3700 billion. The Profit (before tax) of these companies in 
2010 was Rupees 400 billion (indicate US $ equivalent - 0.7 trillion US$) [and 2 percent of 





National Voluntary Guidelines on reporting for the top 100 companies and this was then 
mandated in 2012 by SEBI (Securities and Exchange Board of India) later known as Business 
Responsible Reporting (BRR) (Economic Times 2012, n. p.).  
By 2010, 51 companies out of the 500 top companies had begun reporting on the GRI format. 
It was this list that constitutes the beginning year for the analysis of GRI reporting that 
follows.  
The list of companies for 2011 and 2012 is reported in Appendix 6.2 with their revenue, 
profit after tax and market capitalisation (MCAP). The top 100 companies formed the bulk of 
the market capitalization out of which 18 companies were examined which had GRI G3+ 
reports (externally verified reports) which  could be analysed from the public domain on the 
GRI website. In March, 2011 GRI published the G3.1 Guidelines which stated “… around 80 
Indian companies from various sectors have been reporting and there are about 60 companies 
that publicly declared that they use GRI Guidelines, although only 51 sustainability reports 
were registered on the GRI database” (Global Reporting Initiative et. al.  2012, p. 30).The 
analysis in 2011 on sustainability reporting focuses on these 14 companies listed below. 
These companies represent about 50 percent of the market capital and could be analysed 
consistently following the methodology outlined in chapter 1.  
Table 6.2. The Companies chosen from those reporting on GRI which had been 
externally verified (G3 A +) 
1. Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL) (Oil and gas company) 
2. Hindustan Construction Company (HCC) (Engineering, construction, real estate, 
infrastructure, urban development etc) 
3. Indian Tobacco Company (ITC) (Tobacco and fast moving consumer products) 
4. Infosys  (Information Technology) 
5. Jindal Steel Works (JSW group) (Steel, energy, minerals, port and infrastructure 
and cement) 
6. Jubilant Organosys Ltd (Organic chemicals) 






8. Mahindra & Mahindra (Multi – automobile ) 
9. Maruti Suzuki India Limited (Automotive) 
10. Reliance India Limited (RIL) (Energy, petrochemical, natural resources, 
telecommunications, media etc.) 
11. (Sesa Group)Vedanta (Metals and mining) ) 
12. Shree Cements (Cement) 
13. Tata Consultancy services (TCS) (Information Technology) 
14. Wipro (Information Technology) 
Appendix 6.3 gives an overview of the 14 companies’ activities and profile of relevance to 
GRI and CSR reporting. 
The 14 selected companies met the selection criteria of continuous data from 2010 to 2015 
(including both GRI analysis and BRR reporting). These selected companies also form part of 
the top 100 companies list based on market capitalization (MCAP) as listed by SEBI 
(Securities Exchange Board of India). 
6.3.2 Methodology of CSR Rating  
 Focusing on the 14 companies above the following steps were taken. 
Step 1: Identify Indian Companies reporting on the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and in 
the public domain 
           There are about 50+ Indian companies reporting on GRI sustainability reports and 
have been listed in the public domain. We have taken only the 14 top rated companies 
classified as G3 A+, continuous reporting and external verification. (Companies, 
which were not A+, were not considered in the Analysis).  These top 14 companies 
represented 50 percent of the market capitalisation (MCAP) in 2010-11. 
Step 2: Analyse the 14 selected companies on the basis of the six broad parameters listed 
under the GRI framework for the 14 selected companies shown in table 6.2. 






Table 6.3: The six broad parameters taken from the Global GRI framework  
Economic Indicators (EC) 9 Indicators* 
Environment (EN) 30 Indicators 
Society (SO) 8 Indicators 
Labor practices (LA) 14 Indicators 
Human Rights (HR) 9 Indicators 
Product responsibility (PR) 9 Indicators 
*For a detailed understanding of the indicators please see Appendix 6.1. 
Source: Compiled from GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, 2000-11 (Global Reporting 
Initiative 2015, n. p.) 
 
In table 6.3 there is a potential scoring on a varying number of indicators for each of the six 
parameters. To give equal weighting to each area, each was scored out of 25. 
Under each of the Performance Indicators there are sub indicators, each of the sub indicators 
was scored on a scale of 1 to 5 and each parameter scored up to a maximum of 25. I have 
chosen equal weight-age (which is the simplest analysis). 
Economic Indicators (EC)             25 
Environment Indicators (EN)             25 
Societal Indicators (SO)  25 
Labour practices (LA)             25 
Human Rights (HR)              25 
Product Responsibility (PR)             25 
TOTAL POSSIBLE SCORE  150 
All companies have been scored on a total score of 150.   
An equal weighting has been given to each of the parameters since each of them is   deemed 





parameters are weighed - social, economic, environment as per the GRI G3 framework, there 
are six aspects which are given equal importance as per rating done below in this chapter. 
 
6.3.3 Reporting: Three different Types of standard disclosures are contained in part 2 
of the GRI framework   
Strategy and Profile: “Disclosures that set the overall context for understanding 
organizational Performance such as its strategy, profile, and governance” (Global 
Reporting Initiative n.d., p., 6). 
 
Management Approach: “Disclosures that cover how an organization addresses a 
given set of topics in order to provide context for understanding performance in a 
specific area” (Global Reporting Initiative n.d., p. 6). 
 
Performance Indicators: “Indicators that elicit comparable information on the 
economic, Environmental, and social performance of the organization. Reporting 
organizations are encouraged to follow this structure in compiling their reports, 
however, other formats may be chosen. The Rating process considers the above 
parameters which are incorporated into the environmental performance, social 
performance and employee ratings, which includes labour practices as well (Global 
Reporting Initiative n.d., p. 6). 
Reporting Context in all GRI Reports will cover: 
• Strategy and Analysis 
This provides a strategic view of the organizations relationship to sustainability so as 
to provide the context for detailed reporting. It is intended to give insight on strategic 
topics (Global Reporting Initiative n.d.). 
• Organisational profile 
Organizational profile provides name, main products and services, operational 
structure, location, nature of ownership, countries, and markets served (Global 
Reporting Initiative n.d.).  





Report parameters include the period such as the fiscal or calendar year, the reporting 
cycle, date and contact point (Global Reporting Initiative n.d.). 
• Governance, commitments and engagement 
Governance structure includes its committees responsible for setting strategy, 
oversight etc (Global Reporting Initiative n.d.). 
• Management Approach 
This outlines performance indicators organised by economic, environmental and 
social categories. Each category includes a disclosure on its management approach 
and provides an over view defined under each category to set the context for 
performance information (Global Reporting Initiative n.d.).  
6.4 Results of GRI analysis 
The total consolidated scores based on the methodology above are indicated as quantitative 
scores which can totally reach a maximum of 150 and a minimum of zero. Consolidated scores 
of the 14 companies are listed opposite for financial year 2010-11.  
Table 6.4: Scoring based on GRI ranking methodology for the year 2010-11 
GRI Indicators BPCL HCC INFOSYS ITC JSW JUBILIANT L&T 
Economic 
Indicators (EC) 
13.6 13.9 12.8 16.7 15.6 11.1 18.6 
Environment (EN) 15.7 08.6 10.4 15.0 14.0 15.3 12.2 
Society (S0) 13.4 11.6 16.3 20.0 15.3 19.1 16.9 
Labour Practices 
(LA) 
11.4 13.6 11.9 07.5 13.2 12.1 16.4 
Human Rights 
(HR) 
13.3 07.5 15.6 11.6 18.1 13.9 17.5 
Product 
Responsibility(PR) 
08.3 10.7 16.0 20.3 09.4 21.1 20.3 


















15.0 17.8 13.6 18.9 12.5 13.9 12.5 
Environment (EN) 14.0 16.4 11.3 15.2 10.5 18.6 13.5 
Society (SO) 13.8 22.2 16.6 19.1 15.0 15.6 15.6 
Labour Practices 
(LA) 
12.1 16.8 18.6 7.0 12.3 13.6 13.2 
Human Rights 
(HR) 
12.8 18.6 16.7 5.8 19.7 13.5 13.1 
Product 
Responsibility(PR) 
11.1 21.1 14.7 12.9 12.8 13.7 20 
Total  86.2 82.9 71.5 78.9 82.8 88.2 86.1 
 
Source:  Compiled from Sustainability Reporting Database (G3) 2010/11 (Global 
Reporting Initiative 2015, n.p) 
 Analysis is based on 2011-12 from the sustainability reports (GRI G 3+) reports of 14 top 
companies with available reports.  Each of the indicators was scored and presented in Table 
6.4. The maximum score any company could receive was 150 and the theoretical lowest score 






Table 6.5: Consolidated Scores of GRI (Scale 1- possible 150) of 14 Companies. 
Sr. 
No. 
Name of Company Sector GRI Score 2011-
12 
1 BHARAT PETRO 
CORP  
Oil and gas 75.7 
2 HCC Engineering, construction, real 
estate, infrastructure 
65.9 
3 INFOSYS Information technology 83.0 
4 ITC Tobacco and fast moving 
consumer products 
90.8 
5 JSW STEEL Metal, metal products and mining 85.6 
6 JUBILIANT 
ORGANOSYS 
Organic chemicals 92.6 
7 LARSEN AND 
TOUBRO  
Real estate, technology, 
engineering and construction 
86.9 
8 MAHINDRA & 
MAHINDRA 
Transport equipment and services 86.2 





Energy, natural resources, 
telecommunications, media and 
petrochemicals 
71.5 
11 SESA GOA Metals and mining 78.9 
12 SHREE CEMENTS  Cements  82.8 
13 TATA CONSULT’ 
SER 
Information technology 88.2 





Source: Data Collected and compiled from Sustainability Disclosure Data Base 2015 
(Global Reporting Initiative 2015, n.p) 
Table 6.5 was compiled on the basis of the analysis using available data to arrive at a 
consolidated GRI score. Following are the detailed analysis of the table above, the following 
conclusions are made. 
1. Sustainability scores can benchmark companies on their ecological footprints and 
societal contributions.  The higher the score, the sustainability level is better and the 
ecological footprint is lighter. It is quite evident that mining companies have received 
lower scores on sustainability (GRI) scores (for example, BESA Goa) due to their 
impact on biodiversity and on large scale deforestation in many areas. However, a 
high score in the case of Tobacco (90.8 for ITC) shows how selective reporting and 
overlooking product impact on community health detract from the usefulness of the 
GRI as a sustainability index. 
2. Human Rights scores are lower for mining and extraction companies which may 
reasonably reflect violations of rights of people living in these areas, non- 
rehabilitation of displaced people and other violations especially of mining unions and 
the rights of miners. 
3. Product Safety for automobile companies is important while Information Technology 
(IT) companies involved in software have high scores as their products are safe to a 
large extent although their energy requirements are high as well as fuel for 
transportation. 
6.5 Discussion of results 
A study ‘Safe in India’ released in 2015 in India based on worker case studies of the 
automotive sector showed the injuries and disabilities suffered, the lack of social security, 
disparity between contract and permanent worker, which implicated leading companies such 
as Maruti that had brought out GRI reports but had failed to capture these issues in those 
reports. However the results indicate some high scores which give some indication that post 
GRI, there is a better standard of transparency and accountability than previously. GRI 
reporting has facilitated the disclosure of the affairs of the company. 
 The results also indicate there has been some recognition of the legitimate rights of 





There is a provision for corporate social responsibility (financially and in-kind) but all do not 
disclose exact amounts. The results suggest that GRI reporting has led to better transparency 
of reporting by the 14 companies, however, there is not a full disclosure in many companies 
especially with regards to subsidiaries and supply chains. 
As GRI reporting is voluntary, companies disclose what is favourable to them and go to great 
lengths to describe activities, numbers, projects or social work undertaken in isolation 
without the overall context or details.  Moreover, without independent verification or social 
audit what is described cannot be taken at face value. 
This research was commenced prior to the release of GRI 4 and so materiality is not 
addressed in companies’ reports. The issue of materiality is significantly unaddressed as a 
central issue in the GRI reports of these companies in regard to whether core products and 
services harm the environment or people for example the GRI report of Indian Tobacco 
Company (ITC) and Maruti.   
In effect these GRI scores try to attempt a fair disclosure of the state of affairs of the 
company and are more transparent and detailed than the annual report and audited accounts 
of the company. GRI reports are increasingly referred to as the sustainability reports. Gray 
and Bebbington (2007) argue that sustainability reports should be treated with the 
profoundest mistrust as one of the most dangerous trends working against a sustainable 
future. While it is true that GRI advocates for sustainability context in the preparation of 
reports, it completely fails to provide guidance for doing so, thereby ensuring that most 
reports will be virtually context free (McElroy et. al., 2007). GRI documents do not elaborate 
on how to avoid potential dangers and do not mention the problem of dealing with 
aggregations of different geographical contexts for the one company in a diverse country like 
India.  They only hint at the need to consider these effects while explaining how to interpret 
time within the completeness principle (GRI, 2008).  
Performance on numerous indicators is in isolation which does not help analysis. While it 
provides guidance and protocols on how to report on dozens of social, environmental and 
economic indicators, it does not give guidance on how to integrate them as well as deal with 
trade-offs.  
There are five areas of concern that start with the sustainability context itself, the integration, 
stakeholder engagement and the problematic self certification and external verification. The 





reporting (Henrique 2007, p. 89) have made evident the existence of a ‘credibility gap’ in 
practice (Dando & Swift 2003; MacLean & Rebernak 2007).  GRI itself provides limited 
guidance on report verification and only dwells on issues related to hiring verification 
services. Studies have been showing problems in the practice of external assurance, such as 
extensive scope limitations, lack of comparable verification criteria and limited stakeholder 
participation among others (Kolk & Perego 2010, Manetti & Becatti, 2009). It has not created 
specific protocols and guides for external assurance, it asks Companies to look elsewhere. 
Hence it seems that Indian Companies seek different types and levels of assurance which 
undermines the comparability and the credibility of disclosures.  The process of 
identification, selection and engagement determine the extent to which stakeholders are 
involved in decision –making and reporting is a challenge. 
Among the fourteen companies analysed only twelve remained in the list of top hundred 
Indian Companies as per market capitalization which from 2013 onwards had to report on the 
Business Responsibility Reports (BRR) in their Annual reports and had to be disclosed in the 
public domain as per mandate of the Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI). In the next 
chapter, these twelve Companies are tracked starting from their GRI G3 reports for a year to 
their BRR reports for 3 years and in the third year 2014/15 their CSR reports are compared as 
well across all the nine national voluntary guideline principles (NVG 2011) in the following 
chapter 7.  
 
6.6 Conclusion 
From the analysis of data of the GRI given above as well as experts such as Alberto Fonseca  
in  Barriers to Strengthening the Global Reporting Initiative Framework : exploring the 
perception of consultants, practitioners and researchers  it could be concluded that, 
• The indicator range used in GRI was a poorly conceived mix whose measures do not 
say much and is disconnected from deciding the audiences for this information. 
• G3 still had a requirement for huge amounts of information that did not reveal much 
and had features such as various application levels that were taken by many Indian 
companies in fact to be a quality mark for the companies' reports which it was not 
intended to be. Many companies have accepted that this is how such reports are done, 






• GRI Reports were little read as they were in English given India’s literacy rate. 
• These reports are resource-intensive to produce given the fact that consulting 
companies such as Deloitte, E & Y and KPMG were widely used to for the reports in 
India. The external assurance was sometimes by the same firms that wrote the report 
and paid for by the Company and hence may not have been critically verified or 
independent. A string of corporate scandals, mishaps and catastrophes have followed 
some of these very companies leading to questions on the quality and credibility of 
assurance. 
• Companies that were undertaking this process with the mindset to avoid giving certain 
information they did not want to disclose such as pollution, depletion of natural 
resources found plenty of ways to bury that information in the large amount of 
information asked. 
• The GRI is set up as one big network of committees to produce a one size  fits all 
approach in a way that just does not work especially in a country like India where the 
context and each state has a different set of dynamics,   
• It should be made clear that full GRI reports are for those audiences that require and 
hence read complex reports but there should be some guidance on how to make these 
issues interesting and compelling enough to provide the same level of accountability 
to other key stakeholders such as civil society and affected communities. 
• Companies need to separate out how they use their website to communicate the issues 
to non-specialist audiences from their GRI report. GRI reports are not intended for all 
audiences, particularly local communities and stakeholders who may not be fully 
literate but are impacted by the operations and activities.  
The Global Reporting Initiative released G-4 the next version in May 2013 which meant 
reporting under G-4 was too late for this research. G4 drops the application levels and there 
will be no more A+ or B reports. Rather than requiring companies to report on a huge range 
of core indicators - many of which were not very relevant to their market sector or situation - 
the new G4 will get companies to focus on a minimum of six key material issues, identified 
by them in consultation with their stakeholders. In principle, this should at a stroke cut some 
of the un necessary information where one has to wade through a host of  data which is not 
very informative, to get to the real crux of how and whether a company is meeting society's 
expectations.   The focus on materiality will mean that some companies will take the 





materiality and does not mention tobacco explicitly and Jubilant Organysys reports which are 
lost in the overall Jubilant life Sciences Reports and do not discuss its polluting of local 
villages in Uttar Pradesh.  
Most companies know only too well what their material issues are, and their stakeholders will 
notice if they try to avoid talking about them. That is why companies should not be limited by 
these frameworks - they should look at what works for them and their stakeholders and do 
what will contribute to honest reporting. There is still a lot of information required and with 
G4 quite a bit of new added core information in areas such as governance, remuneration and 
supply chain - which companies may find problematic and difficult. 
Another random example of a new indicator with challengeable assumptions is ‘describe the 
process for escalating complaints to the highest governance body’. It asks how many 
complaints were filed last year, numbers fully resolved (and within what timescale), numbers 
that remains unresolved, kinds of complaints filed, whether resolved and if they could resolve 
all the complaints in a timely way without the company’s main governance body being 
involved. Time will tell if the information that is required is meaningful and how quality 
of   management and oversight is brought to bear on the key issues of concern (Baker 2012).  
There is still no real insight or reference to different types of audience for this information.  . 
Companies should be encouraged to retain information in the public domain and not take it 
down as some Companies like Reliance India tends to do. Reporting companies can still gain 
the most by using the GRI as a resource of ideas and disciplines to draw from as appropriate, 
rather than as a standard to be followed. They should understand their most important 
stakeholders and their role in public accountability for sustainability. Companies need to 
think creatively about some of the communication that goes beyond the bounds of ‘a report'.  
The definition of good communication is the impact it has on external audiences.  Those 
companies for whom reporting is of  value, and who  have interested enough stakeholders 
who examine their reports,  will find that reporting in accordance with GRI will have more 
aspects that are of value, and not waste their resources into areas that are just not relevant. 
GRI could consider tightening the framework by  making it more concise and rendering 
reports more easily analysed and understood by key stakeholders - especially communities in 
India where companies such as JSW, raise issues of pollution, land degradation, lack of a 





conducting hearings etc without the consent of the village panchayats and inability to bridge 
the trust deficit at the ground level where they operate. 
Results discussed above have been introductory. The differences in the companies’ reporting 
patterns post regulation under the 2013 Companies Act are examined over a three year period 


































CSR and Business Responsibility Reporting (BRR): 
will Transparency Promote Accountability 
and Responsible Business Practices? 
 
7.1 Introduction 
An important initiative in India prior to the Companies Act 2013 was the reporting 
requirements under the National Voluntary Guidelines for the Economic, Social and 
Environmental Responsibilities of Business (NVG’s) (Ministry of Corporate Affairs, 2011) 
for the top 100 listed companies by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). 
SEBI prescribed a format for a Business Responsibility Report (BRR) as a mandatory 
compliance to be submitted as an integral part of such companies along with the Annual 
report under Clause 55 of the Equity Listing Agreement (SEBI 2012). This is seen as 
progressive legislation, although its implementation has been tardy. There is an 
increasing need for co-regulation, almost a compelling case, as it requires a genuine 
commitment on the part of companies to honour the regulatory process and a 
sufficiently robust governance and civil society mechanism that ensures collective 
interests are protected. The Companies Act of 2013 has a forward looking vision with 
its provisions on Accountability of Directors, Board, Auditors, whistle blower 
protection, class action suits, its definition of fraud, worker welfare, and so on, as 
described in previous chapters of the thesis.  
Prior to these reforms it is evident that Indian companies were reporting (and doing) less 
than the expectations of stakeholders and shareholders and little was done by companies 
to measure their ecological footprint, their damage to environmental biodiversity or the 
impacts of their business practices. A landmark study undertaken on company reporting 
in 2011 by Hegde & Hegde focused on the annual reports of the five top companies in 





and HDFC. On the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) these top five companies in market 
capitalization who formed just under half (43.55 percent) of BSE market capitalization, 
were chosen as the sample. They looked at parameters such as income, profit after tax 
(PAT), CSR spend, and CSR spend as a percentage of PAT and income as well as the 
qualitative and quantitative reporting of CSR.  They report that CSR spend ranged from 
as little as rs 12.55 crores by ITC to 144.74 crores to a maximum of 0.17 percent of 
income for Infosys during the period from 2006 to 2010 (Hegde & Hegde, 2011, p. 60). 
Hegde & Hegde (2011) after a thorough analysis concluded; 
[t]hough Annual reports are in the public domain, it will be too difficult for an investor, 
researcher, shareholder, stakeholder or the media to guess or to read between the lines 
on the company’s social responsibility guidance, budget and financial statements 
without a systematic representative (sic.) and presentation of the CSR activities in the 
main stay report or Annual Report (p. 66).  
The first stage GRI G3 A+ analysis in Chapter 6 indicates that annual reports are 
insufficient and that CSR spending is not a true reflection of the Sustainability Practices 
of companies.  Information by itself is no panacea to improving business practices. 
There remains a need for consolidating the regulatory framework in India in the interest 
of the long term public interest. Regulating behaviour (ensuring that firms behave in a 
particular manner) vis a vis responsible business behaviour even in the presence of a 
common framework (like the NVG’s) is not a simple or quick process. Increased 
scrutiny, analysis, public pressure and advocacy are all critical to ensure equity and 
justice for all stakeholders especially affected communities.  Analysis of CSR and BRR 
reports of the twelve Companies from 2012 to 2014/15 that follow in this chapter is a 
step forward in that direction and the value of analysis of information in the public 
domain.  
 
Business Responsibility Reporting (BRR) framework has been mandated in India by 
Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) for the top 100 publicly listed companies by 
market capitalisation as of March 2012. This was an exercise of SEBIs powers under 
Sec 11 read with Sec 11 A of the SEBI Act of 1992. In addition the Companies Act 
2013 mandating CSR disclosure in a recommended format also seems to emanate from 
the lack of such clear cut reporting previously by companies in India. The listing 





Stock exchanges had to ensure compliance with BRR and CSR legislation. The BRR 
framework is based on the nine principles of NVGs and expects companies to disclose 
progress made and actions taken against each of the identified areas in the Principles. 
Businesses can discuss their journey, achievements and challenges on each of the 
principles. 
The BRR framework is based on the nine principles of NVGs and expects companies to 
disclose progress made and actions taken against each of the identified areas in the 
principles (SEBI 2012). 
Nine Principles of the National Voluntary Guideline are: 
Principle 1:“Businesses should conduct and govern themselves with Ethics, 
Transparency and Accountability” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 7). 
Principle 2:“Businesses should provide goods and services that are safe and contribute 
to sustainability throughout their life cycle” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 9). 
Principle 3:“Businesses should promote the wellbeing of all employees” (Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 11). 
Principle 4:“Businesses should respect the interests of, and be responsive towards all 
stakeholders, especially those who are disadvantaged, vulnerable and marginalized” 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 13). 
Principle 5: “Businesses should respect and promote human rights” (Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 16). 
Principle 6: “Business should respect, protect, and make efforts to restore the 
environment” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 19). 
Principle 7:“Businesses, when engaged in influencing public and regulatory policy, 
should do so in a responsible manner” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 21) 
Principle 8:“Businesses should support inclusive growth and equitable development” 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 22) 
Principle 9:“Businesses should engage with and provide value to their customers and 
consumers in a responsible manner” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 26). 
These reports are in the public domain and can be accessed by government and civil 
society actors, partners of businesses (suppliers, buyers and others along supply chain), 
employees of companies and the wider community. This creates an opportunity for 





encourages and complements the efforts as a part of societal governance (i.e. 
governance by societal actors outside the business).  
While mandating business responsibility reporting as a voluntary self-regulatory 
mechanism can be argued against, it is also important to appreciate that the top 100 
companies in India often wield more power than the government of some states and 
smaller nations, and are expected to have a wider responsibility towards society. The 
BRR framework can be interpreted as an enabler to further the responsibility of business 
in society and provide a common platform for a dialogue for all actors in a multi-
stakeholder environment. NVGs have set the stage for Indian businesses to engage in a 
multi-stakeholder and participatory dialogue with government and civil society actors as 
a part of national societal governance to jointly contribute towards achievement of 
economic, social and environmental agendas of national development. Business 
Responsibility Reporting is an important tool and an opportunity for civil society 
organisations, governments and other stakeholders of businesses to engage and promote 
business responsibility and contribute to continual performance improvement by 
businesses for furthering the sustainable development agenda of India and nation 
building. The link between Corporate Governance, its growth in India and development 
has been dealt with in previous chapters because it is intrinsically linked to responsible 
practises and societal actions by companies. 
7.2 Analysis of Twelve Companies based on their Business Responsibility 
Reporting 
Chapter 6 presented analysis of the GRI reporting of fourteen companies. The following 
analysis takes twelve of these companies that met the criteria of being included in both 
the GRI analysis and the top 100 BSE listed companies expected to comply with the 
first rounds of Companies Act 2013 mandated reporting. This chapter presents selected 
reporting data on some of the nine principles for these companies followed by 
aggregated data analysed by Corporate Social Responsibility Watch (2014), a 
consortium of Indian NGOs. 
7.2.1 Analysis of twelve Companies based on Principle 1 of the BRR from the first 
reporting year 2012 to 2015 





company conducted and governed themselves on ethics, transparency and 
accountability, not just in relation to themselves but to the entire group, their joint 
ventures, Suppliers, contractors and even with regard to relationships with NGOs. From 
the feedback given in their individual reports the information below was compiled for 
the twelve companies as follows. The data presented is ordered in terms of the nine 
principles outlined in the National Voluntary Guidelines (NVGs) (SEBI 2012). 
Principle 1 states that the bbusinesses should conduct and govern themselves with 
Ethics, Transparency and Accountability (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 7) 
Ethics, Transparency and Accountability as a cornerstone of Responsible Practice, asks 
that actions and decisions be disclosed and made visible for the benefit of company 
stakeholders. It underpins the need to make clear risks involved and address them. It 
expects the leadership to ensure that the Company is run ethically and encourages the 
need for robust governance mechanism, transparent communication, desist from anti-
competitive behavior and avoid third party complicity. The first step is for the business 
to frame and report existence of a policy which can then be mapped or reviewed for 
commitments.   
Table 7.1 reports on whether companies report the existence of a policy on ethics, 
transparence and accountability in regard to the group itself, subsidiary companies, joint 
ventures/partners, suppliers/vendors, contractors and NGOs with which they interact. 
(Yes =Y, No=N, no response =NR). 
The table below addresses the BRR questions of Section E, Principle 1-1.Does the 
policy relating to ethics, bribery and corruption cover only the company? Yes/ No. Does 
it extend to the Group/Joint Ventures/ Suppliers/Contractors/NGOs /Others? (SEBI 





Table 7.1: Extension of a policy on ethics, transparence and accountability to other entities such as Group/Subsidiary Companies, 



















































































1. Bharat Petro 
Corporation 

















































4. JSW Steel  Y N N Y N N Y Y N Y N Y Y N N Y N N 
5. L&T  N N Y N N Y N N N N Y N N N N N N N 
6. Mahindra & 
Mahindra  
N N N N N N Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N 
7. Maruti 
Suzuki  
N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
8. Reliance 
industries  
N N N N Y Y N Y N Y Y N N Y Y N Y N 
9. Shree cement  N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
10. Sesa Goa  N N N Y N N N N N N Y Y N Y Y N N N 
11. TCS Y Y Y N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
12. Wipro  N N N N N N N N N N N N Y Y Y N N N 
(Source: Data collected and compiled from the Annual Reports and BRR of individual companies of 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15) 







Mapped against principle one of the BRR framework that businesses should conduct 
themselves with ethics, transparency and accountability, this table demonstrates how the 
twelve companies have performed in the initial reporting years 2012-2015. Three 
Companies ITC, Maruti and Shree Cement do not recognise extension of the policy on 
principle 1 to other stakeholders in the business operations. Principle 1 states that 
“[b]usiness should conduct and govern themselves with ethics, transparency and 
accountability” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 7). Businesses have to report on 
their governance structures, which should be communicated transparently and inform all 
relevant stakeholders that there is a culture of ethics in the enterprise. L & T, one of 
India’s biggest companies has reported a policy extending to vendor/ supplier in 
2012/13 and Infosys in the same year disclosed extending it to subsidiaries, not 
reporting against others. TCS, India’s largest IT company has reported a group level 
policy and Wipro the next largest, a contractor policy in 2012/13. Sesa Goa which 
merged with Vedanta has a subsidiary company policy in 2012/13, a vendor policy in 
2013/14 and a contractor policy in 2013/14. BPCL one of India’s largest Public Sector 
Units reports a Supplier/Vendor policy in all three years as well as a contractor policy in 
the same period as per public sector norms.  Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd has recognised 
extending policy to joint ventures in 2012/13, 13/14 and 14/15 as well as a supplier and 
vendor policy for the same years.  Reliance Industries Limited (RIL), the largest Private 
sector company reports a policy for its subsidiary company, its vendors/suppliers, its 
joint venture /partners as well as for contractors in 2013/14 and for NGOs in 2013/14. 
As per the table and the self- reporting BRR, JSW Steel ltd performs the best in the 
disclosure against this principle reporting a policy with regard to its group, its 
subsidiary, contractor, suppliers and NGOs in 2012/13 and for its joint ventures in both 
years from 2012 to 2014. Both RIL and JSW are at the top of disclosure of this principle 
and taken at face value, would indicate a strong framework for ethics, anti-bribery and 
corruption which is not in keeping with the public image of these two companies in 
India because of the legal cases against them, allegations of corruption, land grab, bad 
loans, etc which is in the media. 
BPCL maintains its same position as in the previous two years with policies being in 
place only for suppliers and contractors as per public sector guidelines. Infosys shows 
progress from having only a policy for subsidiary it has progressed to having one for the 





continues its non-reporting stance disclosing very little information similar to Maruti 
and Shree Cement ltd.  JSW reduces to a policy for its suppliers/vendors. L & T shows 
progress for the group itself and its subsidiary while M & M discloses only for its joint 
venture partners and its suppliers.  Reliance discloses for its subsidiary and contractors. 
Sesa Goa does this for its suppliers and contractors.  TCS declares its policy for the 
group only as compared to previous years and Wipro only for its contractors. The trend 
in 2014/15 seems to be a less disclosure.  
This data presents the minimum position for a company-that the company, at the very 
least, has a policy in place – which, however, may not disclose much about content, 
quality or implementation of the policy. In the absence of a policy yardstick it is 
difficult to track progress as it is a first step towards transparency. On this basic criteria, 
for the three collection years: 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15, performance out of a 
possible score of 36 yes’s to existence of a policy is very low, ranging across the five 
categories of stakeholder from a low of 2 out of 36 to a high of 14 out of 36. A “yes” for 
a policy for group itself was 6 out of 36 (17 percent); for a policy for subsidiary 
companies,4 out of 36 (11 percent); for a policy for joint ventures/partners, 7 out of 36 
(19 percent); for a policy for suppliers/vendors, 14 out of 36 (39 percent); for a policy 
for contractor, 11 out of 36 (31 percent) and for a policy for NGOs with which they 
interact, 2 out of a possible 36 (6 percent). 
A company having a policy is just a first step in the disclosure process and does not give 
insight into whether and how it is implemented. Progress in having a policy is hardly 
progress especially since it relates to the top companies in India but is a first step as a 
policy necessarily needs sign off from the top leadership. This is why it is argued later 
that the BRR framework itself needs to be reframed. However, since it has had only 
three years in existence, the high-level CSR expert committee set-up by the government 
of India recommended a wait-and-watch policy rather than instituting a more mandatory 
system of compliance with this minimum requirement. 
7.2.2 The demonstration of Stakeholder Engagement as a Critical Process for the 
Company based on its Identification and Disclosure 
Stakeholders engagement refer to principle 4 of the national voluntary guidelines that 





especially those who are disadvantaged, vulnerable and marginalized” (Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 13). Companies can only engage with stakeholders if, in the 
first place, they have identified them and this is evidenced through the list it has given 
in its BRR. While the traditional list of consumers, employees, shareholders, are 
normally engaged, only rarely are unions, Media, NGOs, financial institutions or even 
the community. These groups are usually not regarded as stakeholders at all as per table 
analysed below in 7.2. These stakeholders are those beyond the interest of shareholders 
and also include those who are disadvantaged, vulnerable and marginalized in areas that 
are underdeveloped. All stakeholders who are not equally influential as shareholders or 
aware are to also be proactively engaged with and be responsive to. If the company does 
not even identify who are its key stakeholders it would be difficult to rate it as a 
responsible entity. Primary stakeholders such as communities have brought the 
operations of many companies to a halt such as Vedanta in Odisha, JSW in Chattisgarh, 





Table 7.2: Have the Companies Identified and Provided the List of Stakeholders from 2012- 15. As a large list the table is in two 
parts: 
BRR Questions addressed are from Principle 4 which include:  
1. Has the company mapped its internal and external stakeholders? Yes/No 
2. Out of the above, has the company identified the disadvantaged, vulnerable & marginalized stakeholders? 
3. Are there any special initiatives taken by the company to engage with the disadvantaged, vulnerable and marginalized stakeholders 
(SEBI Circular 2012, p. 8)? 
Company 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 7.2 continues 
Company 
Has the company identified and provided list of stakeholders? 
Community  NGO/Society 





















































Y Y Y   N  N Y Y Y Y Y Y 
2. Infosys  Y Y Y Y N  N Y  N N N   N N 
3. ITC Y Y Y   Y Y  N N  N  N N  Y 
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12. Wipro Y Y Y  N N  Y N  N  N  N  N N 





As per the table 7.2 above three companies have not reported and do not have a 
stakeholder identification process nor have they provided a list of stakeholders and these 
are TCS, M & M and JSW. Shree Cement has some identification with consumers, 
suppliers/vendors, community, employees, government and NGOs/society in 2012/13 
but surprisingly does not have this policy in the subsequent year for these same groups. 
BPCL fares well in this principle. Most of its stakeholders were identified, except 
NGOs, unions, business associations. Being a public sector it follows directives from 
the ministry. With L & T it is only in 2013/14 that it has done so with regard to 
consumers, community, employees, shareholders and government. Wipro has 
consistently reported against the same six categories in both years being consumers, 
suppliers/vendors, community, employees, shareholders and government. In the case of 
Sesa Goa in 2012/13 all four categories as Wipro has been reported including NGOs but 
leaving out its shareholders/ investors. ITC like Wipro has similar reporting for the first 
year and for second year with only the inclusion of NGOs in 13/14as a stakeholder 
given the wide criticism by civil society of tobacco companies. Almost the same pattern 
as ITC is seen in Maruti. Here RIL is the only company that has mapped its union in 
12/13 and industry and trade Association as a stakeholder along with BPCL 
demonstrating its utilisation of these advocacy forums. Infosys again has mapped 
industry and trade association as a stakeholder in 2012/13 itself.  
Three companies TCS and  M & M do not disclose whether it has mapped or not 
continuing its stand as in the previous two years whereas in Shree Cement it has 
disclosed its stakeholders as consumers, suppliers, community, employees, government 
and NGOs in year 2012/13 but not subsequent two years of 13/14 and 14/15. This is 
similar to Wipro which has maintained the same list of stakeholders across the three 
years of reporting.  BPCL has reduced its list of stakeholders to seven categories which 
includes consumers, community, government, contractors, media, industry association 
and financial institution significantly dropping suppliers, employees, and unions. 
Infosys remains consistent in its mapped list of stakeholders as in the previous year. ITC 
has included financial institutions and the Media. Reliance has maintained its list as the 
same as the previous year. Maruti has added business associations as stakeholder in 






7.2.3 Direct Impact on Employment as seen in Terms of Regular Work vs. 
Contractual Workers Employed 
An argument in favour of companies is that they provide jobs. Regular and permanent 
jobs with social security benefits help employees work their way out of poverty. 
However contractual jobs or temporary jobs are often poorly paid with little or no 
benefits and are on the rise. In particular sectors they are justified by companies such as 
real estate, manufacturing etc, citing seasonality of peak demand and low. It is useful to 
look at the trends overall and what impact it has on some of the primary stakeholders 
who are the employees, workers.  India’s informal sector is expanding and is today 
almost the major part of industry and the formal sector, as well as jobs, is shrinking 





Table 7.3: Table Analysing the People Part of the Bottom-line as Reported in Terms of Total and Contractual Employees, 2012- 15 
(BRR questions asked in this table are from Principle 3: “Please indicate the total number of employees” and “Please indicate the total  










































4. Sesa/ Vedanta 3857 2497 (64.7) 71200 50725 (71.2) 21371 14160 (66.3) 
5. ITC NR NR (*) NR NR (*) 25787 NR(*) 
6. L&T 436564 382472 (87.6) 438711 384132 
(87.6) 
455685 411604 (90.3) 
7. JSW Steel 25186 15612 (62) 32836 21428 (65.3) 42807 30535 (71.3) 
8. Mahindra & Mahindra 34612 16068 (46.4) 40163 20736 (51.6) 38046 18210 (47.9) 
9. Tata Consult’ Ser 276196 7583 (2.7) 300464 8272 (2.8) 319656 9488 (3.0) 
10. Shree Cement 4200 158 (3.8) 4698 265 (5.6) 5139 251 (4.9) 
11. Maruti Suzuki 18911 8554 (45.2) 20224 6578 932.5) 12785 8527 (66.7) 
12. Wipro 134541 40362 (30) 133425 NR 
(*) 
























At the heart of ‘people’ debate is firstly the company’s position regarding its employees. 
Hence this comparative table that captures its employee position is important. L & T 
significantly reports high percentage of contractual or temporary employees in 
2012/13/14 at 87.6 percent and finally in 2014/15 it further increases to 90.3 percent. 
The same is the case with JSW reporting double its number at 30536 as opposed to 
12271 as its total employees. Sesa Goa had 71,200 total employees in 2013/14 and a 
high number of contractual employees at 50, 725 in 13/14. Although overall numbers 
dropped drastically in 2014/15 it had double the number of its employees as contractual 
in 2014/15. RIL reports a higher number of contract workers at 29462 total employees 
at 23519. It does not report contractual employees in 2013/14 or 2014/15. BPCL shows 
a reduction in its total employees from 13214 in 13/14 to 12687 in 2014/15. Infosys 
reports 15,000 temporary workers in 2012/13 but fails to report in 13/14 and 14/15. 
However, it is a smaller proportion of its overall employee strength at 156688. Similarly 
for Wipro its contract workers are at 28,200 as compared to its overall strength at 
1,42,282. The third IT company TCS saw a rise to 9488 in 2014/15 but still smaller as 
compared to its total of 319656.  M& M saw a rise in contractual employees in 14/15 at 
18210 as compared to its total. Maruti reduced its total employees to 12,785 from 
20,224 and 18,911 in 2012/13, a very significant drop with its contractual workers at 
8527 almost the same as in 2012/13.Shree cement had the smallest number temporary 
and contractual employees at 251 compared to its overall total at 5139.Since six 
companies, BPCL, RIL, Infosys, Wipro and ITC, have not fully disclosed in different 
years it is difficult to calculate the percentages of the actual figures as given in the table 
above. Contract workers have no security of tenure, fixed terms and conditions of work, 
social security or even parity with permanent workers in terms of wages. India is one of 
the developing countries which top the list of countries that employ workers on a 
temporary or short term basis amid increasing insecurity in its labour market (Ravikant 
2015). The data above is a clear indicator of these trends. 
 
7.2.4 Sustainable Sourcing, Environment, Emission and Legal Notices 
The Principle 6 in the National Voluntary Guidelines states that “business should respect, 
protect, and make efforts to restore the environment” (Ministry of Corporate Social Affairs 
2011, p. 19). The Planet Policy part of the bottom-line: Principle 6 talks about businesses 





company reporting on this principle is talking about three areas that covers its main 
business in terms of not just local sourcing and procurement of goods and services from 
small producers but also if it extends to others such as joint ventures, suppliers, 
contractors/NGOs. In addition it looks specifically if emission is within permissible 
limits as well as the show causes and legal notices received from the Central Pollution 
Control Board and State Pollution Control Board depending on where its operations are. 
BRR questions related to Principle 6 addressed in the table below are: 
“Does the policy related to environment cover only the company or extends to the 
group/joint ventures/suppliers/contractors/NGOs/others?” (Corporate Responsibility 
Watch 2014, p. 57). 
“Are the emissions/ waste generated by the company within the permissible limits given 
by CPCB and SPCB?” (Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 58.) 
“Show cause/ legal notices received from CPCB/SPCB which are pending as on the end 





Table 7.4: Does the policy relate to sustainable sourcing, environment, emission and legal notices disclosure cover only the company or extend 









Does the policy related to the environment cover only the company 


























1. Bharat Petro 
Corp 
2012-13 Y N N N N N N Y 2 
2013-14 Y N N N N N N Y 0 
2014-15 Y N N N N N N NR 0 
2. Infosys 





















3. ITC  





















4. JSW Steel 











2014-15 Y N N N N N N Y 0 





















2014-15 Y N Y N N N N Y 0 













Does the policy related to the environment cover only the company 



































2014-15 Y N N N Y N N Y 0 
7. Maruti Suzuki  
2012-13 Y N N N N N N Y 0 
2013-14 Y N N N N N N Y 0 

















2014-15 Y N N N N N N Y 0 
9. Shree Cement  
2012-13 Y N N N N N N Y 0 
2013-14 Y N N N N N N Y 0 
2014-15 Y N N N N N N Y 0 
10. Sesa Goa / 
Vedanta 











2014-15 Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 0 
11. Tata Consult’ 
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12. Wipro  
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Table 7.4 presents company returns on Procurement, environmental, emissions and legal 
notices disclosures for the years 2012-15and whether the policy related to the environment 
covers only to the company or the group as a whole/joint 
ventures/suppliers/contractors/NGOs. It also asks whether emissions generated by the 
company is within permissible limits and whether show cause legal notices have been 
received from the Central or state pollution control board. BPCL reports no legal notices 
in 13/14 as compared to 12/13 which means that it has either improved its condition or 
dealt with it. It however has no policy in place to cover the group as well as the other 
stakeholders but says its emissions are within permissible limits, not revealing what are 
the limits. Infosys being an IT company reports nil notices but again has no policy other 
than or its group. It is almost similar to ITC which has a group policy however ITC does 
not respond to information on notices. JSW does not report against group policy in 
2013/14 but reports in the affirmative in 2012/13 for the group with zero notices and 
permissible emissions. L & T has nil notices, has a subsidiary related policy it claims, 
and sustainable sourcing. M & M reports a group policy for its subsidiary, joint venture 
and its supplier/vendor environment policy. Maruti does not report an extension of an 
environmental policy to other stakeholders in both reporting years although it says it has 
no notices and its emissions are within permissible limits. It has a policy for small 
producer procurement, revealing its extensive supply chain that sources a majority of its 
parts (Safe in India report, 2015). Both RIL and TCS disclose that they have an overall 
group policy on the environment other than for NGOs. Sesa Goa does not disclose or 
report anything in 2013/14 and Wipro does not report against environment notices in 
year one, which is critical as an IT company. Shree Cement has no environment policy 
despite being a cement company and has no legal notices it states.  
BPCL holds the same position as it did in the first two years of reporting and says that 
emissions are within limits. Infosys does not report as an IT company and points 
towards its sustainability report but it does not have too many details. ITC has a 
procedure in place they report for sustainable sourcing a small shift from its stance in 
the two years prior. JSW makes a clear departure from its reporting in 2013/14 and 
while it reports still have a policy for the year with regards to sustainable sourcing, it 
does not report on other parameters. There is some marginal progress with L & T with 
sustainable sourcing while it reverts to no policy for suppliers as distinct from the 





in the subsidiary and joint venture not being reported. Maruti’s position is the same 
except with relation to its suppliers. RIL reports its policies for sustainable sourcing and 
small producers but not for the group as a whole. Shree Cements position is the same. In 
contrast is Vedanta which claims to have a group policy, a JV policy as well as for 
contractors, suppliers and NGOs in contrast to the previous two years. TCS has a 
change only in its reporting of no policy for its subsidiaries and joint ventures while 
with Wipro a positive reporting for sourcing while other aspects continue to be 
unreported. Overall all companies report no legal notices and say that their emissions 
are within limits. 
The planet forms the third pillar in John Elkingtons (1997) ‘Triple bottom line’ 
argument and the details asked for in the BRR are whether the policy extends to the 
group and beyond, whether its sourcing is sustainable, whether it procures from the 
local area and small producers. It also asks whether the emission is within permissible 
limits (but not what is the permissible limit?) and the numbers of show cause and legal 
notices received from the Central and/ or pollution control boards and those pending 
seeking to understand how the company undertakes it’s care of the environment. It 
looks at the interdependency between sustainable growth and the environment and the 
principle urges businesses to follow the precautionary principle to take preventative 
action on the basis of adverse impacts that may occur. 
7.2.5 Impact of the Companies Act on Reporting and Practice of CSR  
One significant impact of the Companies Act of 2013 was to streamline and mainstream 
its CSR from an ad hoc, add-on cosmetic approach and place it in the realm of the board 
and its interface with the public in terms of an articulated policy that had approval of the 
Directors and had engaged with its various stakeholders. It not only had to be signed but 
had to have a structure to implement as well as be in the public domain. It had to have 
an independent audit and review as well as a grievance redress mechanism in place. The 
policy document is important as a first step towards transparency and it is revealing that 
Companies such as ITC, Wipro do not report the existence of a policy despite it now 
being a legal requirement and Sesa Goa/Vedanta only doing so in 2014/15 under the 
regulation. A policy has to be in place for its content to be analysed. Thereafter, its 





provision. This is applicable to other stakeholders who are external to a company and to 
its local community as well.  
BRR Questions addressed in the table below are: 
SECTION D: 
Principle-wise (as per NVGs) BR Policy/policies  
(a) Details of compliance  
P1:“Businesses should conduct and govern themselves with Ethics, Transparency and 
Accountability” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p.7). 
P2:“Businesses should provide goods and services that are safe and contribute to  
sustainability throughout their life cycle” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p.9). 
P3:“Businesses should promote the wellbeing of all employees” (Ministry of Corporate 
Affairs 2011, p.11). 
P4:“Businesses should respect the interests of, and be responsive towards all 
stakeholders, especially those who are disadvantaged, vulnerable and marginalized” 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p.13). 
P5: “Businesses should respect and promote human rights” (Ministry of Corporate 
Affairs 2011, p.16). 
P6: “Business should respect, protect, and make efforts to restore the environment” 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p.19). 
P7: “Businesses, when engaged in influencing public and regulatory policy, should do 
so in a responsible manner” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p.21). 
P8:“Businesses should support inclusive growth and equitable development” (Ministry 
of Corporate Affairs 2011, p.22). 
P9:“Businesses should engage with and provide value to their customers and consumers 
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Table 7.5 maps the performance of companies across indicators such as existence of a 
CSR policy, whether it was formulated with stakeholders, if it conforms to any 
national/international standard, approved by the board, signed by senior management, 
whether a committee is in place to oversee implementation, if there is an independent 
auditor evaluation, a grievance redress mechanism, an in-house system to implement 
and whether it is inclusive of all stakeholders. While overall companies report yes to 
these questions 3 companies do not seem to report which includes Wipro and ITC and 
while Sesa reported positively in the first year (2012/13) it thereafter does not report. 
Weakest links are whether there has been communication with all stakeholders and 
grievance redress mechanisms particularly for RIL which is realistic. The old companies 
Act of 1956 did not have any provisions for CSR and it was an outdated piece of 
legislation considering that it was prior to liberalisation of the economy in 1991. Giving 
back to society was at the whims and fancies of the company or its management usually 
the CEO who decided. It was a voluntary, philanthropic gesture that often was never 
known or followed a particular strategy. Given India’s problems and challenges that 
cannot be tackled by the Government alone, Companies as stakeholders in society were 
required to contribute. Increasingly a social license to operate was not forthcoming as 
communities saw no advantage in a company that it had given land to or one that 
operated in its vicinity. Both Karmayog ratings as well as Shridar Hegdes research 
showed that companies did not substantially invest in the social sector prior to the 2013 
Act. It is now possible to understand the amount being given including the causes from 
2013 onwards although reporting is at a nascent stage in India. 
7.2.6 Analysis of the CSR Implementation Mechanism and Amount spent by the 
Twelve Companies after Companies Act mandate of 2013 
The implementation of the Companies Act of 2013 and its 2 percent mandate which 
applies to all these twelve companies have shown an increase in spend from previous 
years except in the case of  two companies Shree Cement and Sesa/Vedanta for business 
reasons of profit and loss showing the impact of the guidelines. Table 7.6 shows the 
implementation system and disclosure on amount spent on CSR by the companies. 





“Are the programmes/projects undertaken through in-house team/own 
foundation/external NGO/government structures/any other organization?” 
“What is your company’s direct contribution to community development projects-
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An important table which is at the heart of the thesis and chapter 7, table 7.6 captures 
how these twelve companies have delivered on CSR, in terms of doing it through an in-
house team, its own foundation set up, an external NGO, a government structure and 
other structures including spends. RIL tops the CSR spend and has its in-house team 
and its own foundation. It reports that its CSR implementation has in 14/15 has been 
through giving to external NGO, government and other organisations. Mapped between 
2007/10 (Hegde & Hegde 2011, p. 6) which looked at five companies – three of which 
are in common with thesis analysis (RIL, Infosys, ITC) Reliance Industries Limited also 
depicts an increase in CSR spend after the regulation in 2013/14 although 13/14 
reported a higher spend of 711 crores, which is double that of its 351 crore spend in 
2012/13.  The second highest spend is by Infosys which reports 240 crores which put 
together its in-house team from 2014/15 but had its own foundation in place since 2012. 
It has also extended CSR through the three other outlets as RIL has. Infosys spend in 
2007/10 was only 142 crores again showing that an increase has come after the 
Companies Act has been promulgated.  TCS has the third highest spend at 219 crores 
which has an in-house team in place from 2012 onwards and implements through all 
four other channels as well. The most significant rise is seen in CSR spend in ITC to 
214 crores whereas in 2007/10 it spent a meagre 12.55 crores (Hedge & Hegde 2011, p. 
6). ITC has spend through its in-house team but does not have its own Foundation, 
although it chooses to implement through an external NGO which could be its CII –ITC 
Centre of Excellence that it set up as well as other organisation.  ITC does not report 
spending through the government. Wipro has the fifth highest spend of 133 crores 
reporting it is through an in-house team set up in 2013 and through external NG0. The 
sixth highest spend is by M & M at 83 crores and its CSR implementation is through its 
own in-house team, its foundation and external NGO for all three years and in 2014/15 
it has also implemented through the government and external NGO. L& T has spent 77 
crores and has its own implementation team. It also implements through an external 
NGO but not through the government or any other organisation. JSW has reported a 
spend of 43 crores, its in-house team, external NGO, government structure and other 
organisation.  Maruti has a spend of 37 crores, and has had an in-house team in place 
since 2012 and an external NGO as well. BPCL has a 34 Crore spend and uses an 
external NGO, the government structure and other organisation. Its spending has 
remained constant since 2013, having almost doubled from 2012/13. Sesa Vedanta is at 





social license to operate, the many scandals, etc. It reports an in-house team, an external 
NGO as well as through government spends. The lowest spend perhaps as a result of its 
business performance is Shree Cement, with 18 Cr with its in-house team implementing 
its CSR as well as through an external NGO and through the government only in 2013-
14. It is noteworthy that five companies – Wipro, L & T, ITC, Maruti and Shree Cement 
do not implement through the government fund, only four use external NGOs –ITC, L 
& T, M& M & Shree Cement - and three implement through in-house foundations. 
Eight Companies report using other structures though their reporting lacks clarity. 
Table 7.7 provides an analysis of where the Company has spent its CSR money as per 
schedule 7 which sets down the sectors. Five companies report a full spend of two 
percent as per the Companies Act which includes JSW, M & M, RIL, Wipro, ITC and 
Shree Cement and Infosys close to two percent at 1.97 each. L & T, TCS, Maruti report 
around 1.5 percent spend with Vedanta reporting 26 crores for 2014/15 although they 
report losses in preceding years. Education, Health, Community Development and rural 
development seems to be the higher areas of spend giving a more detailed picture of 
where Companies dedicate their CSR. Much before the regulatory framework in India 
after 2011 was tightened with the introduction of the NVG / BRR reporting it was only 
the GRI that provided information on parameters other than financial although all the 
top hundred did not necessarily report on the GRI frameworks.  Till 2011 only an 
Annual Financial report was mandatory. Hence the first comparative data for twelve 
Companies was drawn from GRI prior to 2012 and thereafter in subsequent years 
starting from 2012 to 2015 the comparators are across BRR for three years and CSR 






Table 7.7: CSR Policies and Implementation as per Companies Act, 2013 
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7.2.7 Comparison of CSR performance with BRR disclosure for the twelve 
companies that report on BRR and GRI.  
The tables below (Table 7.8 and 7.9) analyse the top Indian companies based on CSR 
spend. The current analysis of the 12 companies selected were in the top 100 companies 
in India, and their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) spend as a percentage of 
Profits after Tax (PAT) is shown in table 7.8. Many companies analysed in the GRI 






Table 7.8: Financial Year 2012-13  
Name of Company Sector 
Turnover/Sales  (in 
crores) 
2012-2013 (BRR 
part of the Annual 
Report of company 
data) 
CSR SPEND (as a 
% age) 
2012-2013 
(BRR part of the 
Annual Report of  
company data) 
1. BHARAT PETRO CORP OIL AND GAS, CHEMICALS AND 
PETROCHEMICALS 
250537 0.68 
2. INFOSYS  INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY   36765 0.11 
3. ITC FMCG 41810 1.11 
4. JSW STEEL METALMETAL PRODUCTS AND 
MINING 
                   38763 1.38 
5. LARSEN AND TOUBRO  CAPITAL GOODS 61470 1.49 
6. MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA  TRANSPORT EQUIPMENTS AND 
SERVICES 
40990 1.0 
7. MARUTI TRANSPORT EQUIPMENTS AND 
SERVICES 
49902 0.79 
8. RELIANCE INDUSTRIES OIL AND GAS, CHEMICALS AND 
PETROCHEMICALS 
371119 1.70 
9. VEDANTA  
INDUSTRIES  * 
METAL PRODUCTS AND MINING 
NA NA 
10. SHREE CEMENT HOUSING RELATED 5567 1.52 
11. TATA CONSULT’ SER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY   64168 0.51 
12. WIPRO  INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY   38870 0.25 
• Sesa Goa and Sterlite were separate entities  





As seen above other than RIL, Shree Cements, L& T, JSW and ITC top companies were 
spending a meagre amount towards social obligations. This includes the three 
information technology firms TCS, Infosys and Wipro. As the only Public Sector 
undertaking BPCL also spend under one percent with M & M at 1 percent. All these 
trends of low spend and increased community disenchantment may have forced the 
Government to bring in a mandatory provision of a minimum threshold of 2 percent in 





Table 7.9: CSR Spend in 2014-15 by the same companies 
 






CSR spent % against average of 
profits of last three financial years 
(CSR Report of the Annual Report) 
1. BHARAT PETRO CORP 253254.86 34 0.89 
2. INFOSYS 47300 240 1.97 
3. ITC LTD 49964.82 214 2.01 
4. JSW STEEL 45,352 43 2.02 
5. LARSEN AND TOUBRO  57558 77 1.44 
6. MAHINDRA AND MAHINDRA  41,982.05 83 2.00 
7. MARUTI 48605.5 37 1.49 
8. RELIANCE INDUSTRIES  340814 761 2.85 
9. SHREE CEMENTS  6439.88 18 1.97 
10. TATA CONSULT’ SER 78044.79 219 1.54 
11.VEDANTA INDUSTRIES * 32372.84 25 
NA (At loss for last three 
years,1.3% for current year) 
12. WIPRO  49400.7 133 2.07 
*Vedanta did not disclose 
    





Tables 7.8 and 7.9 show starkly the impact of the regulation and ACT on CSR spend of 
these companies who have all increased spend except for two companies and the most 
drastic change being with the three IT companies (TCS, Infosys, and Wipro).  This 
demonstrates clearly that only regulation works although many companies are yet to 
even achieve the two percent norm. While Reliance Industries Limited continues to be 
in the top slot as spender, the second slot goes to Wipro which having spend only a 
small percentage previously at .25 has increased its spend to be in line with the specified 
spend, among the five Companies meeting the two percent requirement ( others being M 
& M, JSW, ITC)almost double. Infosys has made the biggest change – from spending 
.11 percent to 1.97 almost meeting the norm. The spend of Shree Cement has increased 
from 1.52 to 1.97 as well. Tata Consultancy has again increased by three times as well 
as Maruti from 0.79 to 1.49 and BPCL marginally to 0.89 percent (unspent amount was 
earmarked for Swacch Bharat Abhyan). Being a Public Sector Enterprise it is not 
meeting the Governments own mandate. L & T is the only firm that shows a marginal 
decline from 1.49 to 1.44 after the Act has come into force Vedanta is the only company 
showing losses due to the inability to start work and its conflict with local communities. 
RIL at 2.85 percent and Wipro at 2.06 showed a higher than stipulated amount with 
Wipro showing a dramatic increase in spend from 0.26 percent to 2.06 percent.   
Sustainability reporting (under GRI) is not correlated with CSR spending. GRI report 
analysis indicated that the best companies on GRI scores were not spending much 
money on CSR. This analysis could contribute to a benchmarking or indexing of 
companies which can evolve in the future as a rating scale. All this analysis has been 
possible as the reports have been in the public domain, although there are a few 
exceptions and companies’ lack of disclosure has been an impediment to transparency. 
The data point to the following trends: All Companies have shown a positive, upward 
increased significant spend showing a direct impact of the mandated CSR guidelines.   
7.3 Recommendations for strengthening of BRR framework to make reporting 
effective  
Reporting could be made effective by strengthening BRR framework by being more 
specific in the questions, details asked and evidence required in terms of facts and 
figures. 





themselves with Ethics, transparency and accountability”(Ministry of Corporate Affairs 
2011, p. 7). Whether redress mechanisms and stakeholder complaints mechanisms are 
accessible to stakeholders is not asked and hence needs to be included (Corporate 
Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 23). The company is now mandated as per Companies 
Act 2013 to report on whether it has framed and adopted a whistle blower policy to 
protect interests of person who reports to management of misconduct, misdemeanour 
that is not in the company’s interests.  Whether the governance of a company is open to 
shareholders and employees to provide feedback or suggestions is not known. Whether 
the performance of a board can be reviewed needs to be understood especially in the 
light of various governance related scams such as Satyam, etc. CSR committee is a 
function of the board and unless it is well functional and has oversight this area will also 
be ineffective. 
7.3.2 Principle 2: This is about goods and services being not only being safe but 
contributing to life cycle sustainability. Whether companies are engaging with 
communities and those who may be owners of traditional knowledge, forms of 
intellectual property is not being clarified (Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 25). 
The company is not asked for evidence of the actual consumption of direct and indirect 
energy, raw material and water withdrawal by source where it is accessed. This has led 
to huge backlash from communities in Plachimada in Kerala, Kala Dera in Rajasthan 
and Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh against Coca Cola and Pepsi and their local counterparts 
as seen in Chapter four. Often Company reports relate to being water and energy 
positive elsewhere and not around the factory premises. Details of whether the company 
has ensured safety and optimal resource of product from the design stage to its disposal 
is unclear although GRI standards do not require this but Indian laws do. If this data was 
available it would demonstrate to stakeholders particularly consumers the commitment 
to a products life-cycle and its sustainability. 
7.3.3 Principle 3- That the wellbeing of all employees is promoted giving details given 
the urgent need for Jobs in India. Data on both safety or skill-upgrading should be taken 
into account (Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014,p. 26) and questions asked with no 
choices given not to disclose given that no harm done to people is central to both 
business responsibility and CSR. The overall worrying trend is the rise in contractual 
work in India as seen in Chapter seven. It is difficult from the BRR to get an overall 





equality by gender, entry level wage and retention rates in the BRR format as it does not 
incorporate indicators on core elements of the NVGs (Corporate Responsibility Watch 
2014, p. 26). Whether contractual workers get social security, occupational health cover, 
training on safety etc have to be included for a clear picture as often this is not the case 
as mentioned in the Safe in India Report, Bain report, etc.  No disclosure on systems 
and procedures in place on ensuring equal opportunities and non- discrimination at the 
time of recruitment as well as during the course of employment irrespective of caste, 
creed, gender, race, religion, disability or sexual orientation, as one of the core elements 
(Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 26)  is included Questions related to 
stakeholders in the BRR need reframing in the light of the subsequent Companies Act 
and to capture prevailing trends across the country. A list of their stakeholders must be 
asked of reporting Companies who are among the largest. 
7.3.4 Principle 4 – Relates to respecting the interests and be responsive to all 
stakeholders particularly the disadvantaged and marginalised. A key principle and 
question considering that communities in the last decade in India have been up in arms 
be it against Coca Cola, Pepsi, POSCO in Orissa or even the Tatas in Singur (West 
Bengal), Kalinga Nagar in Odisha. However, a majority of the companies have 
described the company’s CSR initiatives instead of stating its engagement with 
disadvantaged stakeholders. An understanding of the company’s processes and systems 
in place to initiate and continue to maintain an engagement with stakeholders cannot be 
found from the reporting. It is not mandated for companies to disclose information 
about the sphere of influence that they are engaging stakeholders or evidence of how 
companies engage affected stakeholders in their processes for assessing impacts or 
tracking the effectiveness of actions taken. Information on grievance mechanisms, 
channels for non-employee stakeholders such as supply chain workers, local 
communities, etc is unclear. It is in business interest to take onboard feedback, address 
grievances before it can snowball and must link it to strategy. Lack of specific 
guidelines on community engagement is evident from disclosures beyond charitable 
activities. None of the companies had comprehensive guidelines on any of the 
components. Some had a specific policy but it did not reflect a clear picture on the 
engagement process and identification of their stakeholders. Coal India and National 
Thermal Power Corporation Limited on the other hand had an R&R (Rehabilitation and 





However poorly designed and implemented R&R of some Public Sector Companies is 
the reason for growing alienation of communities especially in rural India according to 
the then environment minister Jairam Ramesh. Three out of the 12 companies had not 
mentioned anything about the identification of concerns of the stakeholders while there 
was only a mention of it in the policies of the rest of the companies. The same is true for 
the core element on engagement with stakeholders. There were six companies that had 
defined the purpose and scope of engagement. In terms of transparency of the business 
operations, policies and secessions there were six companies that did mention about it in 
their policy. The BRR format does not do justice to the core elements for this principle 
as defined in NVGs. Only one core element is completely covered. These disclosures 
provide a window through which to look at companies’ policies, it is also hoped that 
through the reporting requirements on the principles, companies will realise the 
expectations from them in terms of identifying, mapping and engaging with their 
stakeholders. 
7.3.5 Principle 5 –This principle which is a key aspect demands that “[b]usinesses 
should respect and promote human rights” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 16). 
Whether any mechanisms exist and if they do does it go beyond workplaces to all 
stakeholders, consumers, communities and marginalised groups are can access these 
systems? (Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 33)  The diverse impacts which a 
company can have which are negative, in the area of human rights, restricts the public 
awareness and understanding of prevalent human rights issues in the current reporting 
framework. Companies are quick to report the positive aspects. Providing disclosure on 
human rights impact, if any, is to be made mandatory given that Human Rights is a 
critical concern not just in India but also where Indian Companies operate overseas. 
Human Rights risks across business activities and relationships must be made 
mandatory in the reporting framework. Any impact related to Scheduled Castes, Tribes, 
Other Backward Communities, their land rights, and security must be clearly stated in 
the BRR. The UN is considering a binding treaty on Transnational Corporations and 
Human Rights and India is one of the countries that have asked for the Treaty.  
7.3.6 Principle 6 – “Business should respect, protect, and make efforts to restore the 
environment” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 19) because of the 
interconnectedness of the planet and all beings. This relates to Clean Development 





Boards and whether they have been resolved. Many companies have submitted the 
report on emissions and quantum of waste generated where most companies have only 
reported that the emissions are within permissible limits.  Information on whether a 
regulatory body has certified the compliance is within permissible limits of emission/ 
waste generation is also required (Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 36). 
Whether there is an Environment Management Systems (EMS) and the processes in 
place to prevent, mitigate and control environmental damages and disasters, which may 
be caused due to their operations, as stipulated as a core element in the NVGs needs to 
be included (Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 36)  . The company needs to be 
mandated to disclose evidence of significant impacts, if any, of activities, products, and 
services on the environment in areas of its operations.  Whether company assessment of 
potential environmental risks associated with its operations is being conveyed to the 
stakeholders is not clear in the present format. 
7.3.7 Principle 7 – “Businesses, when engaged in influencing public and regulatory 
policy, should do so in a responsible manner” (Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2011, p. 
21) given that it can perpetuate inequalities and distort level playing fields. Presently 
there is no provision to disclose evidence of how the company is associating with the 
membership association and the nature and status of advocacy in the area of interest 
(Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 38). The company is not mandated to disclose 
information of the age of affiliation whether the entity has positions in governance 
bodies and its participation in projects or committees (Corporate Responsibility Watch 
2014, p. 38). Conflict of interests, lobbying for industry sectors and hiring of firms and 
lobbyists while common can often tip between the legitimate versus power equations 
that can further an edge over rival firms and tilt the balance in favour of a particular 
group that may not stand up to legal or legislative scrutiny. The Nira Radia tapes 
involving several top Companies as it was known in India made public headlines and 
came to be examined in the court cases whether an unfair nexus between business and 
politics tilting scales of power. 
7.3.8 Principle 8 – Given that the BRR preceded the Companies Act of 2013 CSR 
information was found in this section. “Businesses were expected to support inclusive 
growth and equitable development through their contributions” (Ministry of Corporate 
Affairs 2011, p. 22).No company has given project-wise financial detail break-up in 





company’s innovations and investments in products, technologies and processes that 
promote the well-being of society which was required. Even resettlement and 
rehabilitation of the communities who have been displaced owing to their business 
operations, are not stated clearly. It is a clear lacuna in the BRR framework. Many 
conflicts that have arisen with communities and tribal groups etc is because R&R has 
not be undertaken properly nor monitored leading to unrest and agitations forcing 
closure of operations of the company when it goes unheeded and thereafter social 
tensions escalates. The last two decades in India saw the rise of community issues and 
setbacks to many top Companies. 
7.3.9 Principle 9 – The primary reason for any company to exist are its consumers. It is 
expected that “businesses should engage with and provide value to their customers and 
consumers in a responsible manner” (Corporate Responsibility Watch 2014, p. 40). The 
current framework does not mandated disclosure on procedural compliance processes to 
ensure that natural resources are not over exploited, while providing goods and services. 
Health and safety impacts of products and services are not mandated to be reported in 
the existing BRR framework which is a weakness (Corporate Responsibility Watch 
2014, p. 43). Whether the company shares information on consumer awareness and 
redress mechanisms with consumers and customers is not reported. The company is not 
mandated to disclose break-up details of complaints, breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data. Whether there are any policies in place to hold a person/ group 
of persons in a company accountable for any lapses in the data privacy is unclear as 
reported by Consumer Voice 2016. 
7.4 Conclusion 
The Companies Act 2013 has for the first time mandated not just the spend based on 
Company size, profit and turnover but also specified where and how it is to be allocated 
detailed in Schedule 7 of the Companies Act 2013, aimed at addressing the ad hoc ways that 
Companies decided and spent as seen in table 7.8 above. It has mandated a more transparent 
approach to disclosure and has reports out into the public domain for scrutiny. BRR reports 
are a useful document for stakeholder analysis, civil society scrutiny and engagement. Being 
the first year of reporting on CSR in 2014-15 it is still early days for reporting and many 
areas including the BRR framework itself need to be reworked as discussed in the 





accountability. The company does not have the choice not to report on certain areas but what 
has been reported is still unclear and lacks detail in many reports. Earlier few companies were 
producing GRI or sustainability reports in varying degrees of detail and a diverse range of 
formats. Companies are required to include a BRR in their annual report where reporting on 
every question is not mandated, however sustainability reports are still varied and voluntary. 
CSR reports cannot be seen in isolation and need to be read alongside the BRR report in 
order to understand how business responsibility is working in the Company. How profits are 
made is more important than just recording of a percentage being given away to good causes. 
First and foremost, companies need to adhere to the requirement of do no harm in the first 
place through their activities, products and services. The top Companies have started to put in 
place their own charitable foundations defeating the very purpose of the legislation, which 
was to make resources available for developmental causes and partnership work which would 
have brought in the synergies and expertise of the non- profit sector to tackle widening 
inequalities. The amount of spend therefore under CSR is not an indicator of how effectively 
it has been deployed unless implementation mechanisms have been analysed in addition to 
overall governance, board signoff, existence of policies for the company and for the group 
and its stakeholders and other reporting requirements as has been done clearly for the first 
time through the tables in this chapter. With regard to the impact of CSR-funded activities, 
these reports give no insights at this stage and perhaps it is early days- social development is 
an outcome of long term change and cannot be evaluated in the short term. Few studies 
analyse what is reported as this chapter has; most look only at whether companies report or 
not. Credibility of data is an issue, and unless systems are in place data cannot reveal much 













Chapter 8: Main Findings, Discussion and Conclusions 
 
8.1 Introduction 
A re-thinking of corporate governance, CSR and sustainability performance, reporting and 
monitoring in India has been triggered by the harmful impacts of business and corporate 
scandals such as the Bhopal Gas Tragedy of 1984 by Union Carbide, 1997 human rights 
abuses perpetrated in Maharashtra, India by Dabhol Power Corporation (a joint venture of 
Enron, General Electric); US corporation Bechtel’s scandal in 2001 and Satyam’s 2009 $1.1 
billion accounting scam in India. These scandals bring to light the frequent finding that 
companies guilty of malfeasance have also gained awards or been promoted as high 
performers on CSR. It is ironic that while Satyam’s CSR was awarded amongst the best by 
organisations such as FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry), the 
company itself was accused of an accounting fraud by manipulation of accounts by the 
Chairman and others in 2009 (Bhasin 2013). 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine CSR and sustainability reporting in India and the 
impact of new reporting frameworks, principally the GRI and the new Companies Act 2013 
in terms of spend, impact and overall disclosure. In light of the widening gap between the 
rich and the poor in India, a subsidiary question is whether CSR could be one of the solutions 
to address these challenges. Due to the rise in inequality (Oxfam, 2016) and social tensions 
due to loss in livelihoods with urbanization, global competition and industrialisation, many 
companies had their operations stalled due to communities not giving them the social license 
to operate (Chakravarti 2014; McDonalds 2010; Thakurta 2014).  
This chapter first discusses CSR and corporate governance reforms (internationally and in 
India) and the results of the research based on company reporting using GRI and Companies 
Act 2013 BRR reports. The chapter then draws a number of conclusions. 
8.2 Achievement of the research objectives 
The thesis aimed to address the research problems by using the methodology explained in the 





effectiveness of recent reforms to CSR guidelines in India. To understand this issue five 
questions were raised, which include; 
1. What is the relationship, if any, between GRI reporting and CSR spend? 
2. What is revealed by comparison of GRI and CSR 2 percent contribution as a 
percentage of profits?  
3. What has been the compliance of these companies in the Business Responsibility 
Reports (BRR) published from 2013 onwards to their reports in 2015 of their CSR 
obligations under the Companies Act, 2013. 
4. Has CSR spending led to responsible business practices overall?  
5. What is the effectiveness of CSR guidelines? 
Following a brief summary ad discussion of the key findings of chapters one to seven, these 
questions are specifically addressed in the concluding section 8.5. 
 
8.3 Chapter findings 
Chapter 1 discusses in detail the history and evolution of corporate social responsibility 
internationally and in terms of what is specific to India, where it drew from spiritual and 
religious texts before the freedom struggle. Historically CSR (including before this term was 
used) was driven by philanthropy and charity between the 1940s and 1960s. As explained in 
this chapter, it was influenced by the trusteeship philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi (Kulkarni 
2015). Then until the 1980s, it was aimed at both charitable works and equitable distribution 
of wealth. In 1991 India, facing an economic crisis, liberalized its markets to facilitate foreign 
investment, which reinforced the view that corporations have to give back to society and be 
part of advancing a more equitable society. India is a growing economy with different 
developmental challenges in states and territories, widening inequalities, problems faced 
especially in the poorest districts and marginalised populations and ethnic groups. These 
problems have urged innovative solutions with the proposal that companies be mandated to 
spend a proportion of average net profits on corporate social responsibility. In contrast to 
CSR as a voluntary activity in most countries, India’s Companies Act, 2013 reforms are 
considered a first of sorts in the world. 
In tandem with CSR, the importance of corporate governance is emphasised, as it relates to 





externally. This is examined in the second chapter in terms of international standards and in 
the context of India in the second chapter. Corporate governance (CG) has gained momentum 
internationally with The Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX) Act in 2002 in the US, the Cadbury 
Committee, Greenbury and the Ruthman/Ron Hampel Committees in the UK which led to the 
combined code for the Stock Exchange being made mandatory for all listed companies. The 
OECD Corporate Governance Report of 2004 provided general principles around which 
business was expected to operate and India also took from the King Report of South Africa. 
However in a first in India credit must be given to an industry (CII) led initiative that set up a 
national task force headed by Rahul Bajaj, an industrialist in 1997, much before the global 
developments, followed by the SEBI appointed K M Birla Committee in 1999, that asked for 
mandatory provisions to be implemented through the listed agreement of the Stock Exchange. 
In 2004 SEBI announced revisions to the CG norms in clause 49 of the listing agreements 
that applies to all companies listed on the Stock Exchanges which took effect in 2006. In 
2012 the Adi Godrej Committee led to voluntary CG guidelines, followed by the Companies 
Act of 2013 and the new CG norms by SEBI in 2014 (The Institute of Company Secretaries 
of India 2008).  
The winds of legislative change were already blowing because India had an outdated 
Companies Act of 1956 which was not able to cope with the changed environment post 
liberalisation in 1991. The new Companies Act was envisaged many years in the making 
which finally became a reality in 2013. Until then there was no mandating of CSR or 
disclosure. Companies prior to the 2013 Act claimed they were giving back to society in 
diverse ways with neither a framework in place nor a mandate with no systematic disclosure 
of information in the public domain. Chapter 3 analyses the new Companies Act of 2013 with 
focus on its CSR legislation while also looking at the governance norms which became 
operational from 2014. Various amendments had been made to the Act from 2000 onwards 
up to 2006, but the business environment required an overhaul since liberalisation in 1991. 
The new Act in India had significant focus on the reporting framework which included CSR 
as well as the need for relevance and consistency in reporting, and alignment with 
international practises and greater internal controls. The Act promotes auditor accountability, 
reporting on fraud, responsibility of directors, new audit committee rules and CSR provisions 
which moved from being ad hoc to a percentage of profits that applies to prescribed 
schedules of companies and specified activities. CSR now comes under the purview of the 





thesis, including the prescribed rules. Disclosure was mandated along with the filing of 
annual reports (BRRs) with focus on the corporate reporting framework ushering in a new era 
of transparency that is of relevance to all stakeholders. One of the positive outcomes of 
Companies Act 2013 is that under Section 135 many small and medium companies are also 
included in the category of those that have to give back to society as mandated. 
Prior to these reforms, there were hardly any rating systems in India other than a few which 
have been written about in Chapter Five and much of this analysis was led by non-profit 
organisations such as Karmayog, one of the first to carry out some analysis of the top 500 
companies, followed by TERI on the environment, by consulting firm CRISIL. There were 
awards instituted by FICCI to give recognition to peers from industry, in areas such as CSR, 
but overall a weak system of evaluation prevailed, that lacked transparency and which needed 
overhaul and reform.  
Chapter 6 deals with Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and its impact on the corporate sector 
in India and CSR spend is dealt with in chapter 7. GRI was a significant international first 
step; and one of the first that brought disclosure other than financial into the public sphere. 
However, GRI is primarily voluntary, and only a handful of Indian Companies reported 
consistently on GRI because of external pressures such as expansion and global ambition or 
the need for international finance. Not all companies in the list of top 100 companies have a 
GRI Report. Some companies which have a GRI Report are not listed amongst the top. This 
makes comparison difficult unless GRI is made mandatory by the regulatory authorities in 
India, or included in the CSR reporting provisions of the Companies Act. All fourteen 
companies in Chapter 6 have CSR/sustainability reports in place; rendering these reports 
perhaps a better source than GRI reporting. The benefits from common global standards 
include reduced confusion with commonly shared practices and a focus on acceptable 
alternatives across countries. Corporations may use CSR reports as a public relations tool or 
to attract customers. Governments may require them for more global sustainability goals. 
Special interest groups may use them to monitor corporate actions. Existing CSR reports are 
often created by a company to address the specific needs of their primary stakeholders. 
Tschopp & Nastanski (2014) argue the broader benefit that analysts may use CSR reports to 
rank investment opportunities. It is clear that if CSR reporting is to be used as a market-based 
mechanism on a macro-scale to improve social and environmental performance, then the use 
of comparable, consistent standards is important (Tschopp & Nastanski 2014, p. 150). Only 





finance, decided to opt for GRI reporting, which to begin with was self-certified. With the G3 
A + framework came a concept of third party audit which was not necessarily independent, as 
this was controlled by the company through its hiring of audit firms. However, from around 
2009/10 onwards, this became a source of information for stakeholders such as civil society 
in India, who could access reports from the GRI website or the company’s own website. Until 
then in India, only annual financial reports were being filed by companies which were listed 
on the National Stock Exchanges SEBI website, where they were listed companies and the 
company’s own website. Although research on the harmonization and convergence of 
standards is limited and in its preliminary stage, Tschopp & Nastanski (2014) check the CSR 
spending of Indian companies and argue that the large private sector companies undertake 
CSR activities through their own trust or foundation. Even though it is usually claimed that 
the large scale Indian companies do spend generous amounts philanthropically with a view to 
fulfilling their social responsibilities, it is found that they are lagging behind the two percent 
target in the financial year 2014-2015. As far as the medium and small companies now under 
the purview of the provision of mandatory CSR rules are concerned, they will have to route 
their CSR spending by contributing to the government development fund or they will have to 
pool their CSR spending together (Tschopp & Nastanski 2014, p. 160). Similarly, the 
education of consumers in order to build their awareness that through responsible 
consumerism they can stimulate the intensification of operations conducted in the CSR area 
should also be an important concern (Sebastian 2014). Tschopp et. al. (2013) argue that the 
future of CSR reporting requires an understanding of the influence external institutions have 
in the growth process and should be able to identify the current and potential role various 
institutions play in the promotion and diffusion of CSR reporting. Pressures from 
governments, supra-national organizations, non-government organizations (NGOs), and 
organizations along the supply chain can be influential (Tschoppet. al. 2013, p. 10) as seen in 
India. Most governments are seen to be hand in glove with business and hence do not 
mandate extensive social and environmental disclosures, thus external stakeholders created 
and encouraged CSR reporting mechanisms to meet their needs for information. 
In the field of CSR in India, government plays an important role through public policy. 
Governments have the power to allocate assets and set an agenda that promotes and mandates 
CSR initiatives. They can establish environmental laws, labour laws and increase the 
disclosure requirements of corporations. Governments still control internal activities via a 





culture of compliance and governments lack the resources and commitment to enforce social 
and environmental regulations (Tschopp et. al 2013). Governments play an important role in 
facilitating, endorsing, and partnering for CSR and sustainable development. Government’s 
facilitation is important for the diffusion of CSR reporting and in standard-setting. 
Governments play an important role in establishing the business conditions necessary for 
CSR reporting to be successful. Financial resources are important to build a regulatory and 
economic system based on market forces (Tschopp et. al 2013). This is true as we have seen 
in countries such as India where in the absence of regulation, voluntary codes do not work 
effectively. 
Chapter 6 draws on GRI G3 A+ reports from 2010-11 of fourteen of the top 100 Indian 
companies and were analysed on six broad parameters taken from the GRI framework which 
included economic, environment, society, labour practices, human rights, product 
responsibility indicators. Each company was given scores on the basis of these indicators. 
The highest GRI score was obtained by Jubiliant Organysis followed by ITC, while HCC 
scored the lowest. It could be understood that while there is a provision for reporting on CSR 
from the financial and non- financial contribution, all the fourteen companies studied are not 
disclosing the exact spend in their GRI reports. While agreeing that there is an increased 
transparency in terms of reporting, companies do not necessarily report on their various 
subsidiaries and their supply chains.  
BRR reporting data for 12 of these companies for 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15 and data 
from their CSR report 2014-15 (companies including – Bharat Petroleum and Chemicals 
Limited, Infosys Ltd., Indian Tobacco Company, Jindal Steel Works Ltd., Larson & Toubro 
Ltd., Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd., Maruti Suzuki Ltd., Reliance Industries Ltd., Shree 
Cements, Sesa Goa (Vedanta), Tata Consultancy Services and Wipro) were presented in 
chapter 7. About half of these companies examined are today in the top 100 companies in 
India and some of them have been involved in scandals and legal challenges. Vedanta had to 
halt its operations in Odisha, JSW has faced a community and legal backlash, Maruti has had 
labour unrest and India’s largest company Reliance, is facing charges of crony capitalism 
(McDonalds 2010; Thakurta 2014). Tobacco companies such as ITC had to face a Public 
Interest Litigation (PIL) in the Madras High Court which asserted that they are not permitted 
to use the word CSR or derive undue advantage from its use as they have a duty to mitigate 





Chapter 7 tracks the journey of twelve companies for three years in terms of disclosure from 
2012 to 2015 from the BRR and CSR reporting perspective in 2015. Out of the fourteen 
companies analysed under GRI only twelve are eligible for the three year comparison 
presented in Chapter 7, as two companies HCC and Jubiliant are no longer in the list of 100 
companies where CSR and BRR are mandatory. . As per the rules there is a mandate to create 
a budget and a fund, not an obligation to incur expenditure on CSR. The requirement to 
include BR Reports as part of the Annual Reports was made mandatory for top 100 listed 
entities based on market capitalisation at BSE and NSE as of March 31, 2012. BSE and NSE 
independently drew up a list of listed entities, while other listed entities could voluntarily 
disclose BR Reports as part of their Annual Reports. Those listed entities which have been 
submitting sustainability reports to overseas regulatory agencies/stakeholders based on 
internationally accepted reporting frameworks were required to prepare a separate report for 
the purpose of these guidelines. All that is required is to furnish the same to their stakeholders 
along with the details of the framework under which their BR Report has been prepared and a 
mapping of the principles contained in the SEBI guidelines to the disclosures made in their 
sustainability reports.  The provisions of this circular became applicable with effect from 
financial year ending December 31, 2012. The above listing conditions are specified in 
exercise of the powers conferred under Section 11 read with Section 11A of the Securities 
and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992. These listing conditions form part of the existing 
Listing Agreement of the Stock Exchange.  
Kulkarni (2015) in her study looks at specific examples of companies like ITC, Infosys, 
M&M, Maruti, and L&T, many of which are in the list of companies under analysis. ITC Ltd. 
entered into rural partnership with the Indian farmers investing in rain harvesting projects and 
provided infrastructure support to schools in villages. CSR spends have risen and amounts to 
1.2 percent of its average net profit, which is less than its required spend of 2 percent. 
(Kulkarni 2015). However public interest litigation has sought directions from the Madras 
High Court by anti-tobacco groups that tobacco and gutka (a chewable local form of tobacco) 
companies stop using the word CSR which may give them a PR advantage as all profits must 
go towards mitigating harmful effects of tobacco. ‘Doing well by doing good’ is the 
sustainability mantra of Mahindra (Kulkarni 2015). However being an automotive company 
whose diesel vehicle pollutes it should have to spend on environmental protection and 
pollution control measures, road safety (ie. mitigating the harms contributed by their 





CSR focuses on road safety, education, and cleanliness (Kulkarni 2015) but does not mention 
its labour practises between permanent and contract workers, its workers strike and pending 
cases in court. L&T activities include running 360 primary schools, vocational training 
programmes for rural youth (Kulkarni 2015) but does not address the primary issue of its 
contract workforce in its infrastructure projects or fatalities. This is at the core of the CSR 
debate in the thesis – whether peripheral activities distract from the main products or core 
impacts of a company that may be harmful both to the planet and people and may not give the 
balanced triple bottom line as asked not only by Elkington but also by activists and local 
communities who are adversely affected by corporate operations.   
Although change on transparency was initiated from 2011 with the introduction of the 
National Voluntary Guidelines these would have remained as another voluntary exercise if 
SEBI had not mandated from 2012, for all top 100 companies to submit BRR reports. BRR 
reports have now happened over a three year period from 2012/ 2013 onwards. In April 2014 
after the Companies Act 2013 became operational, the requirement of filing a CSR spend 
disclosure report became mandatory. This shows the importance of regulation in countries 
such as India.  The Top 100 Companies now as part of audited annual reports had to also file 
a CSR report bringing more transparency to how companies spend, on what areas and sectors, 
with a new governance mechanisms in place such as a board resolution, board approval, and 
committee sign off. CSR reports, read along with the BRR report, have given some indication 
of the way business operates and how profits are accrued. The BRR format, although a 
positive step towards ensuring corporate transparency and accountability, has limitations 
and needs further tightening. The questions had limitations in terms of scope, clarity, 
evidence and accountability and these directly impacted the disclosure index. 
8.4 Discussion 
CSR points to the idea that corporate sector responsibilities go beyond profit-maximizing 
activities as mandated by law. CSR has six interconnected building blocks and treating CSR 
actions in the Public Relations category is universal (Sebastian 2014, p. 110). This is true of 
India as well as CSR as a department or its personnel in a company was usually placed under 
the Public Relations and Communication department, rather than seen as a core activity, as 
say finance or marketing. Kulkarni (2015) points out that the World Bank Report 2010 states 
that India has the second highest poverty rate globally and faces serious issues like poverty, 





these issues by supporting local and civil organisations and engagement in community 
initiatives as pointed out by Kulkarni. 
• Well defined CSR policies and programmes will allow companies to harness and 
channelize their core competencies as well as develop effective business models. 
• Systematic CSR efforts will promote and facilitate better connect between businesses 
and communities. 
• Mandatory CSR will facilitate deeper thought and longer term strategies for 
addressing some of India’s persistent social, economic and environmental problems 
and assist in synergizing partnerships between Companies, Governments, NGOs, 
Academic Institutions and Social Entrepreneurs (Kulkarni 2015, p. 20). 
There are issues with all of the above assumptions if it is assumed that companies are part of 
a solution without examining if they are part of the problem as seen in the many scandals and 
scams that have happened. Global warming, emission trading schemes and carbon taxes have 
pushed environmental issues into the mainstream. Conditions of employment and the 
treatment of employees by multinationals in developing countries have focused attention on 
social issues. Increasing concern about the sustainability of the world’s resources has 
contributed to the rising importance of corporate social responsibility (CSR) (Yip et. al. 2011, 
p. 17) as well as rising inequalities in countries such as India, leading to social tensions 
against companies. CSR reports were created by companies to comply with regulations, 
reduce costs, and improve brand image. The common reason for issuing reports cited in 
earlier research include; compliance, cost savings, marketing, competitive advantage, public 
relations (PR) and a sense of social responsibility (Tschopp 2012). In India it is also about an 
attempt by the companies to build trust and credibility, which was affected by scandals and 
scams that were dealt with in Chapter 4. It also discusses a number of irresponsible practises 
of the corporate sector in India that led to a widening trust deficit that had already existed. 
Multinational companies (MNCs) were in the news in what was seen to be a weak regulatory 
environment that exploited the supply chain and paid lip service to its own corporate 
responsibility prior to the 2014 Act. Companies such as Vedanta and Coca Cola faced 
community ire that took away their social license to operate despite having a legal go-ahead. 
Ever since the Union Carbide gas leak in Bhopal in 1984 where protests and legal action 
continue even three decades later, the need to strengthen the law as well as independent and 





to the POSCO plant in Odisha, to KFC in Karnataka as well as PEPSI in Himachal Pradesh, 
etc. Indian Companies also faced scrutiny such as Satyam, the Tatas in Singur and 
Nandigram due to land acquisition and JSW in Chattisgarh, the website - www.ejatlas.org - 
documents other sites of protests spread across the country reinforcing the need for both the 
sector and the government to establish systems to ensure more accountability to bridge the 
widening trust deficit, part of which could have led to the CSR enactment in India. 
The NVGs would have remained a paper document until 2012 when the mandatory rule was 
applied by SEBI to introduce mandatory BRRs; as voluntary guidelines do not work in India. 
The need for independent verification and due diligence along with a strong regulatory 
framework is necessary (possibly needing more stakeholder pressure, media and legal 
scrutiny to come about) if these reports are to serve external stakeholders, including the 
community and civil society. The BRR framework needs to be tightened to elicit more 
precise information. However CSR spend is no indicator of Business Responsibility which is 
obvious when the CSR Reports are read along with the BRR and not in isolation. Answering 
the question whether CSR spending has led to overall responsible practices I would conclude 
that two percent seems to be an extension of what was earlier given as philanthropic donation 
(although now mandated by statute) with no overall impact seen in business practices, not 
just of the twelve companies studied but also in the overall context. Most spending is through 
their own Foundations which are registered as Trusts or charities and apply for /entitled to a 
fifty percent tax exemption. Studies such as Institutional Investor Advisory Services 
(IIAS2016) have shown that while CSR spend has gone up 75 percent from 2013 it is still 26 
percent lower than what was estimated based on the two percent expectation. In addition, 
CSR funds have not gone to the poorest states or districts as identified by the Governments 
Planning Commission but to states like Maharashtra and Karnataka, which defeats the very 
purpose of the enactment that had wanted to bridge the development challenges of the poorer 
states/districts. However, the main significance of the effectiveness of the CSR guidelines is 
that the overall CSR spend has increased, but lower than earlier projections by the 
Government and the media in India which touted it as a solution to many problems. But 
larger questions also need to be asked such as in the case of Vedanta, JSW and other large 
companies whether the land of the gram sabhas, if taken over would lead to loss of 
livelihoods, the habitat and water source leading to impoverishment of local tribals and hence 
led to conflicts. The second impact is that it is possible now however, to identify the socially 





third aspect is the impact of the effectiveness of CSR guidelines in the inclusion of turnover 
as an indicator and of rupees five crores brings within its ambit medium sized companies and 
smaller operations in supply chains. However CSR funds for development remains an 
unsustainable aspect as a subset of profit that varies from quarter to quarter and/or year to 
year, depending on the economic environment and many companies have declared losses as 
well. 
The Government of India appointed a High Level Expert Committee (HLEC) on CSR to 
suggest measures on improved monitoring on implementation of CSR which submitted its 61 
page report with recommendations in September 2015 which can be found on the website of 
the Ministry of Corporate Affairs. The highlights of the report of the HLEC to begin with, 
recommends that the Ministry put all CSR details in the public domain and that for three 
years there should be no penal action as this is a learning period for the Corporate Sector 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2015).  However, reasons are to be given for noncompliance 
of Section 135 on the two percent of average net profits over the three year period. Board 
approvals on CSR are central and since they are responsible, no monitoring by external 
agencies is required in the interim period.  It is pertinent to point out that public sector 
companies are under the purview of audit by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
(CAG) rather than boards and there are many of them in the list of the top 100 Companies 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs 2015).  
Four key recommendations of the HLEC are that an Omnibus clause is suggested for those 
activities not covered in the list of Activities Schedule to cover all eventualities not envisaged 
at this stage, given the various amendments that have been made since April 2014. Secondly, 
overhead CSR expenditures are to be capped at ten percent and not five percent as in the Act. 
Thirdly, a new categorisation of companies with a profit threshold of five crores (either 
below or above) has been introduced, requiring the latter to follow all guidelines while 
freeing smaller companies below five crores from CSR implementation and permitting a 
pooling of resources. The fourth important point is for an equal tax treatment for all CSR 
expenditures, with no particular bias for any particular scheme including those by the 
Government, which can then harness all the resources to itself. The HLEC reiterate that CSR 
was not intended as cheque book charity but also to address developmental challenges in the 
country through expertise, knowledge and skill sharing, although employee activities are not 
to be monetised. Finally, a sunset clause for five years is advised for unspent CSR funds for 





seem to be reporting on CSR based on Profit After Tax (PAT), rather than average net profit 
as mandated by law in the Companies Act. A clear difference exists between the BRR 
disclosure which was mandated prior to the Act and its provisions post April 2014. 
In February 2017, GRI released in India a document called Linking the GRI standards and 
the SEBI BRR Framework (found in their website www.globalreporting.org/standards), that 
seeks to align standards and the framework aimed at ensuring no duplication of reporting 
(since some companies as we saw in Chapter 6 were reporting on GRI standards). Some 
tangible differences exist between the GRI and BRR especially with regard to the context of a 
developing economy, its pressures and requirements and CSR impact. The first crucial 
difference between the two is that GRI does not ask for Companies to disclose their total 
profits after tax nor the total spend as a percentage (Global Reporting Initiative 2017, p. 10) 
as required both by the Companies Act and BRR questions in India. Hence it is difficult to 
draw any conclusion on the relationship between GRI and CSR spend as discussed earlier. It 
is seen from the BRR that companies, particularly the large ones, have a number of 
subsidiaries and they are not required to disclose how many are participating in activities 
asked by GRI (Global Reporting Initiative 2017, p. 11). The accountability of the Board of a 
company is central not only to the Act but governance itself as we have seen in thesis 
chapters. However, this is not the case with GRI nor does a company need to state publicly 
how it is ensuring implementation of CSR as per the law and how it is undertaken (Global 
Reporting Initiative 2017, p. 12, 13). Another key area of difference is how resources are 
used need not be reported separately but overall production in general (Global Reporting 
Initiative 2017, p 14).   
Stakeholder engagement in India has emerged as a factor that can stall a company that is not 
well engaged as has been described earlier in the thesis chapters but the GRI document as 
opposed to BRR is not required to report whether stakeholder complaints have been resolved 
(Global Reporting Initiative 2017, p. 13) although stakeholder inclusiveness can be referred. 
Given the challenge of providing jobs in India where the GOI seems to rely on the corporate 
sector and the growth of the informal sector, contract jobs, the inclusion of people with 
disabilities (Global Reporting Initiative 2017, p. 16) in the workforce has been a challenge as 
much as ensuring diversity and Affirmative Action policies at the workplace. However, GRI 
only requires reporting on collective bargaining agreements (Global Reporting Initiative 
2017, p. 16). Even more important are occupational standards and conditions, not just in the 





reporting on GRI need not report how many employees as compared to its overall workforce 
were given safety training and skill upgradation (Global Reporting Initiative 2017, p. 17), 
which is extremely important in the supply chains that service the formal sector brought out 
by many reports cited earlier in the thesis such as the Safe in India and Bain Report. GRI 
does not ask details of the Clean Development Mechanisms nor waste limits be specified 
(Global Reporting Initiative 2017, p.21, 22).  It does not ask about legal adherence or 
violations against the law in terms of show cause and legal notices (Global Initiative 
Reporting 2017, p. 22). In other areas however, commonalities exist although websites or 
links to documents are not required by GRI as opposed to the SEBI BRR framework, which 
has the backing of the regulator (Global Reporting Initiative 2017, p. 9).  
It is early days for the Corporate Sector in India on CSR guidelines and its reporting although 
some impact has been seen in terms of increased spend, accountability of the board, 
governance mechanisms, with better systems and structures in place which will be easier to 
evaluate because of legal requirements. While compliance has been initiated by the 
companies as mandated by the Act it is seen to be evolving rather than at a level of maturity 
in the three-year period studied here. Levels of compliance also vary from company to 
company. There is clearly no uniformity seen between companies or across their sectors in 
the coverage of reporting.  
8.5 Research conclusions and implications 
We return to the five research objective questions posed above: 
1. What is the relationship, if any, between GRI reporting and CSR spend? 
GRI has played an important role as one of the first movers on non-financial corporate 
disclosures. GRI is a voluntary opt-in reporting system for companies but as discussed in 
Chapter 6, has had very poor take-up by the top 100 companies in India. However, companies 
that do necessarily adopt GRI publish CSR/Sustainability reports, mapping the relevant 
answers to the BRR format which is mandatory since 2013. This points  to the efficacy of 
Companies Act and BRR reporting which has spurred the 100 top  companies by market 
capatilization to publish CSR/Sustainability reports if they did not already do so. 
 
Under the GRI it is difficult to ascertain specific comparable financial reporting of net annual 





better insight into companies’ actual CSR spend. Any comparison of GRI and CSR reporting 
for the twelve analysed companies is marred by missing data, as both allow companies to 
decide whether or not they answer questions vital to comparisons. Gaps in reporting therefore 
do not enable comparisons of company GRI and CSR/BRR data. 
 
2. What is revealed by comparison of GRI and CSR 2 percent contribution as a 
percentage of profits?  
Voluntary reporting within the GRI means there is a tendency to reveal only what suits the 
company, rather than give a full and complete disclosure on all aspects of the companies’ 
production details and the dynamics of their complex supply systems. Very stark examples 
include ITC which deals with tobacco, Maruthi’s labour unrest, JSW Steels’ many court 
cases, SESA Goa’s mining related conflicts with the locals in Goa, Jubiliant Organysis’ 
history of pollution and Reliance industries’ ‘gas wars’ and their history of crony capitalism. 
Other companies like Larsen & Toubro Limited had issues related to internal governance 
while HCC faced problems related to land accquisition  in Lavasa and so on. The mere 
publication of the GRI report is not an indicator of responsible business practices nor even 
their CSR. It could be concluded that there is no correlation between the highest scorers as 
per GRI report and their products and services, business practices and CSR. The lack of 
specific financial reporting in GRI reports makes it difficult to compare performance for 
those companies reporting on both GRI and BRR. 
 
3. What has been the compliance of these companies in the Business Responsibility 
Reports (BRR) published from 2013 onwards to their reports in 2015 of their CSR 
obligations under the Companies Act, 2013. 
Even though it is usually claimed that the large scale Indian companies spend generous 
amounts philanthropically to fulfill their social responsibilities, it is found that they are 
lagging behind the two percent Companies Act 2013 target in the financial year 2014-2015. 
The comparison of company reporting on CSR spend for the three available time periods 
(2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15) in Chapter 7 analyzed the BRR and the CSR formats and 
GRI reports (from Chapter 6) for twelve of the fourteen companies. What is clearly seen is 





in 2012-13. Drastic changes are seen post Companies Act in 2014-15, where the majority of 
these companies now are compliant and one even exceeded the required spend at 2.85 (Shree 
Cements). The IT companies of WIPRO and INFOSYS are now meeting the norm of two 
percent along with L&T and JSW. However, the public sector company BPCL is reporting 
below one percent (0.89) in 2014-15 so was still not conpliant.  
 
It can be concluded that with the regulations implemented by both SEBI and the Companies 
Act, the companies have worked to increase CSR spend as well as ensure that they released a 
mandatory report under BRR. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 in Chapter 7  clearly demonstrate the 
companies’ commitment to the BRR as per the nine principles of the National Voluntary 
Guidelines. It maps the companies’ CSR policy and how it was formulated, stakeholders 
involvement, signals internal governance adherence by answering whether the CSR policy 
had the board approval, the mechanisms within the company to help it to implement such as 
an oversight committee, inclusion of stake holders, existence of grievance mechanisms and 
independent evaluation. Overall, other than three companies (WIPRO, ITC, SESA), the other 
nine companies reported positively by replying in the affirmative. Some weak areas are seen 
with regard to RIL and its grievance redress mechanisms.  
 
The research for this thesis confirms other research that the corporate sector hardly invested 
in the social sector before the Companies Act came into force. CSR:IICA-GIZ (2014) report 
on BRRs filed by the top 100 listed companies in the first reporting cycle (2012-2013) found 
a shortfall in CSR spend in the first year averaging 1.47 across the top 100. Although CSR 
spends have risen and amounts to 1.2 percent of its average net profit averaged across those 
mandated to report, CSR spend has been less than the required spend of 2 percent (Kulkarni 
2015). 
 
4. Has CSR spending led to responsible business practices overall?  
Assessing responsible business practice performance is difficult as companies frequently 
submit incomplete data in BRR reports and the data presented is not third-party audited and 
verified. The lack of comparable data disclosed on social and environmental performance 





compare compliance and ethical behavior. There are also many opportunities for cost-shifting 
within companies as many have set up their own foundations or have delegated CSR 
activities across to pre-existing company foundations as discussed in Chapter 7, and verified 
more generally by Tschopp & Nastanski (2014). Compared with contracting out CSR 
programs to NGO or third-party providers, in-house foundations are likely to count running 
costs and salaries as part of their CSR spend, which is not the intention of the Act. Moreover, 
company foundations may not necessarily optimize social and community impact, if they are 
focused on self-interest or CSR as a company investment. CSR via company foundations may 
create an uneven CSR playing field as the costs (and benefits) of setting up a foundation are 
not as accessible to small and medium enterprises, which are increasingly expected to comply 
with the two percent CSR rule. A point made in Chapter 6 is that even with reporting on CSR 
‘good works’, companies that are also guilty of misdeeds such as land grab, labour and 
human ights violations, rights scandals and environmental damage may not be able to claim 
they are ‘responsible’ businesses. 
5. What is the effectiveness of CSR guidelines? 
The CSR guidelines were well intended in terms of coupling with the NVGs and bringing 
wider ranging disclosure into the public sphere, thus increasing transparency. Weaknesses of 
the guidelines include allowing voluntary reporting, where companies can ‘cherry-pick’ their 
disclosures, and lack of third-party audit and verification of company BRR reports. Similar to 
GRI reporting, the publication of the BRR report is not an indicator of responsible business 
practices nor even their CSR, as a yes/no of scant details may mean performance is difficult 
to assess. Poor government monitoring and weak sanctions for corporate under-spending on 
CSR, point to the need for legal sanctions such as fines or legal action.  Impact measures and 
evaluation of individual programs funded under the two percent reforms are largely missing 
from the guidelines and are crucial to overall evaluation of effectiveness of the reforms. At a 
more macro level, mandatory reporting across the BRR categories along with revision of 
some categories to enable more specific reportage, would give a level playing field, better 
comparability and increased transparency. 
 
The analysis of GRI, CSR and BRR shows that companies do not disclose fully unless 
mandated by law. These reports cannot be seen in isolation but need independent third-party 





terms of products and impacts. Chapter 7 deals with the main findings as it spans a three-year 
mandatory BRR reporting period and compares GRI and BRR disclosures for the same 
companies. It examines key aspects in relation to social responsibility beginning with 
whether a policy exists in the company in relation to ethics, transparency and accountability 
and if it relates to the group, its subsidiaries, joint ventures, contractors, partners, etc.  It 
examines direct impact on employment – a key area in India’s small formal sector as 
compared to the large, non-formal sector looking at total employees versus contractual 
workforce who are not covered by social security benefits nor covered by labour regulations. 
Another key area examined is stakeholder engagement by these companies and whether they 
have even identified their key stakeholders and how their policy has been formulated in 
relation to stakeholder interests. Environmental Policy and its adherence to law is examined 
to see how many notices have been received from regulators for violations. This clearly is a 
weak link in disclosure. 
 
The Impact of the Companies Act 2013 on reporting and practices of CSR is studied and this 
shows mostly a positive trend.  Governance and implementation is analysed as per all nine 
principles of the NVG document as well as the system in place to achieve it, such as whether 
an in-house team exists, and if so, is it through its own foundation or external agency, 
through government schemes or any other means such as partnerships. It is found that two of 
the highest spenders - RIL and Infosys - have their own foundations. Areas of spend as per 
Schedule 7 of the Act are also analysed as well as actual spends across the three-year period. 
This is perhaps one of the few such analyses done, going by the evidence found in the reports 
of the companies and from the public domain which gives more insight, transparency on the 
impact of the CSR guidelines and what is required to be done in the advocacy, public policy 
and regulation space by the concerned stakeholders ranging from the government to 
communities and civil society. It is possible now to verify claims as reporting has the sign off 
from the board of a company, which can lead to better accountability and oversight in the 
longer term. This is perhaps one of the most important impacts of the law in that it creates a 
link between governance and social responsibility and the CSR spend of the top 100 
companies in India. This thesis opens up the possibilities of further, deeper research by 
scholars with regard to the accountability of the corporate sector and what it gives back and 
how it has contributed to sustainable development. What is measured can be monitored as 





This research contributes academically and practically to understanding corporate social 
responsibility in India. Academically it contributes to the pool of knowledge in the area of 
CSR and corporate responsibility more generally. This research is a critical study which looks 
at whether businesses are transparent in communicating their business practices in the first 
place, and the disclosures of the companies in the public domain, rather than looking 
narrowly at the CSR as a financial spend alone. Studies in India other than ‘Disclosure 
Matters” and the IRBI by Oxfam have only looked at the quantum of CSR spend. The data 
for this research, which was taken from different company annual reports, BRR reports and 
CSR reports, compiled and presented in tables for the research, gives a comprehensive 
understanding of the disclosure policy followed by these companies. A dearth of scholarly 
literature in the area of CSR disclosures in the context of India adds to the importance of this 
research. Looking at it from a practical perspective, this research provides a perspective and a 
methodology for external stakeholders to evaluate, on the basis of data, how responsibly a 
company operates. 
 
8.6 Limitations of the study 
Some of the limitations of the research undertaken were identified in the course of the study. 
Firstly, the scope of the study being limited to 14 companies in the Chapter 6 GRI study and 
12 of these companies out of the top 100 (noting that two of the companies reporting on GRI 
do not fall into the top 100 and hence were not included in the BRR/CSR reporting in 
Chapter 7). These 12 companies are also in different sectors from mining to construction to 
information technology, which contributes to a general picture, but also suggests that in-depth 
sectoral analysis will need to be undertaken in future research.  The BRR reporting 
framework needs to be tightened to elicit more critical information than its present format. 
The companies have only to report whether they have spent or not and give reasons for non-
spend; but actual expenditure is not mandated as yet, nor penal provisions for not reaching 
the two percent level. It is only the first three years of BRR in terms of reporting from 
2012/13 onward to 2014 and 2015 for CSR reporting in India. The Companies Act 2013 itself 
became operational from April 2014 and rapid changes have happened in the recent past. 
Hence there is also a paucity of books and studies other than on CSR spend, which has 
attracted more attention than overall corporate responsibility in India. The Companies Act 
specified the average of the annual net profit made by the Company of the preceding three 





on profit after tax. Net profit means net profit before tax (other than profits from those 
branches that are not operating in India).  Reporting itself was only available for three years 
from 2012 to 2015 during the duration of the thesis. 
From 2016 onwards, SEBI mandated the top 500companies to start reporting on BRR and 
this has expanded further, which will enlarge the scope for further research which can now 
look at sectors, overall trends and highlight areas of concern such as the growth of contractual 
labour, employment of women and people with disabilities, environmental violations and 
whether CSR itself is being spent to address development challenges across India or confined 
to certain areas. Clear impact will also begin to be visible after a time period since CSR 
attempts to address development challenges and that requires change to happen on the ground 

























Appendix 3. Excerpts from Companies Act 2013 
 
Appendix 3.1 
As per the clause 2(1) (c) CSR is defined as under: 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) means and includes but is not limited to  
(i) Projects or programs relating to activities specified in Schedule VII to the Act; 
or 
(ii) Projects or programs relating to activities undertaken by the board of Directors 
of a company (Board) in pursuance of recommendations of the CSR 
Committee of the Board as per declared CSR Policy of the company  subject 
to the condition that such policy will cover subjects enumerated in Schedule 
VII of the Act. 
 
Appendix 3.2 
Net Profit is defined as: ‘Net profit’ means the Net profit of a company as per its financial 
statement  prepared in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Act, but shall not 
include the following namely  
(i) Any profit arising from any overseas branch or branches of the company, 
whether operated as a separate company or otherwise; and 
(ii) Any dividend received from other companies in India, which are covered 
under and complying; with the provisions of section 135 of the Act. 
 
Appendix 3.3  
An overview of major points provided clause 4(1) is as under: 
▪ The CSR activities have to be undertaken as per CSR policy. The CSR policy 
should be based on the permitted activities as per Schedule VII. 
▪ The CSR activities will not include any activity undertaken in the normal 





▪ The Board should conduct the CSR activity on recommendations of CSR 
Committee. 
▪ The Board has multiple options of implementing the CSR activities it may 
implement: 
- Directly itself. 
- Through other registered Trust, Society or Section 8 Company, in this case 
such registered trust or society should have at least three years proven 
experience in similar activities. 
- Through Trust, Society or Section 8 Company promoted by the company, 
in such case three years’ experience would not be required. 
- Through its holding or subsidiary company. 
▪ In implementation a company may exercise any of the aforesaid options in 
collaboration with other Companies. However, if CSR activities are jointly 
undertaken then the Companies should report individually and separately. 
▪ The company should specify the modalities of utilisation and the monitoring 
as well as reporting mechanism. 
▪ The CSR activity should be conducted in India only. 
▪ Any activity for the benefit of the employees and their families shall not be 
considered as CSR. 
▪ However a company may spend unto 5 percent of the total CSR expenditure 
on the capacity building of own personnel and the implementing organisation. 
Contribution of any amount directly or indirectly to any political party under section 182 of 
the Act, shall not be considered as CSR activity. 
 
Appendix 3.4 
An overview of major points provided clause 5(1) is that section 135(1) requires CSR 





Director. A private company having only two Directors shall constitute its CSR Committee 
with 2 such Directors only. In case of foreign company the CSR Committee should comprise 
at least 2 person of which one should be specified under section 380(1) (d) and another 
person be nominated by such foreign company is required to provide the name and address of 
one or more persons resident in India authorized to accept on behalf of the company service 
of process and any notices or other documents required to be served on the company. The 
CSR Committee is required to develop a transparent monitoring mechanism for 
implementation of CSR projects. 
Appendix 3.5 
An overview of major points provided under clause 8 includes: 
• The Board’s Report of a company shall include an annual report on CSR in the format 
as provided. 
• In case of a foreign company. The balance sheet filed under sub-clause (b) of sub-
section 381 shall contain an Annexure regarding report on CSR. 
• The Board’s Report of a company covered under these Rules pertaining to a financial 
year commencing on or after the 1st day of April, 2014. 
 
Appendix 3.6 
SCHEDULE VII  
• The CSR activities shall be undertaken by the company, as per its stated CSR Policy, 
as projects or programs or activities (either new or ongoing), excluding activities undertaken 
in pursuance of its normal course of business. 
• The Board of a company may decide to undertake its CSR activities approved by the 
CSR Committee, through a registered trust or a registered society or a company established 
by the company or its holding or subsidiary or associate company under section 8 of the Act 
or otherwise it shall have an established track record of three years in undertaking similar 
programs or projects; 
• A company may also collaborate with other companies for undertaking projects or 





companies are in a position to report separately on such projects or programs in accordance 
with these Rules. 
• Subject to provisions of sub-section (5) of section 135 of the Act, the CSR projects or 
programs or activities undertaken in India only shall amount to CSR Expenditure. 
• The CSR projects or programs or activities that benefit only the employees of the 
company and their families shall not be considered as CSR activities in accordance with 
section 135 of the Act (Fogla 2014). 
• Companies may build CSR capacities of their own personnel as well as those of their 
Implementing agencies through Institutions with established track records of at least three 
financial years but such expenditure shall not exceed five per cent of total CSR expenditure 
of the company in one financial year. 
• Contribution of any amount directly or indirectly to any political party under section 
182 of the Act, shall not be considered as CSR activity. 
Under the current enacted Rules it seems that there would not be any violation if a company 
conducts legitimate charitable activities even beyond the list provided in Schedule VII. 
However, it could be legally debated whether a Rule can supersede the Act because Section 
135(3) (a) clearly provided that the CSR activities should confirm to Schedule VII (Fogla 
2014). However, if a company is following the enacted Rules, it cannot be punished, even if 
the Rules are not consistent with Act. The Act requires that all company should constitute a 
CSR Committee with at least three Directors. One of the Directors should be an Independent 
Director. 
From the Act it seems that the CSR Committee should have members which are also the 
Directors of the company. This is an unwarranted provision which restricts the board from 
bringing appropriate expertise from a CSR point of view. Other Companies which are not 
required to have independent Directors will not be required to have independent Directors in 
the CSR Committee. Similarly private Companies which are permitted to have only two 
Directors may have a CSR Committee of two persons. In such case basically there will be no 
CSR Committee and the Board itself will Act as the CSR Committee. The law should be 
enabling and should allow the board to have outside members in the CSR Committee. 
It may be noted that One Person Company (OPC), being a small company, is not covered by 





Directors at the headquarters. The CSR Committee shall comprise of at least 2 persons 
including the one acting as the formal representative under Section 380(1) (d) (Fogla 2014).  
The governance and guidelines for the CSR Committee has not been articulated in the Act, 
Companies may form their policy documents in this regards. The function and the mandate of 
the CSR Committee has been provided, which shall include determination of the activities as 
per Schedule VII, budgeting of CSR expenditure and monitoring of CSR activities as well as 
implementation of CSR policy.  
All Companies to which the CSR laws apply shall under constitute CSR Committee of 3 
members including one independent member.  
It may be noted that as per the ACT a foreign company is required to provide the name and 
address of one or more person resident in India authorized to accept on behalf of the company 

















































































Appendix 6.2: List of Top 50 Companies with Revenue and Market Capitalisation 
MCAP (Year 2011) 
2011 
RANK COMPANY REVENUE PAT MCAP 
1 Indian Oil Corp 313627.87   7830.72 73497.88 
2 Reliance Industries 268354.00 20211.00 273782.59 
3 BPCL 155370.19   1634.96 23681.44 
4 State Bank of India 147843.92 10684.95 117853.98 
5 HPCL 140000.31   1703.60 11934.77 
6 ONGC 124556.42 22455.93 231052.00 
7 Tata Motors 123222.91   9273.62 56499.77 
8 Tata Steel 119734.10   8982.69 41849.83 
9 Hindalco 72508.72   2456.37 24473.93 
10 ICICI 61594.70   6093.27 99841.36 
11 NTPC 60008.18   9353.40 141314.17 
12 Bharti Airtel 59601.80   6046.70 143734.13 
13 Coal India 55148.31 10867.35 209206.15 
14 L&T 53008.27   4456.17 84003.85 
15 ESSAR 48165.00     654.00 11430.86 
16 Sail Ltd 43556.87 4937.73 43914.85 
17 Bharat Heavy Electrical 43434.62 6053.36 792264.24 
18 Manglore Refinery and Petrochemical  39192.30 1176.63 11115.17 
19 Maruti Suzuki 38140.69 2382.37 31475.63 
20 TCS 37928.51 9068.04 210103.36 
21 Mahindra & Mahindra  37026.37 3079.73 49945.17 
22 Gail India 35664.08 4020.97 53106.92 
23 Chennai Petroleum Corp 33223.82 511.52 2965.97 
24 Sterlite Industries 32990.85 5042.52 39481.99 
25 Wipro 31763.90 5297.70 86504.52 
26 PNB 31206.60 4574.73 30335.56 
27 Infosys 28712.00 6823.00 153942.04 
28 Bank Of Baroda 25800.41 4433.71 29420.86 
29 Housing Development Finance Corp 25792.63 4528.41 96918.67 
30 Canara Bank 25792.60 4034.19 19724.34 
31 HDFC Bank 24628.38 3992.49 109887.20 
32 Bank Of India 24500.25 2542.42 17729.25 
33 JSW Steel 24184.27 1753.98 13184.45 
34 Reliance Communication 23107.63 1345.65 15519.80 
35 ITC  23050.17 5017.93 158532.95 
36 Grasim Industries  21982.53 2279.01 21699.09 
37 IDBI Bank 20838.19 1563.51 10277.51 
38 HUL  20280.32 2296.05 74080.87 
39 Tata Power Co 19861.26 2088.12 23650.44 
40 Axis Bank 19826.31 3339.91 44796.64 































42 Union Bank Of India 18500.06 2069.03 12322.45 
43  Ruchi Soya industries  18231.18 225.19 3666.95 
44 Suzion Energy 18196.83 1323.97 6564.50 
45  Aditya Birla Nuvo 17279.40 752.42 10064.63 
46 Bajaj Auto  17008.05 3454.89 46885.69 
47 Central Bank Of India 16513.65 1161.37 6584.46 
48  HCL Technologies  16030.08 1646.51 28849.29 
49 Reliance Infrastructure 15964.77 1551.61 10989.98 
50 Idea Cellular 15503.22 898.71 31122.60 
 
















Some details of Companies with CSR Activities 
As stated by the companies, and summarised from GRI Reports and Annual Reports from 
2010 onwards.   
1. Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited 
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL) is state-owned and one of the largest  oil 
and gas companies in India, with a Fortune Global 500 rank of 287 (BPCL 2008). It is 
involved in the refining and retailing of petroleum products. Bharat Petroleum is considered 
to be a pioneer in the Indian petroleum industry with various path-breaking initiatives such as 
the Pure for Sure campaign, Petro card and Fleet card. BPCL's growth post-nationalisation (in 
1976) has been phenomenal: it is one of the single- digit Indian representatives in the Fortune 
500 & Forbes 2000 listings. BPCL is often referred to as a multinational in the garb of a 
public sector enterprise.  
1.1 CSR Amount 
BCPL’s Annual Report does not disclose CSR Expenditure. From alternative sources, CSR 
Expenditure of rupees 800 lakhs is seen at 0.94 percent of the PAT (BPCL 2015). 
1.2 CSR Strategy 
Some Indian Public Sector Enterprises (PSEs) claim they take significant strides as far as the 
TBL is concerned. With the release of SD and CSR guidelines by the Department of the 
Public Enterprises (DPEs) since 2009, it is expected that PSEs will play a key role in 
promoting and contributing sustainable development. The guidelines are also expected to 
extend the standard framework, practices and processes which exist today for the profit 
dimension of TBL to the other two dimensions, people and planet. The organisation’s broad 
strategy to win in the competitive environment, is to focus on customers, strengthen retail 
network-security and development, build international trading skills, invest in R&D and 





power , petrochemicals and energy and petroleum while  developing  renewable energy in the 
wind,  solar  and biodiesel fields. 
1.3 Domains 
1.3.1 Education 
Its reported activities range from development of infrastructure to providing developmental 
leadership talks. They claim to have reached children from underprivileged backgrounds 
through their initiated Digital Literacy and Life Skills (DLLS) program to reach out to more 
children across 40 schools in Mumbai. BPCL scholarships aim at promoting excellence and 
access to education for students across the country. Over the years, their scholarships have 
enabled students to pursue education and participate in shaping the nation (BPCL  2015). 
1.3.2 Health 
BPCL states that its CSR initiatives are pan-India in reach and involve collaboration with a 
number of NGOs. BPCL has completed various projects in the fields of education, water 
conservation, health, environment conservation,  and economic empowerment where the 
communities have achieved sustainability. 
1.3.3 Skill Enhancement 
BPCL addresses the skill gap through training and empowerment. They implement economic 
empowerment programs for youth as well as women. In the FY 2011-12, training was 
provided to the contract employees at the refineries.  
1.3.4 Environment 
BPCL says that it takes an approach to environmental sustainability that  considers the 
environmental impacts associated with their business operations and then incorporates those 
considerations into their sustainability strategy and decision-making processes. Health, safety 
and environmental issues have risen on the oil and gas industry’s agenda, reflecting both 
increased public pressure and more complex operational challenges. They have taken several 
steps to develop non-conventional and renewable sources of energy, and  have undertaken 
various initiatives in tapping non-conventional energy sources like biodiesel, bioethanol, 
windnergy, solar energy and fuel cells. The organisation’s approach allows them to evaluate, 
monitor and continually improve the environmental aspects of the their direct operations. 





their supply chain. Improved products and services help their customers to become more 
sustainable by improving safety and minimising energy. 
1.3.5 Women’s Empowerment 
Chikankari, an embroidery that is typical of Lucknow, has transformed the lives of women 
through harnessing the local skills of the women, training them in Chikankari and Zardosi 
work, thereby encouraging them to augment their overall family income, BPCL reports. It 
also allows them to become self-employed and   frees them to work flexibly, at their own 
convenience. The project has been implemented in such a manner that middlemen are 
eliminated and ensures that the trained women are provided backward and forward market 
linkages so as to make them independent. Assisting SC and ST women, BPCL have set up 
small entrepreneurial projects like as ‘Project Kudumbashree’ which has a flour mill run by 
SHGs in Chottanikkara Gram panchayat of Ernakulam district with assistance from Kochi 
refinery (BPCL  2008, 2014, 2015). 
1.3.6 Livelihoods & Financial Inclusion 
Philanthropic activities - like village adoption for the community development, educational 
support through scholarship, health programmes, medical camps, infrastructure development 
and the like – are part of the social initiatives of BPCL. CSR is, they claim, more strategic 
and has a focused approach, laid down by BPCL’s CSR policy and guidelines. The three-tier 
system of identifying projects is being undertaken mainly to enhance business create value 
for stakeholders. Activities are undertaken for the poorest of poor in rural and tribal areas. 
Pre2013, many initiatives were oriented towards employees. 
 
2. Hindustan Construction Company  
 
 
HCC says in its GRI report that it has been ranked as one of the most respected companies in  
the infrastructure sector. The company had a revenue growth of 7.3 percent from Rs 3863 
crores to 4144 crores in 2010-11 and an overall profit of Rs 539.8 crores. 
 
 
2.1 Technology and Innovation 
 
HCC claims that technological innovation has made them competitive and made them a 





plan for R&D in 2010-11, and created an innovation Forum for collecting and 
developing new ideas generated within the organisation. Through effective 
implementation of these strategies, they say, HCC has achieved  excellence in 
construction design and solutions. 
 
 
2.2 Corporate Social Responsibility 
 
 
The company states that CSR activities build an important bridge between business 
operations and social commitments, f ocusing on the development of responsible 
infrastructure.I The CSR initiatives fall under the five categories of education, water 
conservation, disaster response, HIV /AIDS awareness, and community development. 
 
In the CSR initiative in 2009-10, HCC invested in the communities around project-  
sites under categories such as Workplace Intervention Program (WPI) for raising 
awareness about HIV/ AIDS among its workforce, in-house training  capacity, etc. 
Another major CSR highlight was the disaster relief and restoration work undertaken 
by the employees of two HCC project sites in the immediate aftermath of the Leh flash 
floods in August 2010. They say that part of the DNA of the company i s  that the 
personnel at site respond to the needs of the communities around them. It says that 
timely disclosures and transparent business practices made the governance framework 
effective. HCC has established systems t h e y  s a y  to encourage employee 
participation in a variety of environmental, health and safety, and social initiatives.  
 
2.3   Community Engagement 
 
The  company s t a t es  tha t  i t  is  engaged w ith  i t s  communities from those 
within the project affected community to those in the vicinity of the project site.  
 
They say that arrangements have been made for drinking water & sanitation facilities 
besides opportunities for health checkups through medical check-up. T w o  o f  t hes e  
are descr ibed  below. 
 
 





and is being executed by Sustainable Innovations, a non-profit organization based in 
the US and addresses rainwater harvesting. The Akash Ganga Project, HCC say, 
aims at: 
 
• economical, cultural, and operational sustainability in the s ix villages 
• implementing Akash Ganga in two clusters of villages as social enterprise   
• building a  prototype of a rainwater harvesting park 
 
HCC has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Sustainable Innovations, under 
which HCC provides technical support for the Akash Ganga network design, review of 
designs, and development of the rainwater- harvesting park. 
 
Kihim is a coastal village in the Raigarh district of Maharashtra in the Konkan coastal 
zone. Details of interventions at Kihim can be found in HCC’s COP-Water for 2010. 
The company aims to address fresh water availability in the coastal village of 
Maharashtra, and to establish rain water harvesting systems in the village. There were 
a total of three p ilot proposals, three public proposals, four private proposals and 
seven community proposals. Rain-water harvesting plans were carried out as per these 
proposals. Total water vo lu mes  conserved through these harvest ing structures are 
disclosed for 2010 by HCC. 
 
After the implementation of these aforementioned, HCC claimed its rainwater 
initiative is significant for a  long-term water conservation solution at Kihim. 
Villagers realised that abandoned wells can be used for water recharge and that 
rainwater harvesting lightens the work load of women by making water available for 
household activity at the utilisation point. The execution of the projects at Kihim 
helped plumbers understand the functional purpose of each component of design, and 
allowed the masons to display their skill. Over the years, company says its 
initiatives have positively impacted residents of Kihim, who voluntarily  came forward 
t o  a s k  for guidance on adopting rainwater  harvesting  in their respective premises. 
 
HCC is also working to reduce its own water use, an aim closely related to its business 





operations. The company’s water use has attracted criticism.  
 
 
3. Indian Tobacco Company 
ITC is one of India’s foremost tobacco companies, with a market capitalisation of over 
US$30 billion and a turnover of US$6 billion (ITC 2015). ITC has a diversified presence, and 
is a market leader in cigarettes, hotels, paperboard and specialty papers, packaging and 
agribusiness, with a notable export presence. It is rapidly gaining market share in its nascent 
businesses in packaged foods and confectionery, information technology, branded apparel, 
personal are, stationery, safety matches and other FMCGs.  The company says that some of 
its CSR activities have been carbon positive for five years in a row and water positive for 
eight consecutive years. T’s major Echoupal Initiative, it claims, is the world’s largest rural 
digital infrastructure system, benefiting over 4 million farmers (ITC 2014, 2015). It set up the 
CII– ITC Centre of Excellence for Sustainable Development. 
However, the health impacts of tobacco are rarely spoken about and the fact that the company 
still earns more of its revenues from tobacco products than from its social enterprises such as 
contract farming, food or Echoupal. It is obvious however that the company is diversifying 
because it sees the writing on the wall for tobacco worldwide. It is being mandated to show 
pictures of health impacts on smokers on its packaging and it knows the effect of anti-
smoking messages on its consumers, particularly young people. Anti- tobacco activists have 
presented public interest litigation in the Madras High Court against tobacco companies using 
CSR for branding, a legal battle they fought since 2014. Their petition seeks to force tobacco 
companies to use CSR funds tor mitigate adverse health impacts of their main product (Times 
of India 2014).   
3.1 CSR Amount 
Rupees 8,234 lakhs, which is 1.11 percent of PAT (ITC 2015). 
3.2 CSR Strategy 
ITC’s Sustainability Report is a voluntary disclosure of the company’s TBL performance. It 
encapsulates ITC’s action in contributing meaningfully to India’s pursuit of sustainable and 
inclusive development. ITC’s multi-dimensional sustainability initiatives claim it supports the 







ITC says that 40 000 new students were covered through Supplementary Learning Centre and 
Anganwadis, village basic health centres, during the year, taking the cumulative number of 
students covered under this programme to over 300 000. Over 950 government primary 
schools have so far been provided with company infrastructure support , which includes 
benches, classrooms, toilets, electrical fixtures, compound walls and gates (ITC 2013, 2014, 
2015). 
3.3.2 Livelihood Promotion and  Skill Enhancement 
The company signed three new MOUs with the Government of Rajasthan for promoting 
sustainable livelihoods through watershed development in the district of Bundi, Jhalawar and 
Pratapghar under the G-government-integrated Watershed Management Programme. With 
this, the total area to be brought under soil and moisture conservation through public private 
partnership project has increased (I TC 2014, 2015). 
3.3.3 Environment 
ITC’s  social and farm forestry initiatives, they claim, have added about 17 000 hectares of 
plantation during 2012-13 and cover a total of over 142 000 hectares, including tracts of 
private wastelands belonging to tribals. Besides increasing green cover, these initiatives have 
generated over 64 million person days of employment for rural households, including poor 
tribal and marginal faramers. Its social forestry programme is in 1717 villages, impacting 
poor households. They say they promote bio-diversity conservation as part of the social 
forestry programme includes   conservation of the local flora and fauna in selected plots. 
ITC’s watershed development initiatives bring water to many hectares of moisture-stressed 
areas. Indian Tobacco claim more than 40 percent of ITC’s total energy consumption comes 
from renewable sources (I T C 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015). 
3.3.4 Women’s Empowerment 
The company say their initiatives create supplementary incomes for rural women, and this is 
aimed at providing social dignity and economic independence to rural women through micro 









Infosys Technologies Ltd (NASDAQ: INFY) was started in 1981 by seven people with 
US$250. Today, Infosys is a global company and a leader in the leading edge state-of-the art 
information technology and consulting, with revenues of over US$ 4.8 billion (FY 2010). 
Infosys define, design and deliver technology-enabled business solutions that help Forbes 
Global 2000 companies (Infosys 2015). Infosys also provides a complete range of services by 
leveraging its domain and business expertise and strategic alliances with leading technology 
providers. Infosys offerings span business and technology consulting, application 
services, systems integration, product engineering, independent IT infrastructure 
services and business process outsourcing.  
4.1 CSR Amount 
Rs 1000/- lakhs (0.11 percent of PAT) paid during the year by Infosys to the Infosys 
Foundation (Infosys 2015), their CSR arm. 
4.2 CSR Strategy 
They claim to work closely with education institutions, the Infosys Foundation  and various 
NGOs across the country to improve the access and quality of education offered in school 
and universities (Infosys 2013, 2014, 2015). 
4.3 Domains 
4.3.1 Education 
The Infosys Foundation believes that, to build a better tomorrow, they should help to improve 
the opportunities and access to education. One of its largest rural education programmes in 
the Library for Every Rural School scheme. Under this programme the Foundation has set up 
school libraries in Karnataka. The foundation supported the publication of a book that helped 
rural students learn the use of computers. It trains students of government schools through an 
initiative called OASIS to inculcate healthy habits to help handle choice, challenges and 





faculty from rural colleges empower and build the confidence of students, and thereby 
prepare them for the competitive world (Infosys 2013, 2014, 2015). 
3.3.2 Skill Enhancement 
Their Campus Connect programme, Infosys says, helps align the needs of institution, faculty 
and student with those of the IT industry, to improve the employability of the engineering 
students.  
3.3.3 Disaster Management 
Their Innovative approach of blending information technology and local knowledge helped 
the project team track and monitor processes, construction, labour, material and monetary 
investment seamlessly and effectively.  Through this easy-to-replicate, scalable initiative, 
Infosys says it helped construct and deliver houses in a record time of 18 months in 2009 
(Infosys 2013, 2014, 2015). 
3.3.4 Health 
Promoting the cause of health and hygiene in rural India, the foundation invested and started 
the ‘prarishudh’ Initiative with the help of over 10 NGOs in North Karnataka and has helped 
families builds toilets in over 300 villages (Infosys 2013, 2014, 2015). 
 
5. JSW Steel Ltd 
JSW is part of the US$10 billion OP Jindal Group. The subsidiary company has grown to $5 
billion in little over a decade and has a presence across various sectors - steel, energy, 
minerals, port and infrastructure, cement, aluminium and IT - but JSW Steel, the flagship 
company of the JSW Group, is best known as an integrated steel manufacturer. JSW Steel, it 
is estimated, is the largest private sector steel manufacturer in terms of capacity. It has 
established a presence in the global value-added steel segment with the acquisition of steel 
mill in US, and a service center in UK. 
5.1 CSR Amount 
Amount spent on CSR is not mentioned in its report. 





The company says it believes in responsible corporate citizenship and hence makes 
continuous efforts to contribute to the people development activities around its presence. The 
vompany’s steel complex at Dolvi is situated in rural surroundings and has small towns and 
villages. Much of its CSR work is done there. 
5.3 Domains 
5.3.1 Education 
A number of activities have been highlighted by the sompany. Typical perhaps, is the training 
program conducted for teachers in association with Vindhya Vahini Cash prizes for students 
under JSW scholarship program are offered, the program conducting work on English 
grammar for students and other subjects. In addition, it tells of its role in the renovation of the 
Anganwadi Center at Khar Dhombi, the donation of books, and financial support provided 
for the upgrading of a science laboratory in the Shahbaj School Library. It says it has given 
benches to school at Dolvi and Gadab and renovated the toilets of Wadkhal High School for 
ensuring improved sanitation (JSW 2013, 2014, 2015). 
5.3.2 Health 
In its health program it holds Rural Medical Camps every week, yoga camps, the training of 
workers in Anganwadi and ASHA, and ANMs trained in pre- and post-natal care. JWL also 
mentions that it has cleaned water wells at Village Gadab, the participation of Anganwadi 
Workers, ASHA workers and Mahila Mandals, in nutrition workshop on World Food Day. It 
has donated an ambulance to Gram Panchyat, Wadkhal and paediatric health camps to 
address malnutrition for 500 children and provided with medicines, health supplements were 
given to malnourished children. Wall writings and wall paintings were organised to create 
awareness on malnutrition, in partnership with ICDS. (JSW 2013, 2014, 2015). 
5.3.3 Skill enhancement 
JSW’s one-day workshop conducted for youth in partnership with Kotak Unnati Foundation 
and a workshop conducted for differently-abled persons under welfare schemes (JSW 2015). 
5.3.4 Livelihood and financial inclusions 
Fifteen students from the surrounding villages sent to O P Jindal Centre at Bellary Vijaynagar 






The company reports that it has provided free clean potable water daily to household in over 
44 villages through the company’s pipeline from Nagothane. In its celebration of 
Environmental Day- plantation of 100m plants in four schools. More than 1700 families 
given one compact fluorescent lamps of 18 watt capacity each during Energy Conservation 
Week (JSW 2015). 
5.3.6 Women’s empowerment 
Part of the reports tell of  the establishment of four Women Empowerment Centres for 
training to make ready-to-wear garments. In this, 24 sewing machines were provided along 
with a one-day capacity- building workshop for eight self-help groups on budgeting. 
Vocational training was provided for three self-help groups on making liquid soap, phenyl, 
detergent powder and room freshener, in partnership with the Bank of India and  similar 
vocational training provided to 27 women on garment-making at Dolvi (JSW 2014, 2015). 
 
6.  Jubilant Organosys  
Jubilant Organosys subsequently became Jubilant Life Sciences Ltd, a part of Jubilant 
Bhartia, a pharmaceutical company. Jublian Organosys claims a place at the forefront of 
sustainability as it believed that long-term sustainability can be achieved by its attention to 
triple bottom line benefits for profits, people and planet. This is built up, it says, in its 
promise of caring for the environment, sharing the economic value and growing with all 
stakeholders.  
6.1 CSR Amount 
Jublian Organosys’s turnover in 2009-10 was 1300 crores. The total community expenditure 
in 2012-13 from the company was Rs.5.32 million. 
6.2 CSR Strategy 
The company says it has been undertaken several activities as part of its CSR strategy: 
conservation, green IT initiatives, mitigating climate change, supply chain, vocational 
training and gender equity initiatives. Jubilant became a member of the Global Compact 
Network India. The company made voluntary disclosure related to climate change mitigation 





Standard and Poor’s (S&P) Environmental Social and Corporate Governance India Index of 
2009. 
6.3 Domains 
6.3 .1 Conservation 
The company says it works on projects that make more judicious use of water, paper and 
electricity possible. Employee awareness on energy conservation was enhanced through 
sharing of knowledge and good practices. New initiatives were also undertaken with the 
initiatives of new IT. 
Jublian Organosys’s company reports claim the company has been a responsible corporate 
citizen because it has undertaken green initiatives. The CSR initiatives of the company are 
conceptualised and implemented through  Jubilant Bhartia Foundation , the social wing of the 
Jubilant Bhartia Group. 
6.3.2 Education 
In its project ‘Muskaan’ it talks about supporting rural primary education run by the 
government and says it supports. The project as per its report aims at strengthening rural 
education system leading to improved quality of education being imparted to the students 
through community involvement. The expenses of these schools are also shared by Jubilant 
Industries Limited along with its other group company it says. 
6.3.3 Healthcare 
In its reports Jublian Organosys tells of a community-based pilot project named ‘Swasthya 
Prahari’ in what it calls a Public-Private-People Partnership mode.  It has too its school health 
check-up programme.  It mentions a pilot program at Gajraula which includes developing 
women health guards, volunteers who work on safe motherhood for the target population and 
promote institutional delivery of babies. They keep a track of expecting and lactating 
mothers, malnourished children and births and deaths by making home contacts; they 
motivate people to visit health institutions.  It claims that the rate of institutional delivery 
increased with the implementation of the project from a low rate to 80 percent in 2011 and 
this reached  around 90percent by the end of financial year 2012-13. 





This includes, Jublian Organosys states, improving technical literacy by engaging students in 
skillful activities like embroidery, carpentry and pottery. It says it has partnered with a social 
enterprise, LabourNet, and is extending training on various skills with forward linkages for 
placement and self-employment. Under its Life Skill Training heading it includes enhancing 
the employability of young people through soft-skill training in skills like computer literacy 
and spoken English. It launched projects at Kapasan and Gajraula last year to promote good 
agricultural practices through various activities linked with crop nutrition, and says women 
were provided with training in beautician’s courses under the Rural Entrepreneur 
Development Program, making agarbatti or incense products and trainees received training 
on candle making. 
 
7. Larsen & Toubro  
Larsen & Toubro Limited (L&T) is a technology, engineering, construction and 
manufacturing company. It is one of the largest companies in India’s private sector and 
professionally managed.  L&T has an international presence, with a global spread of offices.  
It continues to grow its overseas manufacturing footprint, with facilities in China and The 
Gulf region. Some of L&T’s CSR activities are carbon-footprint mapping, implementing 
HIV/ AIDS policy, and its Construction Skills Training Initiative, which is industry specific. 
In 2009-10 the company had employee fatalities (L&T 2010) and was accused of poor 
construction facilities for workers on its sites. 
7.1 CSR Amount 
Its annual report in 2010 does not disclose the exact CSR Expenditure for the year, but can be 
estimated at around 1.4 percent of PAT (L&T 2015).   
7.2 CSR Strategy 
L&T claim that its CSR covers education, skill development and, via healthcare programmes, 
better health for mothers and children. It says it has adopted sound business practices, be it in 
natural resources management, social harmony or corporate governance (L&T 2014). The 
company disclosed its economic, environmental and social performance through its 
Corporate Sustainability Reports which,  from 2008, appear as per GRIs  and its guidelines 







7.3.1 Education  
It reports that its Vidya Project covers schools in Maharashtra and Gujarat (L&T 2010) by 
assisting schools around its operational facilities with teaching aids. It says that its Ladies’ 
Club are involved in education enrichment programmes for schools, organising vocational 
training courses, training in life skills for adolescent girls, and providing support to the 
differently-abled. From its ABCs to career counselling, from facilitating learning basics to 
feeding a passion for science or encouraging a love for art, its educational initiative around 
the year and across neighbourhoods seem to be impressive. The organisation says it 
augmented school infrastructure across rural, semi-urban and urban geographies in Chennai 
and at a 128 year-old girl’s school in Sriperumbedur in Tamil Nadu. It has developed 
infrastructure for rural schools in Mora, Dumas and Vansava , Panosh  and in suburbs and 
urban areas like Jeedimetal, Kadma, Farakka, Surat, Rourkela as well as Visakhapatnam. To 
encourage the role of recreation in school it says it developed a school park at Manapakkam 
and Mugaliwakkam in Tamil Nadu and was building a multipurpose hall at Ahmednagar. It 
reports providing a science laboratory at Visakhapatnam, a library for students at Bangalore, 
and renovating a science laboratory at Pune (L&T 2010, 2014, 2015). 
7.3.2 Health 
The company’s says it works on Wellness Initiatives. These cater to overall employee 
wellbeing, while ensuring that a preventive and curative approach is adopted for occupational 
health care. Healthcare and IT have been the fastest growing lines of its business.  The Larsen 
& Toubro Public Charitable Trust reports that it supported the implementation of Project 
Vidyaa in the states of Gujarat and Maharashtra, focusing on the all-around physical and 
mental development of the student. This was introduced in schools during the reporting year, 
and students participated in various competitions, health check-ups, personality development 
sessions, general knowledge and IQ tests, and library development projects (L&T 2010, 
2014, 2015). However, after 2013, no employee-related activities can be covered under CSR.  
7.3.3 Skill Enhancement 
Since its inception in 1995, along with institutionalized site-based training programmes, L&T 





through multiple means, from upgrading the infrastructure of the institution to developing 
curriculum to ensure training quality (L&T 2010, 2014, 2015). 
7.3.4 Women’s Empowerment 
L&T reports that in collaboration with various NGOs it provided vocational training to 
women across different trades for their self-reliance. Uddyam under the Larsen & Troubo  
Public Charitable Trust reached out to underprivileged women and says that 50 percent have 
found employment. Project Aadhaar tailoring training was imparted to Gujarati women in 
Damka. It states that its women economic empowerments project are supported by its public 
charitable trust and implemented by an NGO called Guard which conducted vocational 
training programmes for women belonging to the urban slums of Mysore and surrounding 
villages. They report vocational training to local youth at Dhamtari in Chhattisghar and 
Kolkata. Basic computer training programmes were instituted for community youth in 
Bangalore and Faridabad, and orphanages in Jaipur and Lucknow. It says it has skill 
development programmes, such as a trade apprentice scheme, advance trainee scheme and a 
multi-skill technical programme to enhance the employability of tribal youth in and around 
Kansbahal in Odisha (L&T 2010, 2014, 2015). 
 
8. Mahindra 
Initially set up to manufacture general-purpose utility vehicles, Mahindra & Mahindra 
(M&M) was first known for vehicle assembly under license from Willys Jeep.The company 
later branched out into the manufacture of light commercial vehicles and agricultural tractors, 
rapidly growing from being a manufacturer of army vehicles and tractors to become a major 
automobile maker with a growing global market presence. At present, M&M is the leader in 
the utility vehicle segment in India with its flagship UV Scorpio. It has also moved into IT 
with the takeover of Satyam Computers, and into the holiday business.  
M&M’s employee-based CSR activities are called ESOPS, the name derived from Employee 
Social Options, which involved all its businesses. The company supports the education of 
underprivileged girl children through the Nanhi Kali Project. The company have supported 
the Mahindra pride schools since 2007, providing livelihood training to underprivileged 
children. It also supports the midday meal program in two states, Hyderabad and Rajasthan.  





Its annual report does not disclose CSR expenditure for the year 2010/11. Other reports 
estimate it at rupees 2,200 lakhs at 0.7 percente of PAT (M&M 2015). 
8.2 CSR Strategy 
No formal policy for implementation of CSR disclosed but activities undertaken is given 
8.3 Domains 
8.3.1 Education 
Project Nanhi Kali, run by an NGO of that name,  supports girls in education across nine 
states in India, providing them with academic and material support, of which the Mahindra 
Group supported nearly 28 000 in 2013-14.  (Mahindra & Mahindra 2014) 
8.3.2 Environment 
The company talks about carrying out Relief and Rehabilitation work in the cyclone affected 
areas of Tamil Nadu, constructing houses and associated infrastructural facilities such as 
water supply, sanitation and rainwater harvesting facilities in the severely affected villages. 
8.3.3 Livelihood Promotion 
The company says it contributes to support the government mandate for affirmative action by 
providing youth from socially disadvantaged section of the society with livelihood training 
through the Mahindra Pride Schools. Over 3800 students from socially disadvantaged 
sections of the society were provided with training at the Mahindra Pride School in Pune, 
Chennai and Patna (M&M 2014, 2015). 
 
9. Maruti Suzuki India Limited  
Maruti Suzuki India Limited (MSIL), formerly known as Maruti Udyog Limited, is a 
subsidiary of the Suzuki Motor Corporation of Japan. It is India’s largest passenger car 
company, accounting for over 50 per cent of the domestic car market. Maruti Udyog Limited 
was incorporated in 1981 under the provisions of Indian Companies Act 1956 and the 
government of India selected Suzuki Motor Corporation as the joint venture partner for the 
company. Suzuki Motor Corporation has been a global leader in mini and compact cars for 
three decades. In 1982 a joint venture agreement was signed between the Government of 





car for middle class Indian consumers. Its product range has widened, its ownership has 
changed hands, and its customer base has evolved. Maruti Suzuki has state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facilities in North India.   
9.1 CSR Amount 
As reported by the company, rupees1203 lakhs, about 0.74 percent of its PAT.  
9.2 CSR Strategy 
Maruti Suzuki states that it runs social programs in line with its CSR Policy and that 
partnership is a central theme.  
9.3 Domains 
9.3.1 Education 
Its road safety program, initiated in 2000, focuses on driver training to improve driving skills 
and driver behavior on the road. It claims to have trained over 1 million people in safe driving 
through its 206 Maruti Driving Schools to the end of March in 2012. MSIL set up in 
partnerships with the state government and, in some cases, with the car dealers. The Road 
Safety Knowledge Centre, the new format of the company’s road safety initiatives, was 
added in the reporting year 2012-13. The company says its skill training program expanded 
with the new partnership, one with the Government Industrial Training Institute (ITIs). The 
company reports it is working in close partnership with the state governments, for overall 
upgrading of 10 ITSs, including two for women and one ITI for Scheduled Caste/ Scheduled 
Tribe students. The automobile trade was upgraded in 38 it is across the country (MSIL 
2014). 
MSIL has developed two methods for imparting driving skills: the Institute of Driving and 
Traffic Research way and the Maruti Driving School way. Institutes are large–scale driving 
training institutes set up on areas as large as 4 hectares. Here, it says, it offers training for 
passenger car and commercial vehicle drivers with scientifically designed driving tracks and 
simulators used for practical training. Health check-ups and soft skills training are offered to 
commercial drivers. In addition to driver training, the Institute at Gujarat also focuses on the 
technical training of tribal youth, most of whom use the skills to earn their livelihood. Youth 







Under its upgrading programme, MSIL has taken up initiatives that collectively improve the 
quality of school education offered, and better prepare young people for the industry. The 
curriculum at the institutes is augmented with the additional modules. Technical modules 
such as shop-floor practices, advanced technologies, automobile systems, safety and quality 
are also included. Special sessions on motivation and behavioural change, and lectures on 
current technologies are also organised for the faculty, often with industry exposure.  
The company reports it made a large investment in the infrastructure development of a village 
school in Manesar, Hayana and provided drinking water facilities, toilets, pathways, 
boundary walls and teaching aids in collaboration with the government there. As a result of 
the improved infrastructure, it says the government upgraded its two schools, Government 
School Alihar-Dhana and Government School Baas, from primary to middle level. The 
company reports that it runs a computer education center that provides basic computer 
literacy to the children at Alihar Village. Teachers from the village have been trained and 
employed to run the center. In 2011-12 another computer learning centre was set up at 
Government School Alihar Dhana with 130 schoolchildren benefiting (MSIL 2014). 
It partnered with the state governments for upgrading the Industrial Training Institutes. As a 
part of its affirmative action programme, Maruti Suzuki has deliberately chosen to work with 
the ITIs at Elathur, Kerala which specifically cater to the Schedule Caste and Scheduled 
Tribe community. In Gurgaon and Jhajjar, in Haryana, the ITIs teach women (MSIL 2014). 
However, labour troubles have bogged Maruti at its Manesar plant. There was much worker 
unrest after a death in the factory and the arrest of workers, which is an ongoing matter for 
the courts (S. N. 2012). 
 
10 Reliance Industries Limited  
The Reliance Group, founded by Dhirubhai H. Ambani, is India's largest private sector 
enterprise. Starting as a small textile company, Reliance enjoys leadership in its businesses, 
being the largest polyester yarn and fibre producer in the world, and among the top five to 10 
producers in the world of petrochemical products. It has businesses in the energy, 





revenues are in excess of $30 billion. The flagship company, Reliance Industries Limited, is a 
Fortune Global 500 company and now headed by his the founder’s son Mukesh. 
.10.1 CSR Amount 
Rupees 35,705/ lakhs as derived on the basis of 1.7 percent of PAT disclosed in BRR 
(Reliance India Limited 2015). 
10.2 CSR Strategy 
Though its policy is not given in the report, it does state it has a CSR Policy that reflects its 
objective of economic and social development and to utilise energy resources responsibly. It 




In order to build a pool of human resources for India, Reliance (RIL) says it has developed its 
own network of 12 schools in and around the manufacturing units of the company at 
Jamnagar Surat, Vadodara, Patalganga, Nagothane and Nagpur benefitting more than 15 000 
students. It talks about several initiatives undertaken, including construction of a school 
building at Meghpar village in Jamnagar; construction of executive girls’ school at 
Motikhavdi; distribution of school benches at Nagothane; providing school kits at Jamnagar; 
distributing schoolbags to children at Nagpur and Silvassa and providing notebooks and 
uniforms to the schoolchildren of Gadimoga and Bhairvapalem panchayats.  
It claims to encourage the meritorious poor student to pursue higher studies. Students 
securing high marks in the national Secondary School Certificate examination are helped to 
get free education at leading residential colleges. The scheme, so far, has helped over 1100 
students to continue higher education.  
Its reports that its India Premier League cricket team, the Mumbai Indians, had raised around 
Rs 17 million since 2010 for NGOs with whom it is partnering10.3.2 Health 
Reliance says that it focuses on achieving occupational and personal health of employees at 
all its manufacturing sites and offices, and has community medical centres established near 
most of its manufacturing divisions to provide comprehensive healthcare services in 





through a control centre located at Hazira, Gujarat and has constructed a Primary Healthcare 
Centre at Gadimoga, Andrea Pradesh (a Reliance oil and gas terminal dominates economic 
life there)  with an in-patients’ facility which can accommodate up to 30 people. It reports 
that its hospital at Lodhivali, Mahrashtra is engaged to improve the quality of life in 
surrounding communities and that it organized 18 camps for free medical consultation and 
diagnosis with 1900 patients attending the camps. In February 2013 a cataract surgery camp 
was conducted with the help of the Lions Club Mumbai at Khopoli, Mahrastra where 114 
patients had eye surgery .  It says it gave free or highly subsidised medical care and treatment 
to over 1600 residents in surrounding villages (Reliance Infrastructure Limited 2014). 
10.3.3 Environment 
Its rainwater harvesting project, according to the company, has been implemented at a high 
school near Hazira, Gujarat to save rainwater from roof-tops to benefit 1450 school children 
in a water short area. At Patalganga, Mahrashtra an organic waste processor was installed to 
convert canteen waste into compost (Reliance Infrastructure Limited 2014). Its mangrove 
plantations and maintenance in the coastal areas, tending green belts and gardens in and 
around its manufacturing units, and its vermicomposting of waste and its use as manure, these 
and such efforts, Reliance say are imbedded in the culture of sustaining the earth’s 
environment. 
10.3.4 Livelihoods and Financial Inclusion 
Reliance says it has been at the forefront of implementing these, especially for the welfare of 
rural women and youth. Up skill, gradation and vocational training programmes have been 
imparted to unemployed youth in villages surrounding areas to improve their employment 
prospects. 
 
11 Sesa Goa Limited  
 
Sesa ESA Goa is a company in the mining and extraction industry in Goa and Karnataka. It 
merged with Sterlite in 2012 and Vedanta in 2015, and underwent name changes. Today, it is 
called Vendanta Limited. 





During the year Sesa’s standalone accounts showed losses. However the company claims it 
has spent around Rs.2259 lakhs which is 1 percent of the Consolidated PAT. 
 
11.2 CSR Strategy 
Seas stated that its company CSR philosophy is to work for the socioeconomic growth of the 
communities which are directly or indirectly impacted or which have influence on operations. 
It tries to promote the PPP model for the community and state level development. 11.3 
Domains  
Sesa’s CSR report says it runs two technical schools to impart skills and train the local youth 
in employment-oriented fields. It favours school-based intervention for the promotion of 
adolescent health and education programmes. Over 20 schools are covered under this 
programme and they reach out to over 4000 students. It has a programme which aims to 
provide education to 349 schools from Goa with a scholarship scheme for the meritorious 
students from Standard 5 to 12 catering to around 70 schools and 400 students across the 
mining belt in the state of Goa. It claims its study centres provide personalised guidance for 
learning and personality development. It has 36 study centres established benefitting around 
800 students across operational areas. 
11.3.1 Health 
The company runs  11 community medical centres and two mobile vans, as well as a project 
for eye check-ups and treatment, cataract operations, and the provision of spectacles to needy 
and pediatric health camps in primary schools across its area of operation. It also says it 
supplements support to children living with HIV / AIDS and people suffering from 
tuberculosis. 
11.3.2 Livelihoods Promotion  
A Sesa initiative, the company says, is to revive and promote agriculture practices and 
watershed development, and over 320 hectares of land had been brought under cultivation, 
benefiting around 1000 persons. It’s hi–tech commercial farming involves, according to the 
company, growing gerbera (or African daisy, an ornamental) cultivation in polyhouses. These 
projects, done in collaboration with the Directorate of Agriculture of the government of Goa, 





The company set up the Sesa Football Academy program to nurture the talent of Goa’s young 
footballers. Until date 93 boys have passed through it and been absorbed by state, national 
and international clubs. It also claims it is empowering women’s self-help groups  by 
promoting micro-enterprises. Working with 328 self-help groups Sesa reached out to nearly 
5500 women, 188 of these groups from 15 village panchayats being trained in tailoring, paper 
bag making, etc, masala, papad, etc  
12  Shree Cement  
Shree Cement started in 1985 with its first plant, producing 0.6 million metric tons per year at 
Beawar, Rajastan. Since then it has grown, with many plants in a variety of places, to be the 
largest cement producer in northern India with a total yearly capacity of 6.8 million tons . 
Shree Ultra, Bangur Cement and Rock Strong are the major brands of Shree Cement (Shree 
Cements 2013a, 2013b, 2015). 
12.1 CSR Amount 
Spending reported on CSR is 1.52 percent of average profit after taxing the previous three 
financial years. CSR spent was 9.28 crore in 2012 (Shree Cements 2013a, 2013b). 
12.2 CSR Strategy 
The company says it believes its growth is linked with that of its neighbouring communities 
and considers this as a voluntary endeavour rather than an imposed responsibility. Its Shree 
Rural Foundation Society is the arm created by the company to take care of its initiatives in 
the field of social work as their commitment to Samaj Sewa can be considered. The focus 
areas of the foundation are promoting education and supporting healthy living among 
communities, empowering women, creating sustainable livelihood and providing 
infrastructure development for community welfare. 
12.3 Domains 
12.3.1 Promoting Education   
Its Shree Ki Pathshala programme in the company’s view is undertaken to provide primary 
education to school drop-out children or those without any formal school education. Girls 
enrolled with Shree Ki Pathshala are provided opportunities to pursue their interest, like 
crafting, painting, designing, rangoli making and the like. Scholarships are given to students 





boys and girls at at Learning Centres and in nearby villages. The company also provided 
financial and in-kind assistance.  
12.4 Health and Family Welfare Programmes  
Shree Cement says it organised rural medical camps in nearby villages for three days in a 
month, where free medical services are provided by expert team of doctors, and operated a 
mobile medical van which visits centres of nearby villages and provides services. It also 
reports that vaccination camps were organised  at different schools in its operational villages 
where many children were benefited. Camps are also organised at every alternate month to 
cover patients suffering from certain specific diseases. They focused on addressing issues 
related to child mortality and maternal health in nearby areas.   Eight programmes were 
organized by a small team for creating awareness across the communities. Company 
organised awareness programmes on different issues: safety, environment, HIV/AIDs, health 
and hygiene. Aiming at achieving behavioural change, the company says it used media which 
communities could easily relate to like local folk show, to take various health issues to the 
community (Shree Cements 2013a, 2013b, 2015). 
12.3.3 Women Empowerment and Skill Development 
The Company established stitching training centers, wherein women from local community 
are given training and income generating activities like bag making. The company states it 
facilitates formation of self help groups consisting of local women with these groups getting 
the backing of government schemes and financial assistance from banks to undertake income 
generating activity like food processing and cutting and tailoring. In six villages, seven such 
self-help groups have been formed involving 84 local women (Shree Cements 2015). 
11.3.4 Agriculture and Horticulture Development Programmes  
The Company says that farmers’ training is provided at the local level covering specific 
topics like water conservation, soil conservation, common property resource management, 
better crop yielding, seed treatment, cattle insurance, livestock management, use of fertilisers, 
government. schemes and exposure by visits to improve knowledge level of farmers on new 
horticulture and agricultural techniques. They state that assistance in the form of provision of 
sprinkler sets, PVC pipes and sprayers for adopting the modernized farming techniques was 
provided to farmers. The seed distribution programme of modern and hybrid quality seeds 





12.3.5 Infrastructure and Community Spending 
 It reports that to improve the infrastructure in nearby localities, construction projects such as 
interlock roads, drainage channels and culverts have been taken up at various places which 
help in improving passage facilities and sanitation and hygiene conditions. Construction of 
water tanks in gram panchayats has been carried out for improving water storage and 
distribution systems. For community meetings and various social and religious programmes, 
community centres and other structures are built at nearby villages. Deepening of water 
harvesting structures in eight surrounding villages was carried out for capacity enhancement 
of the groundwater, recharging capability. For effectively utilising rainwater, rooftop 
rainwater harvesting structures were implemented at government school buildings which are 
capable of storing 70 000 litres of water. (Shree Cements 2013a, 2013b, 2015). 
 
13. Tata Consultancy Services 
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is an IT services, business solutions and outsourcing 
organisation which claims it delivers real results to global business. Being a part of the giant 
Tata Group, TCS organizes CSR across the country with local communities and pro bono 
volunteering.  TCS contributes its profits to Tata Trusts which owns 75 percent of the 
shareholding. The trusts contribute to social development. 
 
13.1 CSR Amount 
TCS discloses its CSR contribution as 0.51 percent of PAT, which comes to Rs 7,160 lakhs. 
 
13.2 CSR Strategy 
TCS and the Tata Group says its core value is building a long-term, sustainable business by 
way of creating wealth for society, improving the lives of communities and caring for the 
environment. TCS has a range of global CSR initiatives in the areas of education, health and 







13.3.1 Health  
Its claims to have an integrated Hospital Management System along with IT infrastructure 
provided free of cost to the cancer institute at Chennai. FY2012-13 marked the successful 
implementation of all 17 modules of this project, called ‘MedMantra’, which were 
transitioned to a support mode. 320 000 investigation results were reported and 125 000 
consultations. 
Tata Medical Centre says that TCS designed and implemented a comprehensive Hospital 
Management System running on a state- of-the- art IT infrastructure for Tata Medical, 
Kolkata. In the same year TCS provided Tata Medical with pro bono IT services valued at 
Rs. 4.2 crores. The project undertaken by the CSR team uses technology as a key enabler to 
assist and resolve business challenges faced by social organisations, empowering them to be 
efficient and accountable. The team provided end-to-end consultancy and design the 
architecture of a comprehensive solution for health focused NGOs. 
13.3.2 Education 
Its adult literacy program , the company says, is a computer-based functional literacy 
program which reached 193 625 people. In 2013 literacy was imparted to 11 125 people. Its 
effort of increasing employability of Kashmiri Youth through a 14-week training course had 
been designed by TCS with two batches of training wherein 96 students graduated, and 73 
have been offered employment with the company. It reports that its training programme for 
vendors provides training to support services staff of the vendors deployed in TCS for 
building capability in spoken English, operating computers hand building other soft skills. In 
that year, the programme reached 131 beneficiaries. TCS says it is, under its Academic 
Programme, a total of 616 institutes in India and 288 institutes overseas were benefitted 
through the company’s activities, like workshop for faculty and students, faculty 
development programmes, research scholarships, research alliances, project opportunities to 
students, and student awards. The company states that its computer training centre was set up 
with the objective of providing computer training and personality development to enhance the 
employability of individuals with visual impairment, and that the programme also seeks to 
create employment opportunities for them. Since 2008, TCS says it trained 117 visually 
impaired people under the scheme and employed 70 students.  





TCS says that energy efficiency of 5.8% reduction per capital electricity consumption and 
that with fresh water Consumption, they achieved 11.5% reduction, with rainwater 
harvesting, and to become groundwater neutral they recharged 34% of the groundwater and 
paper Consumption 21% reduction in per capita paper consumption.  
13.3.4 Skill Enhancement 
TCS says that its Business Process Outscouring employability programme provides training 
in English and computer skills, quite apart from providing good understanding of an industry 
sector  free of cost. Students who participate in the training and pass a TCS standard of 
proficiency are made offers based on selection parameters and assessed as part of its hiring 
policy. TCS says it has developed a Faculty Development Programme focusing on ITI 
instructors of the ‘Computer Operator cum Programming Assistance course, which aims to 
improve the quality of training in the course run by these instructors; 48 instructors were 
trained and certified in Kolkata, Bangalore and Mumbai. In its Affirmative Action 
Programmes TCS states it has sponsored education of 20 boys and 20 girls belonging to 
Schedule Caste in two hotels.  It gives Rs.350, 000 towards five scholarships through 
Foundation for Academic and Access to help SC/ST students studying in professional courses 
and says it has been supporting students through the Foundation for the past four years. 
 
 
14  Wipro  
 
 Wipro Technologies is a division of Wipro Limited (NYSE:WIT). It is among the largest of 
global IT services, in Business Process Outscouring  and product engineering  In addition to 
the IT business, Wipro has a leadership position in niche market segments of consumer 
products and lighting solutions. The company has been listed since 1945, and started its 
technology business in 1980. Today, Wipro generates US$ 6 billion (India GAAP figure 
2009-10) of annual revenues. Its equity shares are listed in India on the Mumbai Stock 
Exchange and the National Stock Exchange; as well as on the New York Stock Exchange. 
Wipro enables business results by being a catalyst. It offers integrated portfolios of services 
to its clients in the areas of consulting, system integration and outsourcing for key-industry 





has also set up the Azim Premji University in Karnataka (Wipro India Limited 2013a, 2013b, 
2014a, 2014b). 
 
 Wipro’s collaboration in genetic technology has seen the company in the eye of a storm. In 
2001 activists took on its ultra sound machines for causing female genocide in India, by 
providing sex determination, by being responsible for sex-selective abortion. A case filed by 
activists in the Supreme Court of India brought down strictures on the company for not 
following its due diligence in a patriarchal society, for selling on a large scale to quacks and 
to registered practitioners who had access to finance from providers.  The Prenatal Diagnostic 
Act in India, which prohibits disclosure of the sex of the child, asks companies to maintain 
records of those it has sold machines to, and to steer clear of doubtful practitioners in the 
rural areas with portable machines. 
 
14.1 CSR Amount 
No CSR contribution was disclosed in its reports. 
 
14.2 CSR Strategy 
Wipro’s sustainability reporting articulates their perspective on the emerging forces in the 
global sustainability landscape, and Wipro’s response on multiple dimensions. 
   
14.3 Domains 
14.3.1 Education  
The WASE program (Wipro Academy of Software Excellence) was launched in 1995. The 
WASE program consisted of an 8-semester four years off campus collaborative programme 
with the Birla Institutes of Technology and Science, Pilani, Rajasthan. Students, it is reported, 
receive technical and academic inputs as well as the opportunity to apply their learning in live 
projects. Wipro started Mission 10x in 2007. This sought to create a improvement in the 
employability of the students by bringing about systemic change in the existing teaching–
learning paradigms in engineering education. Over the last four years Mission 10 X has 





approach. Wipro launched Mission 10x Technology Learning Centre The unified technology 
learning platform provides the student a way to do industry-relevant projects, and to help 
build the necessary skills that are required by the industry (Wipro India Limited 2013a, 
2013b, 2014a, 2014b). 
  
14.3.2 Health 
Wipro says it supported a population covering 30 villages in three districts, Aurangabad, 
Tumkur and Hindpur, with reproductive and child health facilities. Similar Projects in 
Mysore and Amalner were undertaken (Wipro India Limited 2013a, 2013b, 2014a, 2014b). 
14.3.3 Environment 
The Company reports trees planted, and that it generated livelihood for subsistence farmers in 
rural Tamil Nadu through a social forestry project. Recycled water accounted for 34 percent 
of Wipro’s total water requirements in 2011-12, waste water recycled, primarily used for 
sanitation and landscaping. Of the total generated waste, 84 percent is recycled, either within 
premises or externally through vendors (Wipro India Limited 2013a, 2013b, 2014a, 2014b).  
14.3.4 Disaster 
Wipro reports that after the Karnataka floods project was completed, it built houses for two 
districts, Yadgir and Kappal, in North Karnataka. They say they completed the project which 
provided eco sanitation, dug wells, rainwater harvesting for village households. The company 
says it carried out a global collection drive for Japan, which was donated to Ashinaga, a NGO 
that supports the educational and emotional needs of children (Wipro India Limited 2013a, 
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